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Introduction
Twenty-First Century Flânerie:
From Social Distance to Social Justice
Kelly Comfort and Marylaura Papalas

F

lânerie is not an urban practice typically associated with social and
political engagement. But since the early nineteenth century, flâneurs/flâneuses have emphasized their relationship with the people
around them, with the urban crowd. Edgar Allan Poe’s famous 1840
short story “The Man of the Crowd” begins with an epigraph from Jean
de La Bruyère: “Ce grand malheur, de ne pouvoir être seul” (“This great
misfortune, of not being able to be alone”) (506, translation ours). In
addition to this epigraph, the story’s title and text also emphasize the
theme of the crowd with a first-person narrator who follows a stranger
through the streets of London and observes that he “refuses to be alone.
He is the man of the crowd” (515, emphasis in original). Contemporaries
of Poe such as Albert Smith also record walking experiences. In Smith’s
book on urban life titled The Natural History of the Idler upon Town
(1848), the flâneur “prefers constantly changing his place, to be thrown
in contact with fresh persons” (91). Nineteenth-century British author
and journalist Angus B. Reach also discusses how the flâneur walks
through “pouring crowds of gay pedestrians” and observes “the shifting, rushing, rolling multitude [. . . as it] becomes one dazzling, puzzling, confounding chaos of faces and forms, and hats and bonnets,
and paletots and visites, and mustaches and curls—all jumbled up
together—all mixing—all blending—and all forming one confounding, bewildering, bewitching whole” (“The Lounger in Regent Street”
119, 116). In “The Painter of Modern Life” (1863), French poet Charles
Baudelaire describes the flâneur as a “passionate lover of crowds” who
penetrates into “the heart of the multitude,” becomes “one flesh with
the crowd,” and enters “into the crowd as though it were an immense
reservoir of electrical energy” (5, 9-10, emphasis in original). As these
passages suggest, flânerie can eradicate physical and spatial distance as
the flâneur/flâneuse penetrates into the throng, mixes with passersby,
and merges with strangers on the city streets.
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While flânerie depends on this intimacy with the crowd, these descriptions also highlight a separation and distance from it. Authors
of nineteenth-century flânerie texts highlight the crowd in order to
bring into relief the individual and the place of the singular urbanite among the hordes, playing with notions of physical distance and
social distance. For example, in Physiologie du flâneur (1841), Louis
Huart insists that “one only practices flânerie alone” (122, translation
ours). This separation from others facilitates more astute observation
and recording of the urban crowd and its exceptional characteristics.
French realist novelist Honoré de Balzac likens the process to a unique
form of gathering information in his 1826 meditation on contemporary
moeurs Physiologie du marriage, wherein he writes that flânerie “is collecting witty remarks; it is admiring sublime portraits of pain, love,
and joy, gracious and grotesque portraits; it is to plunge one’s gaze into
a thousand lives” (63, translation ours). Thanks to his intimate knowledge of the crowd as well as his distance from it, the flâneur can better
understand the lives of those who make up the city, contributing to a
more complete picture of the urban context. This scrutiny from afar is
also vital for journalist and historian Victor Fournel, who explains in
his 1867 tract Ce qu’on voit dans les rues de Paris (What One Sees on the
Streets of Paris) that the flâneur must pay attention to “the movement
of the city, the varied physiognomy of the public spirit, the beliefs, antipathies, and admirations of the crowd” (268, translation ours).
One of the more important benefits of walking alone is anonymity. Distance—social, mental, emotional, intellectual—enables the flâneur/flâneuse to remain unknown to others. This is something George
W. F. Villiers in Ten Years of Imperialism in France: Impressions of a
“Flaneur” (1862) describes with regard to Paris: “You can stroll about in
the most remote quarters without attracting observation, and without
feeling that loneliness and almost embarrassment which overcomes
you if you attempt this in any other capital” (30). Writer and critic
Jules Janin in Chapter XXVII on “The Lounger” from A Winter in Paris
(1843) likewise comments on the flâneur’s distanced interactions with
the crowd: “While the crowd respectfully gives place to him, he sees
it not; he mingles in it without knowing it, without intending it, as
wave mingles with wave” (164). Baudelaire also “rejoices in his incognito,” since his flâneur is “an ‘I’ with an insatiable appetite for the ‘nonI’” (“The Painter” 9). This anonymity proves especially liberating for
women. Novelist George Sand describes in her autobiography Story of
My Life (1854) walking in Paris—a flâneuse disguised in male garb—as
“an atom lost in the immense crowd,” where “no one knew [her], no
one looked at [her], no one gave [her] a second thought” (905). For
those like Sand, however, anonymity is not guaranteed. French physi-
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cian, psychiatrist, first-wave feminist, and socialist activist Madeleine
Pelletier writes in a 1914 instructional volume “L’Education feminist
des filles” (“The Feminist Education of Girls ”) that in order to stroll the
city, young women should not only dress as boys, but should also carry
a gun for protection, underscoring the potential breach of anonymous
safety at any moment.
Regardless of the benefits and dangers, separation from the crowd
inevitably leads to a meaningful urban experience. By definition, this
distance also distinguishes the flâneur/flâneuse from their peers. More
observant, more intellectual, and more artistic, the flâneur/flâneuse
has what Huart describes as “taste,” “intellect,” and a “strongly cultivated mind” (95, 121, translation ours), what Reach calls “observant
thoughtfulness” and “keen appreciation” (118, 121), what Villiers names
“intense activity of all faculties” (i), and what Baudelaire qualifies as
“the capacity of seeing [and] the power of expression” (“The Painter”
12). The flâneur/flâneuse’s sense of superiority fuels their keen observation and ability to reflect on the spectacle of consumer culture, commenting on fashion, theater announcements, and window-shopping.
Texts such as the 1806 anonymous pamphlet Le Flâneur au salon, ou
Mr. Bon-Homme; examen joyeux des tableaux, mêlé de vaudevilles (The
Flâneur in His Salon, or Mr. Bon-Homme: Joyous Inspection of Scenes
Mixed with Comical Situations) exemplify flânerie’s potential for cataloging modernity. It describes Mr. Bon-Homme as a prototypical flâneur thanks to his connoisseurship of the Parisian arcades, where “he
has carefully reviewed each shop, has examined all the new hats, all the
new novels, all the new playthings, all the new romances, all the new
hair combs, all the new cars, all the new pretty fashion boutiques and
all the new signs” (6-7, translation ours).
In addition to these detailed descriptions of the newest consumer
products, these authors also describe the individual characters populating the nineteenth-century streets. Baudelaire provides astute observations on the prostitute in his essay “The Painter of Modern Life”
and pens a poem about the ragpicker titled “The Ragpicker’s Wine” in
his collection Les Fleurs du Mal. Similarly, Huart includes a chapter on
“Le gamin de Paris” and Smith an equivalent chapter on “The Street
Boy” in London. Huart comments on the vagrant child’s poverty and
class limitations that require him to start each day as he ends it—“en
flanant [sic]” [in flânerie]—and also celebrates his “spirit and cunning”
that make up for his lack of money (73, 69, translation ours). Smith
notes that the street boy, not being “a monied Idler,” must “seek gratuitous amusements” and use his “ingenuity,” “shrewdness of observation” and “precocious cunning” to procure his “excitement” on the
city’s streets (114, 112).
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None of these authors, however, question the downside of capitalism and consumer society, something that twentieth-century narratives begin to address. European avant-garde groups like the Surrealists,
influenced by Marxism, reject the traditional urban commercial hubs
and the spectacle of consumer society that fascinated nineteenthcentury writers. They propose alternative experiences that would avoid
anxiety and alienation, two potential pitfalls of flânerie elucidated by
Walter Benjamin in his Arcades Project (21). The surrealists relish in
the seemingly disconnected and chance encounters of the streets, what
they call hasard objectif, in order to seek out more meaningful urban
experiences. But there are serious problems with Surrealism, and one
of them is linked to the way in which they promote flânerie. Instead
of Huart and Smith’s “street boy,” André Breton focuses on a female
street person, Léona Delcourt, who inspires his narrative Nadja, one of
his most famous publications. Although Breton gives some money to
Delcourt (whose real name he does not use), expresses some concern,
and makes a feeble attempt to find out her fate, ultimately, he does not
do much more than his predecessors, who similarly use society’s outcasts as a means of promoting their own version of masculine flânerie.
Beginning in the last two decades of the twentieth century, a wave
of feminist scholarship points to the kinds of failures cited above and
demonstrates how the default white, privileged male perspective of the
flâneur is limited. Aimée Boutin, Herbeck Devereux, Anne Friedberg,
Jane Kromm, Catherine Nesci, Marylaura Papalas, Deborah Parsons,
Griselda Pollock, and Elizabeth Wilson present different ways of examining traditional flânerie and roll out new methods for studying the
many examples of literary and aesthetic flâneuses. A number of recent
publications (Bock and Vila-Cabanes, Comfort and Papalas, Phillips
and Vincendeau, Tester, and Wrigley) establish new kinds of city
walkers who identify with a range of genders and explore a variety of
global locations. This recent scholarship begins to reflect on the street
stroller’s positionality, that is, on how differences in social position,
status, and power shape identity and societal access and also on how
privileged class, gender, race, and education influences and potentially
biases understandings of metropolitan life.
This special issue contributes to this arc in the evolution of flânerie
studies, focusing in particular on examples of urban walking produced
in the twenty-first century. Challenging the detached perspective of
the nineteenth century and expanding reflections on class, gender, and
capitalism from the twentieth century, all of the articles in this journal number reexamine the relationship between the flâneur/flâneuse
and their surrounding world, repositioning flânerie as an important
tool for community engagement and global awareness. The authors
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of this issue present twenty-first century flâneurs/flâneuses affected
by the continual reverberations of colonialism, controversial political
events like Brexit, the growing problem of pollution, historic social
movements like Black Lives Matter, awareness campaigns for mental
health and LGBTQ+ issues, and of course, Covid-19. The most recent
world-wide health pandemic further hampered the traditional flâneuric gaze bedazzled with the commerce and freedom of metropolitan
life. As a result of these lived global events, an inexorable shift permanently altered flânerie, problematizing the relationship between
the twenty-first century urban stroller and their city. No longer able to
enjoy a comfortable separation and unaccountability, the flâneurs and
flâneuses examined in this special issue illustrate how city strolling is
now always socially and politically implicated. The position of the flâneur/flâneuse, in relation to both local and global issues, reveals layers
of power, class, gender, race, and health disparities.
In “Walking in Senegal: Photography, Flânerie, and Ragpicking for
Environmental and Social Justice in Fabrice Monteiro’s The Prophecy,”
Kelly Comfort reads the choreographed photographs of Belgian-born
African artist Monteiro as contemporary representations of the African
anti-flâneuse. Stagnated and suffocating in their failed attempts to
walk the city of Dakar, the female figures’ inability to escape ecological degradation highlights a complication often overlooked in accounts
of flânerie. Monteiro’s images in The Prophecy collection reveal the
global dimension of consumerism and waste, but also remind viewers that developing countries in Africa and throughout the Global
South disproportionately carry the burden of environmental hazards.
Yet Comfort also points out how Monteiro’s unique photographic approach combines key traits of both the flâneur and the ragpicker, while
using upcycling to repurpose waste into art, to revalue trash for its aesthetic value, and to counteract the very consumption practices that are
being condemned.
Sara Dye acknowledges racial disparities as well as class inequalities
in her article “Walking in COVID Times: Practicing Flânerie, Practicing
Politics.” Dye engages with popular public discourse and refutes The
New Republic article “Death to the Flâneur” (2017) by Jo Livingstone
and Lovia Gyaryke, which argues that the flâneur is not an “actor,” but
simply a “witness” “with no markers of identity” who walks “right past”
that which he observes. Reflecting on real and lived experiences, Dye’s
account of flânerie during the pandemic reveals a more personal and
contemplative experience that underscores the political power and
social responsibility of the flâneuse as witness-bearer. Focusing on the
privileges she exercises walking while white and middle-class, Dye’s
self-critical gaze reveals her previous unawareness of those struggling
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around her and a profound need—through walking—to learn more
about them. Unlike her nineteenth-century counterpart, her race
along with her socio-economic status serve as impetus for better understanding her home town of Waco, Texas.
Emily Hall also examines how flânerie can highlight interdependency in a world where major political events like Brexit send symbolic
messages of separation and isolation. Weaving themes of gender and
national identity, Hall’s article “Walking after Brexit: ‘Uncommunal
Communal’ Spaces in Ali Smith’s Autumn and Isabel Waidner’s We Are
Made of Diamond Stuff” illuminates the vulnerability of those who do
not explicitly identify as male or female, or as a citizen of a particular
country, and their efforts to connect more meaningfully to their communities. Drawing from the growing field of egalitarian scholarship,
namely Judith Butler’s The Force of Nonviolence and Achille Mbembe’s
Necropolitics, Hall’s article highlights the lasting importance of flânerie
as a method for understanding these major shifts and rejecting violence. The protagonists examined practice flânerie in villages and small
towns and wander—despite the dangers—as citizens, non-citizens
and migrants.
Immigration is an important theme in Sara Faradji’s article “Walking
While Black: Can There be an African Flâneur?” Her examination of
Sepha Stephanos, the Ethiopian-born protagonist of Dinaw Mengestu’s
2007 novel The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears, provides readers
with an atypical example of the flâneur: a shop owner who frequently
walks and keenly observes walkers in and from his store. Like the protagonist in Waidner’s We Are Made of Diamond Stuff, Sepha’s experience with immigration colors his relationships with others, often creating an imposed distance. The gentrification gaining momentum in
his Washington D.C. neighborhood also forces Sepha’s disconnection
with certain elements of his surroundings, as more affluent neighbors
and clients demand changes and impose their own codes of social distance. As an Ethiopian immigrant and a Black male in the U.S., Sepha
embodies, fails to embody, resists, and redefines the traditional representation of the flâneur. According to Faradji, Sepha uses flânerie to
confront and cope with childhood trauma, to mentally map his home
terrain in Addis Ababa over the landscape of Washington D.C., and to
navigate the effects of racial and class discrimination prevalent in his
increasingly gentrified city.
Focusing on flânerie and issues of race, environment, class, migration, gender, and postcoloniality highlights how societies around the
world struggle with inclusion and providing safe spaces for its most
vulnerable populations. Mental health is another one of these twentyfirst century concerns that often does not attract the attention it de-
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serves. Liz Wayson’s article “Walking and Dancing in Gotham City:
The Marginalized Flâneur, Mental Health Activism, and the Spectacle
of Violence in Todd Phillips’s Joker” addresses this gap. She examines
the Joker character as a modern-day flâneur whose lack of access to
healthcare and other human needs results in a breakdown. His walking
through the city of Gotham as he improvises a strange flâneuric dance,
however, serves as a form of resistance to an indifferent society, and
Wayson’s analysis provides insight into how figures marginalized by
disability and illness inscribe their own unique walking moves on the
city. Wayson nonetheless points out how the film problematically reinforces stereotypes that insist on a cause-effect relationship between
mental illness and violence.
In “Walking in the Virtual City: Gallery, Flânerie, Game,” David
Antonio Moody examines another kind of urban exploration during
the Covid-19 pandemic. His discussion of the cyberflâneur/cyberflâneuse, the Alternative Reality (AR) flâneur/flâneuse, and the streamer in widely-played games like Atari’s Haunted House, Blizzard’s World
of Warcraft, Ninatic’s Pokémon GO, and Innersloth’s Among Us underscores the growing importance of flânerie for both gamers and game
developers. These games and their simulation of urban hubs and metropolitan experiences recreate flânerie for players, offering a socially
distanced and thus safe environment in which to walk. Pulling from
game theory and urban sociology, Moody concludes that the ongoing
social necessity of wandering public spaces can be fulfilled during isolating times through practices such as video game playing that promote imaginative flâneuric acts.
The articles in this special issue underscore the difficulties of twenty-first century flânerie, highlighting serious problems that hamper
urban city strolling but that also inspire contemporary flâneurs and
flâneuses to engage with and rethink their urban surroundings. Acute
threats to global stability permeate all of the articles in this collection:
race (Comfort, Dye, Faradji), postcoloniality (Comfort, Faradji), immigration (Faradji, Hall), gender (Comfort, Dye, Hall), politics (Dye,
Hall), environment (Comfort, Moody), mental health (Dye, Watson),
Covid-19 (Dye, Moody), and technology (Moody). These are the new
phenomena that occupy the gaze of the twenty-first century flâneur/
flâneuse. The literary, journalistic, filmic, photographic, and digital
texts treated in this special issue expose a multitude of urban problems. Unlike the eulogies of the nineteenth century, these narratives
problematize the metropolitan environment, encouraging contemporary flâneurs/flâneuses to engage with their surroundings in meaningful ways and confront, mitigate, and solve the adversity that they face.
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Walking in Senegal:
Photography, Flânerie, and Ragpicking
for Environmental and Social Justice in
Fabrice Monteiro’s The Prophecy
Kelly Comfort

I

n the section titled “Melancholy Objects” from her 1977 book On
Photography, Susan Sontag likens the photographer to both the
flâneur and the ragpicker—using references to Baudelaire in each instance. She argues that “photography first comes into its own as an extension of the eye of the middle-class flâneur, whose sensibility was so
accurately charted by Baudelaire” (42). Sontag expands on this notion
by suggesting that “[t]he photographer is an armed version of the solitary walker reconnoitering, stalking, cruising the urban inferno, the
voyeuristic stroller who discovers the city as a landscape of voluptuous
extremes. Adept of the joys of watching, connoisseur of empathy, the
flâneur finds the world ‘picturesque’” (42-3). Sontag also goes on to suggest that “[t]he photographer—and the consumer of photographs—
follows in the footsteps of the ragpicker, who was one of Baudelaire’s favorite figures for the modern poet” (61). She cites at length Baudelaire’s
conception of the ragpicker from “Wine and Hashish”:
Everything that the big city threw away, everything it lost, everything it despised, everything it crushed underfoot, he catalogues and collects. . . . He sorts things out and makes a wise
choice; he collects, like a miser guarding a treasure, the refuse
which will assume the shape of useful or gratifying objects between the jaws of the goddess of Industry. (qtd. in Sontag 61)
Sontag insists that the “ragpicker’s acuity was directed to finding beautiful what other people found ugly or without interest and relevance,”
which is analogous to the photographer for whom everything looks
“beautiful, through the camera’s eye” (61-2). She points to the photographer’s “inveterate fondness for trash, eyesores, rejects, peeling surfaces, odd stuff, kitsch” as further evidence of his ragpicking ways (61).
The photographer, as conceived by Sontag, “finds that there is beauty
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or at least interest in everything, seen with an acute enough eye”—
which is as equally true for the ragpicker as it is for the flâneur (138).
The present analysis of two photographs—Untitled #1 (2013) and
Untitled #5 (2014)—from Belgian-Beninese artist Fabrice Monteiro’s
The Prophecy collection1 similarly considers the relationship between
photography, flânerie, and ragpicking.2 Monteiro collaborated with
Senegalese fashion designer Jah Gal (a.k.a Doulsy) in creating the costumes and staging the scene for each photo shoot, which took place in
or near Dakar, Senegal. Additionally, both Monteiro and Gal are the
artistic directors of the “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to #6 Making of
Movie” video that documents how they staged and photographed the
first six images in the collection.3 This article—which considers both
the photographs themselves (Figures 1-2) and the Ecofund video documenting their creation (as captured in the film stills in Figures 3-14)—
is divided into three sections. The first section examines the photographer (Fabrice Monteiro) as a type of Benjaminian flâneur—walking
the city as detective to uncover crimes against the environment. The
second section explores the notion of the artist (Fabrice Monteiro and
Jah Gal) as wandering ragpicker who creates beauty out of refuse, art
out of waste. The third section analyzes the female figure in each photograph as an anti-flâneuse, stagnated and suffocating in her failed attempt to walk the city of Dakar. Ultimately, I uncover the ways in which
The Prophecy uses photography to engage with key concepts of both
flânerie and ragpicking in an effort to promote environmental and
social justice in Senegal and beyond.

I. The Photographer as Flâneur and Detective of Environmental Crimes in the City
Sontag goes further in On Photography to link the flâneur to not only
the photographer, but the detective: “The flâneur is not attracted to the
city’s official realities but to its dark seamy corners, the neglected populations—an unofficial reality behind the façade of bourgeois life that
the photographer ‘apprehends,’ as a detective apprehends a criminal”
(43). Walter Benjamin establishes this same association between the
flâneur, the photographer, and the detective. In The Arcades Project,
he locates a “[n]oteworthy connection between flânerie and the detective novel” (441). In “The Paris of the Second Empire in Baudelaire,” he
insists that flânerie gives “the individual the best prospects for playing
the detective,” since both the flâneur and the detective depend on the
power of observation and the ability to read the “traces” left in the city
(Benjamin 21). He argues that “[n]o matter what trace the ﬂâneur may
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follow, every one of them will lead him to a crime” (Benjamin, “The
Paris” 22). In “Little History of Photography,” Benjamin also compares
the photographer to the detective: “It is no accident that [Eugène]
Atget’s photographs have been likened to those of a crime scene. But
isn’t every square inch of our cities a crime scene? Every passer-by a culprit? Isn’t it the task of the photographer—descendant of the augurs
and haruspices—to reveal guilt and to point out the guilty in his pictures?” (527).4 The same central ideas in Sontag and in Benjamin—the
city as crime scene; the ability to decipher traces; the desire to solve the
mysteries of the streets—link the flâneur and the photographer to the
detective.
In The Prophecy, Fabrice Monteiro is clearly a photographer turned
both flâneur and detective. Although no one, to my knowledge, has
yet to make the connection between Monteiro as photographer and
as flâneur, Cajetan Iheka makes the connection between Monteiro as
photographer and as detective in Chapter One, “Waste Reconsidered:
Afrofuturism, Technologies of the Past, and the History of the
Future,” of his 2021 book African Ecomedia: Network Forms, Planetary
Politics. Iheka argues that the “crime history of photography applies
to Monteiro’s work, which depicts assemblages of crime scenes” (43).
Iheka insists further that “[c]onsumption is the major crime on display” insofar as “Monteiro reestablishes a crime scene, one that indicts humanity for unbridled consumption” (44, 47). Just as “augurs
and haruspices”—from which, according to Benjamin, the photographer descends—observe natural signs, interpret omens, and practice
divination, so too does Monteiro “prophesize” in The Prophecy (“Little
History” 527). Let us turn now to the two images in question to see the
“crime scenes” and “prophecies” on display.
Untitled #1 (see fig. 1) was photographed in Mbeubeuss, an “unauthorized dump site” located approximately sixteen miles northeast of Dakar, where “350 rubbish trucks dump an estimated 1,300
tons of household waste” per day (“Ecofund The Prophecy” 00:02:10
– 00:02:26). Turned from a green marsh district into Senegal’s largest
open landfill, Mbeubeuss sits on a drying lake and flood plain, polluting
“the surrounding water, soil, and environment, jeopardizing economic
activities like cattle breeding and agriculture” (Italia 8). According to
the “Ecofund The Prophecy” video, Mbeubeuss is “an ecological bomb:
Since its creation in 1968, the dumpsite has been growing and increasingly gaining ground, polluting surrounding waters, soils, and the
environment” (00:02:10 – 00:02:26). Dressed in a massive gown made
predominantly of plastic waste and holding the remnants of a discarded doll, the female figure in this image highlights what Monteiro
calls the “unbelievable system of plastic consumption” (Juzga 00:01:02
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Fig. 1
Untitled #1, The Prophecy Series, 2013, Fabrice Monteiro/INSTITUTE

– 00:01:04).5 Jah Gal explains further the image’s message of unchecked
consumption: “How much waste, how many of these materials can be
re-used? But no, all we think about is consuming, consuming, consuming” (Juzga 00:02:22 – 00:02:30).
Untitled #5 (see fig. 2) portrays the problems of air pollution, traffic congestion, and urban waste. In the “Ecofund The Prophecy” documentary, Monteiro and Gal explain that “in Dakar and many other
African cities the air is loaded with harmful pollutants. Fuel-powered
vehicles pollute the air through the release of gases and particles”
(00:10:08 – 00:10:26). Moreover, “[a]s road traffic and the number of
vehicles increase, urban transportation is a major cause of air pollution” that leads to “ecological consequences and serious respiratory
diseases” (“Ecofund The Prophecy” 00:10:08 – 00:10:26). Monteiro
adds that “[h]ere [in Dakar] the pollution is conspicuous. Tons of old
diesel vehicles are constantly ejecting black smoke and toxic gases in
the atmosphere” (Juzga 00:04:30 – 00:04:45). Standing between two
vehicles that represent the city (note the Dakar license plate on the
car) and the nation (see the Senegalese flag on the truck), the female
figure holds a gas mask to her face, which is already covered in a black
plastic bag. Unable to breathe amidst a cloud of toxic exhaust fumes
and carbon emissions, she is also unable to move—stationary amid the
Dakar traffic.
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Fig. 2
Untitled #5, The Prophecy Series, 2014, Fabrice Monteiro/INSTITUTE

We might ask, then, whether the victim in each image is the female
figure depicted or the natural environment itself? In Untitled #1, it appears to be both. The woman symbolizes death in various ways: her
face is covered in black plastic; she wears a noose-like amulet around
her neck; she dangles the doll upside-down and deathlike from her
hand (see fig. 3).

Fig. 3
Film Still of Model from Untitled #1 from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to #6 Making of
Movie” (00:01:46)
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Yet the fire and smoke destroy the surrounding environment and
make the natural background blurry; the sole bird seems to be flying
away, as if trying to escape from the captured scene. Moreover, given
the photograph’s low angle, the woman appears to have supernatural
size and literally becomes—or covers up what would otherwise have
been—the image’s vanishing point (Matheron 125). In Untitled #5,
we also see the female figure and nature as dual victims. The woman’s
inability to breathe—again through plastic, but also through exhaust
fumes—requires the use of a gas mask. Additionally, she is at risk from
the vehicular traffic that surrounds her. The natural environment here
is only faintly visible in the trees, but the foregrounded tree’s trunk is
symbolically hidden by a utility pole and its branches are intertwined
with cable lines. Dust, exhaust, and litter on the road add to the idea of
a dying natural and urban world. We might also question whether the
culprit is local or global, specific or diffuse? I agree with Iheka’s notion
that “Monteiro’s images indict humanity for its excess, for its involvement in trashing the planet,” although I would suggest that humanity
is also the victim—suffocating and dying along with the female figures
and the natural environment (58).
Monteiro had a clear vision for this project that largely answers
these questions about the possible victims and culprits in these crime
scene images. He explains that The Prophecy originally consisted of
“9 images inspired by 9 ecological plagues in Senegal,” although the
collection currently includes fifteen images and extends beyond
Senegalese borders to include photographs from Australia (Untitled
#10), Ghana (Untitled #11), Kenya (Untitled #12), Colombia (Untitled
#13), and the United States (Untitled #14) in what Monteiro now calls
a “global prophecy” (Juzga 00:03:24 – 00:03:32; Monteiro “Interview”
00:00:25 – 00:00:26). Still, his initial plan was to create a story that
would be distributed to Senegalese schoolchildren. Monteiro explains
the backstory for the originally conceived children’s tale and the actual
photographic collection as follows: “Gaia, the mother earth, exhausted
by her incapacity to maintain the natural cycles of the planet in front of
new modes of life and consumption, resolves to send her djinns, to let
them appear to the humans and deliver a message of warning and empowerment’” (Juzga 00:10:17 – 00:10:36). Monteiro, in line with his own
multicultural heritage, thus mixes European and African traditions by
incorporating both the Greek goddess Gaia, ancestral mother of the
Earth, and West African djinns, supernatural beings of the animist
tradition that also extend into Islam. Monteiro deems the “concept
of animism” “essential” given that Africans were animist before they
became Muslim or Catholic (Juzga 00:10:04 – 00:10:12). Gal expands
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on this notion of using djinns: “Here, it is our culture to believe in
djinns. And we believe in it. [. . .] Every forbidden thing is protected by
a djinn. But now, with progress and religions that come from abroad we
forgot a little about those beliefs” (Juzga 00:09:36 – 00:09:43, 00:09:51
– 00:10:04). According to Gal, The Prophecy “is warning us about what
is going to be the misfortune of everyone” (Juzga 00:03:09 – 00:03:13).
Yet “[t]he djinns offer no solutions,” Monteiro explains, and serve to
“make humankind confront its responsibilities” (“Of Djinn and Man”).
In this way, Monteiro aims “to motivate an ecological consciousness”
and to combine “art and ecology for a change of behavior towards
nature” (Juzga 00:02:51 – 00:02:56; “Ecofund The Prophecy” 00:00:09
– 00:00:12).
Yet Monteiro is not just a photographer turned detective, he is
also a flâneur, wandering through Dakar in search of what Baudelaire
calls “the quality which you must allow me to call ‘modernity’” and
what Sontag refers to as both “the aesthetic and the instrumental”
(Baudelaire 12, Sontag 138). The “Ecofund The Prophecy” video underscores repeatedly the flâneur-like quality of Monteiro’s photographic

Fig. 4
Film Still of Monteiro and Gal Walking in Mbeubeuss from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to
#6 Making of Movie” (00:00:27)

project. Consider Figures 4 and 5, film stills from the Ecofund video, in
which Monteiro and Gal wander the dump site in preparation for the
staging of Untitled #1. The repeated emphasis on their feet and legs,
their walking, and even their shadows underscores the ambulatory
nature of their craft. Another example comes in Figures 6 and 7, which
show Monteiro walking the streets of downtown Dakar in preparation
for Untitled #5. Barefoot on the streets, Monteiro carefully studies the
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Fig. 5
Film Still of Monteiro and Gal Walking in Mbeubeuss from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to
#6 Making of Movie” (00:00:28)

Fig. 6
Film Still of Monteiro on Street at Site of Untitled #5 from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to
#6 Making of Movie” (00:09:14)

urban environment both through the lens of the camera and through
his observant naked eye. As he stakes out locations to stage the crime
scenes he will put on display, Monteiro wanders through Dakar on foot.
Monteiro’s featured camera in Figure 6 and the conspicuousness of the
video camera’s voyeurism in Figures 4 and 5 also underscore the ways
in which the camera acts as another flâneur type, following and observing Monteiro and Gal in mise en abime fashion.
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Fig. 7
Film Still of Monteiro on Street at Site of Untitled #5 from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to
#6 Making of Movie” (00:09:36)

II. The Artist as Ragpicker: Creating the Beautiful and
the Interesting Out of Upcycled Waste
In this second section, I will introduce the figure of the ragpicker (in
French, the chiffonnier), trace the historical connection in Baudelaire
and Benjamin between the ragpicker and the poet, and discuss how
the ragpicker relates to The Prophecy collection, especially to Untitled
#1 and Untitled #5. In general terms, the ragpicker wanders the city in
search of discarded waste and detritus that might be sold for a meager
profit. A type of lower-class flâneur, the ragpicker walks the streets
out of necessity—seeking anything of value from the rubbish that
modernity has cast off and left behind. Baudelaire famously connects
the ragpicker to the poet in two works. In his 1851 essay “Wine and
Hashish,” Baudelaire includes the passage requoted by Sontag in On
Photography, which insists that the ragpicker’s “task” is “to collect the
debris of twenty-four hours in Paris” and to catalog, collect, and sort
out “[a]ll that the great city has rejected, all that she has lost, all that
she has disdained, all that she has broken” (111). The ragpicker goes
“stumbling over the paving stones,” Baudelaire explains further in this
essay, turning refuse into “objects of utility or pleasure,” which parallels “those young poets who spend their days wandering about chasing
rhymes” (“Wine and Hashish” 111-112). In his poem “The Ragpicker’s
Wine,” which first appears in published form in the 1857 edition of Les
Fleurs du mal, Baudelaire uses the same comparative analogy: both
ragpicker and poet bend beneath “the junk he carries, / The jumbled
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vomit of enormous Paris” (“The Ragpicker’s Wine”). In “The Paris of
the Second Empire in Baudelaire,” Benjamin sums up what he terms
Baudelaire’s “extended metaphor for the poetic method”: “Ragpicker
and poet: both are concerned with refuse” (48). Whether walking as
scavengers and parasites in the city, on the one hand, or as artistic collectors and archivers of modernity, on the other hand, the ragpicker
and the poet “are analogous” because both “find their material in the
streets” and “have a privileged relationship with materiality” (Bielecki
270, 267).6
Although it is quite compelling to argue that Monteiro and Gal
had Baudelaire and Benjamin in mind when they employ a ragpicking aesthetic in The Prophecy, there are two additional influences from
Senegal that undoubtedly played a foundational role in their project.
The first is the Baye Fall movement. Originating in a Sufi branch of the
Mouride brotherhood and dating back to the late nineteenth century,
the Senegalese socio-religious movement of the Baye Fall embraces the
principles of “humility towards Allah, charity, and rejection of any material dependence” (Matheron 123).7 The Baye Fall stress “the importance of a humble lifestyle and manual labor,” which leads to “a system
of sustainable economics” (Crowder). The Baye Fall ethics—marked by
“the idea of unity advocated in Sufi,” the “intimacy between the human
and the divine and between the self and the other,” and the desire to
create “a relationship between several past lives” —logically lead to the
Baye Fall aesthetics (called Yaye Fall for women), which is characterized by brightly colored patchwork clothing made of recycled fabric,
long “locked” hair resembling matted dreadlocks, and black leather
amulets (Matheron 129-130; Crowder). In “The Fashion of Devotion of
Senegalese Baye Fall,” Enrica Picarelli explains that the Baye Fall clothes
“were once exclusively fashioned out of retrieved or donated scraps of
cloth, since the adherents to the brotherhood relied (and partially still
do) on the community for feeding and clothing.” “Wearing discarded
items of dressing is an act of piety and a profession of humbleness,”
Picarelli explains further, which allows Baye Fall members “to express
their spiritual affiliation and identity,” to promote “a form of ethical
consumption where recycling also serves as a performative political
act,” and to exclude their garments “from the economic cycle and the
system of wealth and status associated with it.”8
Before beginning The Prophecy, Monteiro worked on two photographic collections titled Portrait of a Baye Fall and The Way of the
Baye Fall. Monteiro’s interest in the Baye Fall philosophy and aesthetic
continues in The Prophecy, especially in light of his decision to collaborate with Baye Fall designer Jah Gal. Monteiro explains that Gal was
one of his “inspirations to create this series,” since “his Baye Fall phi-
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losophy gives him a very unique identity” (Juzga 00:12:23 – 00:12:43).
Monteiro also admits that he was “inspired” by Gal’s habit of “recycling old clothes to make other clothes” and by his “ability to sew any
kind of material” (Stone). Gal himself admits that each picture in The
Prophecy “is a new source of inspiration” that allowed him “to reach
a new level” (Juzga 00:17:09 – 00:17:25). “I don’t want to create basic
stuff anymore, prêt-à-porter,” Gal explains further, “I want to show that
we can find other sources of inspiration and create solutions” (Juzga
00:03:35 – 00:03:52). Rather than “ready-to-wear” clothing that is massmanufactured in standardized sizes and sold in a finished condition,
Gal’s creations in The Prophecy are designed and sewn for one particular person and one specific situation. Gal’s haute couture designs intentionally involve the repurposing of local trash through salvage and
recovery, which is markedly different from the “wasteful industry” of
fashion that “accounts for 10% of global carbon emissions and is the
second largest polluter, second to oil” (Italia 10).
The second likely influence is the Senegalese Set/Setal movement
from the early 1990s. Meaning “Be Clean/Make Clean” in Wolof, the
Set/Setal movement was both artistic and social in nature (Fredericks
2). In her 2018 book Garbage Citizenship: Visual Infrastructures of
Labor in Dakar, Senegal, Rosalind Fredericks characterizes the Set/
Setal youth movement as follows: “young men and women throughout
the city set out to clean the city, buttress the failing urban waste infrastructure, and purify a polluted political sphere in a frenzied explosion
of what came to be billed as participatory citizenship” (2). Set/Setal
youth aimed to “combat social and urban decay in Dakar,” and, in the
words of Senegalese historian Mamadou Diouf, “to improve the environment of the neighborhoods, to remove the garbage and dirt [, . . .] to
clean up or reform political and social practices” (Iheka 56; qtd in Iheka
56). Specifically, members of this urban youth movement cleaned up
the streets, made art out of recycled materials, and promoted “environmental principles by highlighting waste but also repurposing it for artistic means” (Iheka 57). Both the Baye Fall and Set/Setal philosophies
and aesthetics embody notions of upcycling9 trash and repurposing
waste—which relate in obvious ways to Baudelaire’s theorization of the
chiffonnier as a wandering urban poet and to Sontag’s connection between the ragpicker and the photographer.
It is highly significant that Monteiro and Gal begin The Prophecy
collection in Mbeubeuss. Of all of the locations chosen in Senegal and
throughout the globe, an uncovered landfill serves as the origin of the
project. Although Untitled #1 excludes all visual evidence of the approximately 2,000 ragpickers, trash dealers, and recyclers who work
(and often live) at the Mbeubeuss dump, their presence is implied
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through the featured woman’s enormous patchwork skirt as well as the
fire and smoke that represent the frequent (yet unsanctioned) burning
of trash by wastepickers in search of valuable metals to be sold, a process that releases noxious fumes and endangers the health of the pickers and nearby residents. Still, the real-life ragpickers at Mbeubeuss
are featured at least four times in the Ecofund documentary, making
viewers of that video keenly aware of their presence and way of life (see
fig. 8).10

Fig. 8
Film Still of Ragpickers at Mbeubeuss from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to #6 Making of
Movie” (00:00:34)

Fig. 9
Film Still of Patchwork Skirt on Model in Untitled #1 from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to
#6 Making of Movie” (00:00:53)
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Monteiro also chooses another dump site—this time the toxic
Agbobloshie e-waste dump in Ghana—for Untitled #11, thereby continuing the practice of artistic ragpicking in a space marked by literal
ragpicking.11
It is clear in Untitled #1 and Untitled #5 that Monteiro and Gal—
like the ragpicker and the poet in Baudelaire and Benjamin—find their
material in the streets and use upcycling to repurpose waste into art.
The featured djinn’s meticulously designed skirt in Untitled #1 begins
as a patchwork design common in the Baye Fall/Yaye Fall aesthetic that
combines material (the “rags” of the ragpicker; the “chiffons” of the
chiffonnier) with paper and plastic bags (see fig. 9). Once brought on
site in Mbeubeuss, the gown is adorned further with discarded debris
from the waste dump (see fig. 10).12

Fig. 10
Film Still of Trash-Adorned Skirt on Model in Untitled #1 from “Ecofund The Prophecy
#1 to #6 Making of Movie” (00:01:38)

Though not as ornate as the skirt in Untitled #1, the female djinn in
Untitled #5 wears a dress made of refashioned bicycle reflectors (see
fig. 11). She also dons an amulet featuring the flash from an old camera
and a headdress made from a repurposed purse.
In contrast to actual ragpicking—which is wholly dependent on
the laws of exchange-value in a capitalist economy—Monteiro and
Gal’s upcycled aesthetics and “revaluation of trash” end up counteracting the forces of consumption, the very “crime” that they indict in
their work (Iheka 57). By using a ragpicking aesthetics to create art,
Monteiro and Gal show a “veneration of reuse rather than the fetish
of the new” and demand “a slowness antithetical to the supersonic
speed characteristic of capitalist consumption” (Iheka 59). Irving
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Fig. 11
Film Still of Bicycle-Reflector Dress on Model in Untitled #5 from “Ecofund The Prophecy
#1 to #6 Making of Movie” (00:09:22)

Wohlfarth argues that the ragpicker is “so abjectly dependent on the
laws of exchange-value that he can reproduce his own existence only
by directly serving the reproductive needs of the capitalist economy”
(qtd. in Bielecki 152). Iheka similarly comments on the dual character
of the ragpicker, who embodies “devotion to what has been rejected,
cast off from the circulation of the capitalist economy,” but also exemplifies “what Theodor Adorno called [. . .] ‘the capitalist function
of the rag-picker—namely, to subject even rubbish to exchange-value’”
(26-27). Yet in the case of The Prophecy, the djinns’ upcycled garments
refuse to be consumer goods—which is what fashion usually is. The
term consumer good refers to products that are ready for consumption in satisfaction of human wants and are not utilized in any further
production. Considering this definition, we see that the production
of new material from old material (discarded waste and debris that
has already been consumed) cancels out the definition of consumer
goods. If consumption is defined as the act of using up, taking away,
wasting, or eating and as a process that “involves the destruction of
matter” and is “equivalent to destruction, waste, decay—in short, to
a death-directed process,” then it comes as no surprise that consumption has traditionally been viewed as “the end of the road for goods and
services, a terminus for their social life, a conclusion to some sort of
material cycle” (Williams 5-6, Appadurai 66). Thus, the difference between a mode of production (artistic or otherwise) based on upcycling
versus one based on consumption is a significant one: the former leads
to creation and rebirth; the latter leads to destruction and death. The
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waste aesthetic employed by Monteiro and Gal in The Prophecy thus
critiques consumption processes at the same time as it counteracts
them. By turning what is ugly into something beautiful, what is cast
off into something interesting, Monteiro’s photographic collection replaces questions of exchange-value and use-value with the category of
aesthetic-value. The same thing Daisy Sainsbury says of “Baudelaire’s
ragpicker poetics” could be said of Monteiro and Gal in these photographs, namely that the “‘chiffonnier’ provided [. . .] a model for poetic
practice that finds innovation in recycling,” that “elevates trash forms
into art,” and that involves “a sort of poetic ‘upcycling’” that turns “base
materials [. . .] into a valuable end product” (304). There is undeniable beauty in the carefully constructed images, despite their intended
message regarding the ominous threat of ecological disaster and the
dangers of capitalist accumulation. These high fashion photographs
and haute couture designs thus provoke reflection on the connection
between waste and beauty as well as the relationship between “art and
ecology” (“Ecofund The Prophecy” 00:00:09). Monteiro and Gal promote beauty among waste and uphold environmental justice in the
face of serious ecological crimes.

III. The Female Djinn as Anti-Flâneuse: Stagnation
and Suffocation in Dakar and Beyond
This final section examines the female models in these photographs as
anti-flâneuse figures. While it is true that both Untitled #1 and Untitled
#5 show a female djinn in an intricate costume made of repurposed
waste who is sent to earth to warn humans of impending ecological
doom, these female figures share several important characteristics—
the inability to walk aimlessly and pleasurably, the failure to keenly observe their surroundings, the absence of a human crowd, the privation
of modern beauty, the failure to remain anonymous and detached—
that together establish an anti-flânerie motif. Monteiro seemingly
laments and protests the impossibility of aimless, pleasurable, and
artistic strolling through the natural and urban landscape of Dakar,
Senegal specifically and the Global South generally.
First and foremost, the featured woman is stuck or stagnated in
each image. She cannot move, despite her efforts to the contrary. It
is important to note that walking—especially aimless and pleasureful strolling—has always been the preferred method of movement for
the flâneur/flâneuse figure. For example, Louis Huart’s Physiologie du
flâneur (1841) begins not with a definition of the flâneur, but rather
with a “[n]ew definition of man”: “Man elevates himself above all other
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animals only because he knows how to wander aimlessly” (17, 18).13
Monteiro explores—through the djinns in his The Prophecy collection—what happens when aimless wandering is no longer possible.
Of course, Monteiro’s featured strollers—Black, African women and
postcolonial representatives of the Global South—differ in significant
ways from Huart’s (or Baudelaire’s or Benjamin’s) white, bourgeois, detached male flâneur.
The woman in Untitled #1 cannot walk, because her feet and legs are
covered by an elaborate costume that literally extends into the ground.
Gal explains that “[t]he objective was to make gigantic dresses” (Juzga
00:11:03 – 00:11:05). It is noteworthy that in spite of the distinctively
Senegalese nature of the Baye Fall patchwork design, the woman’s
skirt also resembles the mid-nineteenth century use of cage crinoline
in European fashion. Whereas “layers of heavy petticoats” and “tightlaced corsets” could rightly be understood as symbols of “repressive
patriarchal order intent on confining women,” the change to cage crinoline in the late 1850s and early 1860s could be seen as “a light and flexible alternative” that offered women “greater mobility and comfort,”
allowed them “to assert physical space in the public sphere,” permitted
them “to hide things [e.g. smuggled goods or unwanted pregnancies]
from the male gaze,” and thus served “as a potentially threatening tool
of emancipation” (Mitchell). The “Ecofund The Prophecy” video shows
a fast-motion montage of at least five people helping the model into
her elaborate dress in an off-site location (00:00:50 – 00:00:55) and
then again in the on-site location (00:01:37 – 00:01:42). Yet even though
it is clear that the woman could not possibly walk—her costume seemingly fused to the dump site from which she emerges—her arms are
extended in a walking position, she is slightly inclined forward, it appears as if one leg is placed in front of the other, and her locked hair
spreads backward and outward as if in motion. Shown mid-stride, she
wants to walk, but cannot complete her step. Trash fetters the female
stroller to the ground, and the path ahead of her is also unwalkable as
the road ends in smoke and fire before dropping off to an abyss below
the dump site.
In Untitled #5, the female figure’s feet and legs are only faintly visible
behind a thick cloud of dust and pollution. She stands in the middle
of the congested road, but does not walk or move. The “Ecofund The
Prophecy” documentary shows clearly the model’s unique and impractical footwear—round-soled, lace-up boots. Monteiro and Gal underscore the model’s lack of movement in various ways throughout the
“Ecofund The Prophecy” documentary: first, from 00:08:48 – 00:08:51,
with video footage of Gal sewing the unique boots directly onto the
model; second, from 00:09:32 – 00:09:33, with images of Monteiro
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Fig. 12
Film Still of Monteiro and Gal Helping the Model in Untitled #5 Walk from “Ecofund The
Prophecy #1 to #6 Making of Movie” (00:09:33)

and Gal helping the model walk in her unwalkable shoes by supporting her on each side (see fig. 12); third, from 00:09:42 – 00:09:47, with
Monteiro photographing the model as the audience gets a clear shot of
her footwear; and finally, from 00:09:51 – 00:09:54, with Gal creating
the appearance of air pollution with what seems to be a fog or smoke
machine while Monteiro photographs the woman—her boots clearly
visible—from the corner of the screen (see fig. 13).

Fig. 13
Film Still of Model’s Clothing and Shoes, Gal’s Smoke Machine, and Monteiro with
Camera in Staging Untitled #5 from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to #6 Making of Movie”
(00:09:52)
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Yet the woman seemingly protests not only the inability to walk in a
car-centered city, but so too the inability to cycle. The bicycle reflectors and the tire-like leather boots (which recall the leather-covered
tires used in Karl von Drais’s “swiftwalker”—the first bicycle created in
1817) suggest another mode of travel that, like walking, is better for the
environment and for the individual than current-day vehicular travel.
If, as Iheka rightly argues, cars are “producers of waste and enablers of
degradation” that “act as our extensions [. . . and] our ‘shadows,’” the
anti-flâneuse in Untitled #5 literally embodies cast-off modes of movement through a mixture of walking and cycling attributes (51). The
“Ecofund The Prophecy” documentary also uses a split-screen image to
demonstrate the challenges of walking in a city plagued by traffic congestion and pollution (see fig. 14). Although difficult to capture in this

Fig. 14
Film Still of Dakar Traffic from “Ecofund The Prophecy #1 to #6 Making of Movie”
(00:09:06)

still image, the documentary runs three adjacent videos to underscore
the challenges of walking through dense Dakar traffic. The pedestrians in these scenes differ from the traditional flâneur/flâneuse figure
in that they do not walk idly for leisure and pleasure, but rather to get
where they need to go.
If we return again to Physiologie du flâneur, we find that Huart
names three “main physical benefits” of the flâneur figure, namely
“[g]ood legs, good ears, and good eyes”:
Good legs are needed to survey all of the promenades, sidewalks, quays, city squares, and boulevards of Paris; good ears
are needed to lose nothing of all the witty or pleasantly silly
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remarks that are heard in all of the groups that usually gather
in public places; and finally, it is necessary above all to have
good eyes to see all the pretty lady shopkeepers, all the grotesque faces, all the baroque posters, and all the fine legs that
one meets in the course of one’s flânerie. (57)
While I have already suggested that the female figures lack the
“good legs” needed for flânerie, it seems they also lack the “good
eyes” and “good ears” advocated by Huart. Consider again how
the female figure’s face is covered or masked in each instance
with what appears to be black plastic bags—bags that Monteiro
describes as “an aberration” because they are “too thin” to be
“reusable” (Juzga 00:02:09 – 00:02:13). These women are unable to observe their surroundings properly—with both eyes and ears covered in
a suffocating and stifling fashion. In Untitled #5, the woman’s eyes are
closed tightly, and her nose and mouth are concealed by a gas mask and
her own hand on top of the plastic. Her ears are also hidden beneath
the upcycled purse that adorns her head. This inability to see and hear
properly makes flânerie impossible for the female figures. Not only
is there no way and nowhere to walk, but there is nothing enjoyable
or aesthetically pleasing to observe on the polluted city streets. Even
though the female figures themselves evoke a haunting yet undeniable
beauty, the world around them lacks all aesthetic appeal. Rather than
search for modern beauty, they seem only to have witnessed modern
ugliness. Monteiro shows a privation of beauty that links the antiflâneuse to an anti-aesthetic time and space. The viewer is prompted
to consider the possible causes of the anti-flâneuse figure’s seeming
blindness and deafness and to ask how her implied gender, race, class,
geographic location, or postcolonial status might have contributed to
this situation.
Moreover, rather than walking among a moving, pulsating crowd—
as depicted in traditional flânerie—these women exist in relative isolation among a decaying world. Each photograph in The Prophecy collection features a solitary figure as the focal point, and female figures are
used in the first eleven photographs in the series with male models only
beginning to appear with Untitled #12. The female figure is not part of
a crowd, and any other humans in the scene appear distant or blurred.
In place of the energetic and lively crowd, Monteiro captures movement through smoke in Untitled #1 and air pollution in Untitled #5. Yet
the elements in flux are not natural in the sense of being produced by
nature: the fire and smoke stem from the burning of trash in Untitled
#1 and the dust and exhaust fumes are a product of gas emissions in
Untitled #5. The environmental degradation caused by mankind liter-
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ally replaces mankind in these images. Scholars have pointed out this
lack of human figures in The Prophecy. With regard to Untitled #1,
Italia notes that “[t]he only presence of animal or human life is the bird
at the top of the frame. The pile of trash she rises from overwhelms the
natural (and possibly human) landscape,” while Matheron argues that
“the creature appears to be located in another time and another place
in which humans no longer belong” (Italia 8, Matheron 125). Alone and
isolated among discarded objects and visible, palpable pollution, these
anti-flâneuse figures cannot experience what Baudelaire so famously
celebrated as the act of penetrating into “the heart of the multitude” (9,
emphasis in original). With the absence of the crowd, however, comes
the impossibility of anonymity for the featured djinns.
If flânerie has traditionally been linked to keen observation of the
urban milieu and to the flâneur/flâneuse’s place among the metropolitan crowd, these anti-flâneuse figures are more spectacles than spectators. When Monteiro presents his female djinns as unable to walk, see,
and hear, he invites a consideration of the subject/object dichotomy
at the center of flânerie studies since its inception. Many of the foundational, male-authored texts on flânerie from the nineteenth century
luxuriate in the idea of the flâneur as an “invisible” figure with great
“vision.” Baudelaire, for example, considers the flâneur a “passionate
spectator” and “a prince who everywhere rejoices in his incognito”
(“The Painter” 9). His flâneur “is an ‘I’ with an insatiable appetite for
the ‘non-I’” (Baudelaire “The Painter” 9). Moreover, these early texts on
flânerie frequently establish the flâneur as a male figure, while women
appear mostly as objects and not subjects of flânerie. Consider, for example, Louis Huart’s provocative claim that “women don’t understand
the practice of flânerie” (116). Baudelaire also presents women as objects—as opposed to subjects—of both flânerie and art. Woman exists
“to astonish and charm us,” writes Baudelaire, she is “the object of the
keenest admiration and curiosity that the picture of life can offer its
contemplator,” yet woman herself “has nothing to communicate” (“The
Painter” 33, 30). Baudelaire insists that “the brain of man” is needed for
true flânerie (“The Painter” 30). Even George Sand, arguably the most
prominent nineteenth-century flâneuse, needed the “disguise” of male
garb to wander the streets of Paris as “an atom lost in the immense
crowd,” where “no one knew [her], no one looked at [her], no one gave
[her] a second thought” (905, 893).14 In presenting these female djinns
as anti-flâneuse figures, Monteiro also underscores their position as
spectacles, rather than spectators. Rather than seeing while remaining unseen, they are seen without being able to see. It also proves impossible for them to remain anonymous in the crowd—their minority
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status as Black, African women seemingly prevents them from remaining unseen.
Nonetheless, Monteiro simultaneously suggests that these women
have “witnessed” or “spectated” the very environmental destruction
and social injustice that prevent their flânerie. These women do indeed
have something to communicate—something dire and essential for the
continuance of not just flânerie, but so too the existence of the human
and natural worlds. Thus, although I see these women as “spectacles”
who have also “spectated” environmental disaster, it is significant
that Monteiro does not promote “an exploitative gaze, linked to male
viewing practices” (Iheka 50). Instead, as Iheka astutely explains, The
Prophecy elicits “a more redemptive ‘look,’ which is non-masculine and
‘de-phallicized’” (50). The featured djinns invite “a look (in place of
the gaze),” since the images “are not designed for mere consumption
like the waste they are composed of; rather, they invite considerable
labor from the interpellated subject, who is asked to consider their own
contributions to the culture of waste” (Iheka 50). The hyper-visibility
of the featured women combined with the “chromatic saturation of all
the waste represented” requires “slowing down” one’s “gaze” in an anticonsumptive and reflective way (Matheron 125).
While critics such as Iheka and Matheron rightly argue that
Monteiro solicits a slowed-down, de-phallicized gaze or look to properly “see” the women that he photographs, I would add that the intended effect is not only to see society’s culture of consumption and waste.
Beyond the cause of environmental justice, Monteiro’s anti-flâneuse
figures also demand reflection on broader issues of social justice. The
Black, African anti-flâneuses in Untitled #1 and Untitled #5 walk differently than the privileged, white, male flâneurs described by Huart,
Baudelaire, or even Benjamin. They feel the stifling weight of not only
environmental, but so too social, racial, economic, political, and cultural marginalization that mires them in situ in the Global South. At
the same time, however, these female figures suggest an anti-flânerie
motif in that they refuse to remain anonymous and detached spectators. As supernatural djinns with a powerful message, as glaring spectacles that also bear witness, as towering figures that assert their control over waste through its re-appropriation and aestheticization, they
refuse to be aloof, distant, or apolitical—as was generally the case for
the nineteenth-century male flâneur. Monteiro admits in an interview
that he “was a bit deceived” with The Prophecy initially, because he felt
like he was “stigmatizing Africa once more [. . .] with this Africa is dirty
and there is garbage everywhere” rhetoric, which is why he decided
“to create a global prophecy” that is “not from North to South,” but “is
rooted in Africa and goes all over” (Monteiro “Interview” 00:00:01 –
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00:02:26, 00:07:29 – 00:07:35). Also “rooted in Africa,” these female anti-flâneuses may not be free to roam the urban or natural landscape of
Senegal—but Monteiro’s implied message as to the many reasons why
these Black, African female figures are stagnated and suffocated “goes
all over” and speaks clearly to viewers across the globe. Ultimately, the
photographer as flâneur and detective, the artist as ragpicker and aesthetic upcycler, and the female djinn as anti-flâneuse work together in
The Prophecy to promote both environmental and social justice.

Notes

1. At the time of this article’s publication, The Prophecy collection includes
fifteen images. The first nine were staged and photographed in Senegal; five of
the last six were taken abroad.
2. For readers unfamiliar with Monteiro’s life story, it is worth mentioning that
he was born in 1972 in Belgium (his mother is Belgian), grew up in Benin (his
father is Beninese), then returned to Belgium at the age of seventeen to begin
university studies in industrial engineering. Monteiro later became a professional fashion model for over a decade, before launching a career in photography. He moved to Dakar, Senegal in 2011, where he continues to reside and
work as a professional photographer and visual artist.
3. Monteiro explains the importance of Ecofund to his work: “Ecofund is a
private non-profit association here in Senegal whose objective is to promote
projects aiming to protect the natural environment. They helped me a lot in
the financing and production of ‘The Prophecy’” (Juzga 00:13:50 – 00:14:00).
Ecofund helped raise 12,557 Euros through crowdfunding for The Prophecy
project.
4. See Carlo Salzani’s “The City as Crime Scene: Walter Benjamin and the
Traces of the Detective” for an excellent analysis of “the detective [. . .] as a
coherent and consistent figure in Benjamin’s work” (168).
5. Marcia Juzga’s “The Prophecy / Dakar” YouTube video includes French audio
and English subtitles. All citations from Juzga are from the English subtitles.
6. For more on the connection between the ragpicker and the poet in Baudelaire,
see Ross Chambers’s “Recycling the Ragpicker: ‘Le Vin des chiffonniers,’” Alain
Faure’s “Sordid Class, Dangerous Class? Observations on Parisian Ragpickers
and Their ‘Cités’ During the Nineteenth Century,” and Daisy Sainsbury’s
“Refiguring Baudelaire’s ‘Poète-Chiffonier’ in Contemporary French poetry.”
For more on the connection between the ragpicker and the poet in Benjamin
see Emma M. Bielecki’s “‘Un Artiste en matière de chiffons’: The Rag-Picker
as a Figure for the Artist in Champfleury’s La Mascarade de la vie Parisienne.”
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7. All translations of Matheron from French to English are mine.
8. Picarelli explains further that “the spiritual and ethical underpinnings of
this vestimentary choice” of the Baye Fall “have been upended in recent decades, when textile manufacturers begin producing Baye Fall-inspired textiles
for mass consumption.”
9. Whereas recycling involves the destruction of waste in order to create something new, upcycling takes waste and creates something new from it in its current state. Upcycling, which is a form of reuse, reduces the need for recycling
and is an even better option for the environment. (Ravenhall)
10. Although I am not able to expand in detail on the current situation of the
wastepickers working and often living at Mbeubeuss, it is important to note
that seven years after Monteiro photographed Untitled #1 in 2013, the World
Bank Board approved a $125 million Municipal Waste Management Program
(PROMOGEDE) in “a critical attempt to solve Senegal’s waste management
issues and minimize waste pickers’ health and safety risks” (Ehui). According to
Simeon Ehui, the World Bank’s Regional Director for Sustainable Development
for Africa, the new PROMOGEDE program “will include social, entrepreneurial, and skills development schemes for those whose livelihoods depend on
the dumpsite. Secure access to the site, deterrence of waste burning, and provision of a health program will improve waste pickers’ conditions. Targeted
childcare services and enrollment in schools will keep children away from the
dumpsite.” Not everyone agrees that the changes will be positive for the wastepickers, however. The Senegalese government’s decision to close the open-air
landfill and turn it into a waste separation center by 2025 has been critiqued
on the grounds that it “threatens a thriving local economy” (Livingstone), “is
not good for pickers” (Livingstone), and may mark “the end of their livelihood”
(Christofaro).
11. See Dana C. Mount for an excellent analysis of “the robust economy” of
“waste picking or scavenging” in the Global South, “with millions of people
participating in the informal collection, separation, and resale of discarded
or used goods” (29). Mount examines how “those working in the rag-picking
trade” “are making sense out of mess; they are translators or decoders. They
are alchemists making something out of ‘nothing’” (29). She also explores how
the “discourse on garbage” in “postcolonial writing” frequently reflects “the
problem of not being able to disentangle oneself from the prevalence of waste”
(Mount 24).
12. Although I cannot confirm if this is actually the case, it is interesting that
Italia argues that “the costume skirt” in Untitled #1 is “purposely organized by
the time it takes the material to disintegrate as a didactic function” (11).
13. All translations of Huart from French to English are mine.
14. A number of twentieth-century feminist critics have revisited the notion
that flânerie is both an act of seeing and not being seen, thus problematizing its practice for women, who have historically had a different role in the
public sphere than their male counterparts. For example, Janet Wolff, in her
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1985 article titled “The Invisible Flâneuse,” contends that women’s opportunities in and their access to the public sphere were limited to their engagement in
commodity culture through shopping, which prevented them from taking the
aimless stroll evoked by traditional male flânerie. But Wolff’s statements about
the invisibility, and thus impossibility, of a flâneuse are problematic because
subsequent scholarship has underscored both weaknesses in the construction
of the traditional male flâneur and convincing arguments for nuanced and
varied participation of women in modern cities. Elizabeth Wilson, in her 1992
article titled “The Invisible Flâneur,” argues that the figure of the modern man
in the city, because of his anonymity and endless peripatetic searching, is actually the invisible one. Living in the crowd and constantly pursuing, he becomes
“annihilate[d] [by] anonymity” (Wilson 109). See “Tracing the Geography,
Genius, and Gender of Flânerie,” the introduction to Comfort and Papalas’s
edited volume New Directions in Flânerie: Global Perspectives for the TwentyFirst Century for more on the evolution of the gender of flânerie.
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Walking in COVID Times:
Practicing Flânerie, Practicing Politics
Sara M. Dye

I

took 1,149.2 miles of walks in 2021. When COVID-19 began sweeping across the US in the spring of 2020, I stopped going to the gym.
Then an injury paused my running and weightlifting at home. Then I,
like many others during the pandemic, got a dog. These factors combined to turn me into a serious walker—of my neighborhood, of Texas
state parks, and of my city. On weekend “adventure walks” my dog
and I strike out from our house and walk somewhere we have never
walked before. We follow our whims, walking until we are contented—
sometimes four miles, sometimes eight—and then we call for a ride
from wherever we end up. More recently, in the months since I have
returned to the office, some of my walking is on the concrete blocks of
Waco’s downtown. Since the summer of 2020, walking has become my
lifeline: when I return from a walk and sync my watch with my phone,
the lines on my Garmin GPS app map represent the lines connecting
me to life—to myself, my neighbors, my city, the strange ways we are
being in the world these days. Like streets across the world, the gutters
and shoulders and curbs where I walk are littered with masks. As I walk
by them—these ubiquitous cloth and paper emblems of the times—
I wonder how I can walk past them without walking past them. Put
otherwise, how can the miles I have walked sink, settle into my bones?
How can walking in these times be both a walking away from (distancing) and a walking toward?
Somewhere along the way, I ceased to be merely a walk-taker and
became a pandemic-era flâneuse. My walks began to pique my curiosity, to spark inquiry, to occupy my mind. As a researcher and teacher
of rhetoric and writing, I naturally turned to writing to further explore
some of my walks. In this article, I share some of where my flânerie has
taken me.
This article reviews some classic and contemporary conceptions
of the flâneuse/flâneur and proposes a new model of flânerie. From
this article rooted in my own experiences and in innovative flânerie
theory, the twenty-first century flâneuse/flâneur emerges as an actor
whose presence and witness-bearing engender numerous possibilities
for political engagement. Woven throughout the theoretical argument
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are fragments of narration from my walking. This narration is set in
italics, and I interpret and analyze these fragments to demonstrate one
way that flânerie might engage the political imaginations of those who
walk and lead them to meaningful political action.

The Flâneuse/Flâneur as Passive and Apolitical
Observer
The iconic flâneur of literature and criticism is a passive, meandering observer of urban life. Two of the flâneur-figure’s most formative spokesmen are Charles Baudelaire and Walter Benjamin. In
Baudelaire’s imagination, the “perfect flâneur” is “the passionate spectator” who seeks “to see the world, to be at the centre of the world,
and yet to remain hidden from the world” (9). Baudelaire’s flâneur—
“independent, passionate, impartial”—is driven by his1 curiosity and
is concerned chiefly with beauty (9, 7). The flâneur strolls, observes,
and then writes or paints or otherwise creates art from what he sees:
“he is the painter of the passing moment and of all the suggestions of
eternity that it contains” (Baudelaire 5). For Baudelaire the true flâneur
seeks “the fugitive, fleeting beauty of present-day life, the distinguishing character of that quality which . . . we have called ‘modernity’” (40).
Scholar of art and art history Kathryn Kramer summarizes Baudelaire’s
flâneur by noting that, rather than “mere loafing,” Baudelaire’s “ambulatory observers at their peak functioning” were walking and observing
for the explicit purpose “of later translation into art” (336).
Walter Benjamin’s essays on Baudelaire move the flâneur from the
street to the arcade—the marketplace—and ask questions about consumption and debt and power. Benjamin theorizes that the members
of the “petty bourgeoisie” of Baudelaire, the class to which the flâneur
belonged, were not yet aware of “the commodity nature of their labor
power” and that, thus unaware, they committed themselves simply to
“pass[ing] the time” (89). For Benjamin, the flâneur “was unwilling
to forgo the life of a gentleman of leisure,” and his flânerie was an attempt—however subconscious—to ignore or reject the creeping anxieties and realities of modern urban capitalism and consumer culture
(84). Though he complicated the figure, Benjamin’s flâneur remained
primarily a spectator.
Scholars and writers have wrestled with the flâneuse/flâneur-figure in the intervening years, wondering what such an urban stroller might look like removed from nineteenth-century Paris, what
flânerie might offer or complicate in postmodern or contemporary
contexts around the globe. Sociologist Jessica Rizk and education re-
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searcher Anton Birioukov distill what many have said of the flâneur:
“[t]he concept of the flâneur is enigmatic and eludes precise definition”
(3269). Regardless of the ambiguities surrounding the flâneur-figure,
the possibilities those ambiguities present, and the work of numerous
thinkers to reframe and reimagine the flâneur, the conception of the
flâneur as an observer-spectator has persisted. In their own attempt
to reimagine flânerie, sociologist Robyn Autry and historian Daniel
J. Walkowitz first summarize the popular definition of the flâneur as
“the iconic bystander to the spectacle of urban life and change” (2).
Rizk and Birioukov similarly offer the following summary of traditionally understood flânerie: “the act of strolling, accompanied by the process of exploration, detached observation, and indirect engagement”
(3269). In this conception, the flâneur, as bystander or spectator, is
largely passive.
In their 2017 article “Death to the Flâneur” in The New Republic, arts
and culture critics and journalists Jo Livingstone and Lovia Gyaryke
distill the persistence of this passive, apolitical understanding of the
flâneur in popular imagination. They understand the flâneur to be detached, a meanderer who “cared only for meditations on beauty and
the present moment,” and, as such, “[t]he flâneur is not the right architectural frame on which to build a politics of what it means to walk
around cities these days.”2 Livingstone and Gyarkye explain that the
problem with the flâneur—as they understand him—is that he ultimately walks “right past” that which he observes. While, they say, the
flâneur is not necessarily apolitical, “he is not himself an actor.” They
describe him further:
[t]he flâneur walks around the city. He is in constant pursuit
of knowledge, appreciates aesthetics, and feels most at home
in crowds. He is a default subject with no markers of identity.
He is male and unattached, or simply a converted feminine
mirror . . . He is pure receptacle, a pair of eyes with no human
relationships and a politics only of witnessing.
In response to their own question: “What purpose could the flâneur
serve now?” Livingstone and Gyarkye conclude that “while the flâneur
is an interesting idea, he doesn’t hold water as a paradigm for understanding our historical moment” (emphasis in original). Our historical
moment, they argue, calls for a political ethic of “[k]indness, solidarity,
alertness, openness.” This, they believe, “is the politics we must practice.” And this, they claim, is incompatible with flânerie.
I agree with Livingstone and Gyarkye’s call for a politics of kindness,
solidarity, alertness, and openness, and I think such a political ethic is
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not only possible for the flâneuse/flâneur but that flânerie may very well
be an excellent tool for cultivating exactly such an ethic. Livingstone
and Gyarkye note real, complex tensions between flânerie and leisure,
class, race, privilege, gender, ability, and mobility. Scholars have begun
to address these points of friction and contradiction,3 and research in
these areas must continue if flânerie is to create an ethic of kindness
and solidarity amidst injustice. Yet, even considering these tensions,
there are two serious problems with Livingstone and Gyarkye’s assertion that the flâneur “is pure receptacle, a pair of eyes with no human
relationships and a politics only of witnessing.”
In what follows, I overview the general possibilities for flânerie as a
tool of qualitative inquiry into the political. Then I explore two objections to Livingstone and Gyarkye’s assertion that flânerie is unsuited
to the political realities of the twenty-first century. First, I discuss the
ways in which Livingstone and Gyarkye’s assertion that the flâneur is
an unattached male “default subject” fails to consider how even such
a subject has an identity and how any identity’s presence—location in
space and time—is inherently rhetorical and political. Then I explore
how Livingstone and Gyarkye’s claim that the flâneur has “a politics
only of witnessing” diminishes the incredible political power and responsibility of the witness bearer (emphasis added).

The Flâneuse/Flâneur as Mobilized Ethnographer,
Political Presence, and Witness Bearer
I join many qualitative researchers in asserting that flânerie holds
numerous methodological possibilities for contemporary research in
the humanities and social sciences. Communications scholar Charles
Soukup advocates the “mobilized gaze of the flaneur” as a lens for ethnographers because it offers a framework for, among other traits, selfreflexivity, sensitivity, and critical dialogue with and about complex situations, places, communities, and realities (226-28). Thus, he argues,
“[i]n a contemporary context, the flanerie of the flaneur is a form of
urban ethnography . . . that is uniquely well-suited to postmodern culture” (238). Similarly, Kramer describes the environment around the
turn of the millennium as “a qualitative merger of artists and social
scientists coincident with the phenomenon of massive global urbanization,” and it is this collision, she argues, that created “reinvigorated”
interest in flânerie (339). So, I am far from the first qualitative researcher to recognize the methodological possibilities of flânerie for scholarly
inquiry in the twenty-first century (see also Jenks and Neves, Bairner,
Coates, Reynolds, and Rizk and Birioukov). I am also not the first to
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craft a scholarly argument through a hybrid of theorizing and first-person flânerie narrative (see Bairner, Rizk and Birioukov, and Soukup).
Soukup, who sees the ethnographer as one who “[ties] together the
diverse, fragmented, and disparate threads of everyday life into something resembling coherent and meaningful narratives,” argues that in
his own hybrid article of highly fragmented theory, vignettes, and pop
culture references, his vignettes are not intended to “[claim] any absolute capital T truth,” but instead offer “a representative moment of
self-reflexive auto-ethnographic meaning making” (235, 240). Flânerie
is a practice particularly well-suited to such efforts at self-reflexivity
and to the interpretive act of weaving together the “disparate threads
of everyday life” (235).
What is unique to this project is its hybrid exploration of how practicing flânerie in the context of COVID times might clarify the possibilities and limitations of flânerie writ large for cultivating, in this historical moment, “kindness, solidarity, alertness, openness,” Livingstone
and Gyarkye’s “politics we must practice.” In this time of increased
social distance—literal by medical necessity, and metaphorical by
political and cultural force—can flânerie be a part of social justice? I
think yes.
When I began writing about my walks in 2020, I was charged with
anxiety, and I wanted to share with my writing group the ways I was
forcing that anxiety through the soles of my feet into the pavement.
So I started writing about my walking as a way of connecting to my
real and imagined readers, to myself, to the world around me. And
the world around me suddenly seemed much scarier: the literal air we
breathed became a potential threat; our embodied experience and routines were abruptly shifted, distanced, and disrupted; and my podcast
feed, news apps, and Zoom calls filled with intensifying political anxieties as the election approached, passed, was shrouded in conspiracy
theories and violence, and left many of us dazed by early January 2021.4
Though my attention was often captured by news media’s national
political coverage, I also began noticing the ways in which my flânerie
was opening my eyes to the “politics of everyday life,” which psychology
professors Charlotte Højholt and Maja Røn Larsen understand as “the
ways in which interplay of everyday life relates to more comprehensive political and societal questions” (597-98). Similarly, Jouni Häkli
and Kirsi Pauliina Kallio describe how the “[r]adical expansion in the
notion of politics” over the last several decades has led to an understanding in which “political agency is not restricted to participation
in social movements or institutional political processes but, rather, it
refers to a variety of individual and collective, official and mundane, rational and affective, and human and non-human ways of acting, affect-
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ing, and impacting politically” (181). In their research on political and
human geography, Häkli and Kallio “understand ‘the political’ phenomenologically as activity related to problems of living together in
and through the spaces that this sharing constitutes” (188). Elsewhere,
they identify the political as that which “springs from matters of importance in polis, however composed” (183). This expansive understanding of the political is my focus in considering a political ethic of kindness, solidarity, alertness, and openness. This ethic is one I think we
would do well to better exercise in our everyday lives when addressing
the “problems of living together in and through the spaces” we share
(188). And because the twenty-first century’s “postmodern cultural
turn demands that ethnographers move between micro practices (the
immediately observable activities of everyday life) and macro cultural
systems and structures,” qualitative implementation of flânerie—with
emphasis on reflexivity and attunement to both “cultural micro-practices and abstract conceptualizations of macro-structures”—is a tool
well-suited to the co-constitutive exploration and practice of politics
(Soukup 236, 240).
Consider how the following fragment demonstrates the intersection
of my flânerie with the everyday political:
Sometimes, as I walk, I jot notes about or take pictures
of things I see on the side of the road: used condoms, a single
toddler-size shoe, a shredded wig, the box for a sex toy, a piece
of crumpled, lined, school-paper I picked up and kept, with the
bubbly handwriting of adolescence: “We believe that J.A. should
serve 12 ^ 25 [or 75] years jail time and 6 monts [sic] probation
for the death of Angela and her unborn child. We believe he
should not be charged as an adult while he is 16 for one mistake
he has his whole life ahead [sic].”
I found this crumpled assumed assignment in the parking
lot of the mall near my house. On the other side of the parking
lot is an apartment complex where children, in my observation
mostly Black and Brown, shriek and giggle and scream on the
playground late into the evening on warm nights. I hear them
play as I walk. I found the wadded carceral recommendation in
the early months of the pandemic, when I was still nervous to
touch anything that I had not personally just scrubbed with alcohol, so I quarantined the piece of paper for two weeks before
I opened and read it; when I did, I cried.
The moments in this reflection are indicators of the richness and
complexity of the politics of everyday life. The items on the ground
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spark reflections on consumption, litter, waste, and climate; on sex and
sexual practice; on the increase in anxiety—personally and broadly—
surrounding COVID risk; and on the juxtapositions of education, race,
childhood, and a carceral system that intimately affects around 10%
of Black children via incarceration of a parent or guardian at any one
point in time (Wildeman and Western 162, Morsy and Rothstein 7).
These reflections—which are the direct result of my flânerie—are, ultimately, political, in that they “[spring] from matters of importance in
polis” (Häkli and Kallio 183). And these moments of political reflection
are what led me to begin conceptualizing possibilities for a flânerie for
our times.

Presence as Politically Rhetorical
When Livingstone and Gyarkye claim that the male flâneur is a “default
subject” and “pure receptacle” with no “human relationships” or “markers of identity,” they fail to consider how presence is politically rhetorical. Even a “default subject” has “markers of identity.” Furthermore,
all humans are bound up in relationship with one another, however
aware—or unaware—they may be of that dependence. Scholarship
from my disciplinary home, rhetoric, illuminates the political nature
of the flâneuse/flâneur’s presence.
While rhetoric has always been an embodied practice, rhetorical
scholarship has often focused primarily on philosophical and theoretical considerations of presence in rhetoric. Increasingly, though,
rhetorical scholars have sought to extend considerations of rhetoric
into the visual, material, and embodied.5 One such scholar is Lisa J.
Shaver, who argues in Reforming Women: The Rhetorical Tactics of the
American Female Moral Reform Society that physical, embodied presence—largely in unexpected, neglected, or controversial places—was a
primary rhetorical tactic used by nineteenth-century women missionaries to build ethos.6 Shaver writes,
[f]or individuals who feel excluded from political, economic,
and other means of power, inhabiting unlikely places has often
become an effective rhetorical tactic, enabling them to draw
attention to broader societal problems. Southern lunch counters, factory floors, Wall Street, the streets of Washington, DC,
and town squares throughout the Middle East have all served
as sites where individuals’ presence became powerful sources
of persuasion. (63)
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As Shaver describes, physical presence is a powerful communicative
tool. The rhetoric of embodied presence is also ultimately political as
intersectional bodies navigate, conform to, contest, and transgress societal barriers and boundaries.
The position and movement of bodies in and through situated, specific locations is political because both bodies, as noted above, and
places are political. Rhetoric and writing scholar Stephen Parks writes
that because “[p]lace is a complex mixture of personal and public contexts, boundaries and possibilities,” as you move through place “you
are also consciously (or unconsciously) crossing over and intermixing
these personal, communal, and international geographies” (249, 251).
Similarly, in her book Geographies of Writing: Inhabiting Places and
Encountering Difference, Nedra Reynolds describes how social science and the politics of the everyday combine: “Cultural geographers
study the ways in which cultures are contested spatially and how identity and power are reproduced in the everyday, in mundane, ordinary
landscapes” (56). Reynolds argues for flânerie as a method of forming mental maps, “a particular form of ‘imagined geography’ that illustrates the complex relationships between the social and the spatial”
(84). The creating of mental maps, which is bound up with exploration, with flânerie, is, Reynolds explains, also bound up inextricably
with politics and identity: “mental mapping is a swirl of memory and
experience related to race, class, gender, sexuality, age, or abilities”
(109). Regardless of intent, to move through places at the intersection
of the social and spatial, in a body formed by intersections of political
realities, is inherently political.
Presence is vital to flânerie studies, but conceptions of that presence have often been far too narrow. Even recent scholarship in urban
planning argues that while one of the “fundamental requirements of a
flâneur” is a “sense of presence,” that presence is then defined as “attention on both the urban environment and the passers-by” (Argin, et al.
5). In addition to presence-as-attention, the traditional flâneur himself—as has been discussed previously—was understood as a “default”
presence: leisured, male, White. Livingstone and Gyarkye take issue
with flânerie precisely because they argue that the flâneur-figure “represents the opposite of identity politics, and a fantasy of a time when
a universal subject was a realistic proposition.” They take the flâneur
as a “traditional and old-fashioned way to move through the world,”
a way that attracts those with “lust for the lost universals of political
thought.” In direct contrast to Livingstone and Gyarkye, Kramer describes how twenty-first century flânerie has “embraced the intersubjective, no longer solely favoring the lone (and predominantly male)
actor” (339). She is right that scholars have drawn increased attention
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to the diversity of those who practice flânerie (see, for example, Autry
and Walkowitz), efforts that complicate Livingstone and Gyarkye’s
claims of “lost universals.” But Kramer, too, neglects to recognize the
ways in which even the most power-dominant (“default”) identities
are still identities. Whiteness and maleness are, of course, political.
Livingstone and Gyarkye’s “universal subject” was never a “realistic
proposition.”
Who is out walking and where they are walking is political, communicating who feels safe enough to walk or is compelled to walk, communicating something about the desirability or necessity of moving
through or to a particular place. Reynolds attends to privilege when she
describes how “leisure time, access to affordable transportation, and
above all, feelings of empowerment and safety allow people to explore
little-known regions and to broaden and deepen their own ‘mental
maps’ of a place or region” (85). Anthropologist Jamie Coates, too, attributes part of desire and ability to be a flâneuse/flâneur to “certain
social privileges” (36).
I frequently reflect on my privilege, identity, and self-presentation
as I walk. I am White and cisgender. While I am what many fat activists
call “small-fat”—a term used to denote those at the lowest end of the
plus-size scale—I also present as athletic, and I am able physically and
economically to move through almost all spaces with ease; I can walk
if I wish to, but I can also drive, or easily draw upon social resources
to get rides. Other socio-political factors, privileges, and experiences
have combined to make me confident—rightly or wrongly—as I move
through space. I am typically confident of my safety, confident that if
I transgress a boundary (by, say, walking through the gates and into a
country club to which I do not belong, which I have done) I will most
often face minimal consequences. The following fragment illustrates
one brief moment in which my presence as a flâneuse functioned rhetorically and prompted self-reflexive thinking and writing.
On a bright, breezy Sunday morning in the spring of 2021, my
dog and I went on an adventure walk. We walked into the heart
of a neighborhood that I frequent as a driver but had never
walked. After five miles we began feeling the effects of my failure
to bring along water, and I called for a ride. While we waited, I
climbed up in a tree I had never noticed at an intersection I regularly pass through. The tree trunk was marked with squiggles
of yellow graffiti. After descending the tree, I sat on the curb,
sliding my bright Cotopaxi waist pack to my side, my dog sitting beside me, the reflective edges of his teal harness glinting
in the sun. Cars came and went, most of their drivers Black.
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After several minutes, a pickup truck stopped at the four-way
stop of the intersection. Its driver, a White man in early middle
age, rolled down the window. “Ma’am!” he yelled, “you okay?” I
squinted into the sun, said yes, I was. He nodded and drove on.
This interaction was likely the result of assumptions and cultural practices surrounding gender, race, and place. My location on that curb
was one block from my sister’s old house and less than a mile from
the homes of numerous friends, some of whom I had stopped to say
hello to as I walked. Yet I was a woman, a White woman, sitting on a
curb at an intersection in a neighborhood with predominantly Black
and Brown residents. I had been walking for enjoyment, not out of
necessity, which seemed obvious to me considering my spandex and
Brooks shoes, my dog’s harness and leash. But regardless of the man’s
motives for speaking to me, which I can only guess, my presence in that
place was rhetorical, communicating something that caused someone
to notice, to pause, and to act.
The flâneuse/flâneur’s presence is political rhetoric and political
act. Self-reflexive practice of flânerie prompts what Rizk and Birioukov
argue is one of the practice’s great offerings: “the study of the self in
relation to the urban” (3269). Flânerie, they say, “can help scholars take
a step back and reflect on how individual experiences have shaped our
past, present, and future selves” (3269). This self-reflection is not by
necessity self-absorption, but rather locates the flâneuse/flâneur in
broader sociological, cultural, and political realities and communities. In the process of considering and negotiating one’s positionality,
questions of privilege, solidarity, distance, and belonging get raised,
answered, problematized, and raised again. Kramer describes how, in
Baudelaire’s understanding, crowds were comprised of “mere evocative
passersby,” but how our streets are, in reality, full of “co-creative participants in the representation of the urban through an ever-widening
lens of ethnicities, originary mythologies, invented traditions, narratives, and visual cultures” (338). Flânerie offers practitioners politically
rhetorical presence in this communal creative process.

Bearing Witness as Political Practice
In addition to underestimating the political nature and power of presence, Livingstone and Gyarkye also demonstrate an oversimplified understanding of witnessing. They dismiss the flâneur—the “receptacle,”
the mere “pair of eyes”—as one with “a politics only of witnessing”
(emphasis added). But witnessing is not passive—or, at least, it does
not have to be. In their desire for a politics of “[k]indness, solidarity,
alertness, openness,” Livingstone and Gyarkye dismiss the fact that
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bearing witness is often a prerequisite for (and therefore a part of) any
of those political practices.
In his book Communities of Memory: On Witness, Identity, and
Justice, political philosopher W. James Booth draws a distinction between witnessing and bearing witness:
In its ordinary sense, the witness is the eyewitness, the person
who has firsthand experience of an event and who reports what
she has seen . . . But witnessing has a more extensive sense as
well: it can be bearing witness, which may be the person’s own
recollection, or a received memory passed on to others, illuminated and interpreted. (72-73)
Booth calls bearing witness “a gesture of defiance and resistance:
against the flow of time which distances us from what went before,
against an absorption in the present, and against the desire to forget or
conceal” (73). So, when the witness observes, stores, and relays information and memories to preserve them or to bring something hidden
to light, when she tells what she has seen, she practices “truth-preserving resistance to forgetting, falsification, and erasure” (91). Bearing
witness on behalf of neighbors or strangers, in order to preserve communal memory, confront injustice, or pass down truth, is political.
For Booth, both people and places are possible witness bearers, a reality that offers incredible richness and texture to flânerie-as-witnessing. Booth says, “[t]he space we inhabit bears witness. It is a geography
of the small things of our daily lives, a source of nostalgia and melancholy. It is also the geography of justice and injustice, of crime and loss,
and of debt: of the surroundings of our life-in-common, inseparably
attached to who we are as community” (110-11). Our bodies and our
spaces are co-constitutive, each forming and informing the other. One
of the offerings of urban life is a concentration of witnesses—both the
rusted, etched park bench and the one who sits on it. Because place is
“intertwined with the community’s story,” a place can bear witness to
the flâneuse/flâneur who can then carry that witness forward (Booth
111).
This communicative act—bearing witness—combines the artistic
expression of Baudelaire’s perfect flâneur with pressing demands for
attention to injustice. Baudelaire’s insistence that the truest flâneur did
not just walk and see, but rather walked, saw, and wrestled those observations into art—something that could represent and communicate
the interpretive act of the flâneur—can itself be reinterpreted for the
witness bearer. Booth describes how “[w]ords, spoken or inscribed, are
intimately bound up with the memory of communities, political and
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personal . . . But they are more than the vehicles of memory. Language
is rather part of the fabric of a life-in-common” (79). The communicative act of bearing witness has implications for politics as “living together in and through [space]” (Häkli and Kallio 188). The flâneuse/
flâneur can listen to the witness of places and people around them and
consider how to interpret and then bear that witness. Through this
communicative act, the flâneuse/flaneur represents, creates, and recreates “the fabric of a life-in-common” (Booth 79). Bearing witness is,
thus, a meaningful, powerful, and serious responsibility. Without selfreflexivity and scrutiny of one’s positionality relative to a place, person,
or community, the witness bearer may drift away from solidarity and
kindness and into appropriation, manipulation, or saviorism.
Numerous scholars recognize the ways in which bearing witness is
ultimately political. Booth writes of our motivations for taking up the
mantle of witness bearer: “[w]e bear witness because of a felt moral
obligation, because of justice . . . Gratitude mixed with the burden
of debt; justice, revenge, and lessons for the future: these are among
the reasons for bearing witness” (87). Rosemary Hennessy, scholar of
English, genders, and sexualities, describes political work as an organizer as bearing witness, and says, “[b]oth the bearing and the witnessing open you to a new position in history as you assume responsibility to others and carry their message to the wider community” (69,
emphasis in original). Witnessing, she writes, “has been a compelling
philosophical and political concern because it poses fundamental
questions about the obligations of representing on behalf of a collective and of acting to redress social injustice” (70). Engaging with the
organization of the polis and bearing witness to the ways life is lived
in the structures, systems, and policies that organize life together can
lead to generative political action.
However, Hennessy also discusses at length the limitations and possible abuses of the witness bearer. She insists that the witness bearer
must recognize the resultant testimony of their witness “as a performative act,” an act that
takes place in a relationship that can recognize its own compromises and failures, including the disparity between the
political aspirations and historical limits of representing the
other. This understanding of failure as integral to testimony inserts into the emotive chain of witnessing the affective
charge of humility. (72)
Bearing witness, Hennessy writes, ultimately “[emphasizes] collective
action against structural injustice and its humble recognition of the
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failures that effort can entail” (74). One such possible failure is that
“[w]itnessing sets out to span social and epistemological distances, but
sometimes they may not be bridgeable” (75). Thus, key to practicing
witness-bearing is, according to Hennessy, a “pedagogy of failure” (96).
Humility is necessary because “the work of bearing witness is unfinished and messier than anyone would like” (96). Given the complex
challenges of witness-bearing, the responsible witness must practice
ongoing self-reflexivity. Attention to one’s positionality in the midst of
intricate social realities and injustices can lead to the humility necessary to bear witness well, in kindness and solidarity, and to admit and
reflect on one’s failures to do so.
Flânerie is, in its witness-bearing, ethically and morally complex.
And the flâneuse/flâneur is a complicated figure, “simultaneously [embodying] a kind of person, a kind of movement and a disposition towards the world” (Coates 29). A flâneuse/flâneur can walk by, through,
or in a space as a voyeur or colonizer just as easily as with an eye and
heart toward kindness and solidarity. They can witness and take no
action. They can neglect to consider their positionality or fail to be
alert to the connections between the micro-practices of everyday life
and the macro-structures that shape, confine, guide, or explain those
practices. They can overlook or ignore the ways in which injustices are
layered on top of some, to the benefit of others. And Coates believes
that these and other longstanding ambiguities and contradictions of
the flâneur-figure is what has made some decide that “its usefulness
has passed” (29). I, however, agree with Rizk and Birioukov who argue
that because “[t]he flâneur is grounded in everyday life”—which is
deeply ambiguous, situated, and contradictory—flânerie is an excellent “narrative tool towards producing knowledge in a social environment” (3282). For flânerie to be a meaningful tool, however, it must be
practiced with self-reflexivity and humility—it must be subjected to
examination and critique, both external and internal.
The following narrative briefly explores the complexities of positionality, witness, and failure.
In the fall of 2021, my organization returned to our new
downtown office. The weeks and months at the office have been
full of exploring the surrounding blocks on walking meetings
and breaks. I have noticed while walking what I did not notice
in almost a decade of driving these streets: secluded gardens
facing alleyways; graffiti on electric boxes that reads “nothing
is clean / everything is sacred”; a shifting, clanging, hazardous
rusted grate in the middle of the sidewalk. I also frequently walk
by the sheriff’s office and our county’s indigent health clinic,
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which face each other on the same street as a coffee shop and
wine bar frequented by college students (and my colleagues
and me) and a clothing store currently advertising $76 “classic
sweatpants.”
Recently, a slender White woman with long dyed-blonde hair
approached the stone courtyard outside our office. She shuffled. Until she took off her mask to speak she could have been
thirty or sixty. She was closer to the latter. “Excuse me,” she
said, “do you know where the parole office is?” My colleagues
and I—all carceral systems researchers—sheepishly told her
we did not. The sheriff’s office is next door, we offered, and they
would know. She thanked us, pulled her mask back up, and
walked toward the sheriff’s office. Five minutes later she reappeared across the street, walking across a parking lot, heading
southeast.
When I went back inside, I googled. The federal probation
office, I learned, is two blocks southeast of my office, next
door to the expensive, popular food vendor hall that sells delicious ramen, fried brussels sprouts, po’boys, and brisket grilled
cheese sandwiches to tourists and downtown professionals; I
eat there about once a week. The probation office next door is
unmarked.
I have thought about this exchange many times since it happened. I
work in carceral systems research and walk the streets near my office
daily, and I still did not know this point of interaction with the carceral
system nearly visible from my office window. I directed her to law enforcement rather than inviting her to walk inside with me so that we
could look up the answer to her question. When I recall this event, I
consider what I can do now to bear witness to her shuffling search for
an unmarked building. The politics of bearing witness require that the
witness bearer practice a cycle of self-reflection, admission of limitations and failures, and movement forward in kindness and solidarity.
The flâneuse/flâneur, too, must be willing to admit, as I do in reflection
on the above encounter, I failed, and I intend to choose differently next
time.

Conclusion: Flânerie and Political Imagination
The flâneuse/flâneur’s politically rhetorical presence and possibilities
as a witness-bearer open up flânerie to the fullness of Livingstone and
Gyarkye’s four-part political ethic of “[k]indness, solidarity, alertness,
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openness.” Since flânerie’s conceptual beginnings, the latter two concepts—“alertness” and “openness”—are ethics many have ascribed to
the flâneuse/flaneur. In fact, political theorist Bart van Leeuwen describes flânerie as an embodied “stance of openness towards divergent
cultural expressions, a search for contrasts rather than uniformity”
(306). Similarly, the flâneuse/flaneur has always been understood to be
alert to their surroundings. However, both “openness” and “alertness”
allow for a level of passivity. As Van Leeuwen writes, “[w]hat is at stake
is sheer observation, passive registration, without an attempt to work
towards some kind of—even fractured—meaningful contact” (308).
To lean into the rich possibilities of flânerie, “alertness” and “openness” must be wed to “kindness” and “solidarity,” both of which require
action on behalf of oneself, one’s community, one’s environment.
If “the politics we must practice” is, as Livingstone and Gyarkye suggest, one of kindness, solidarity, alertness, and openness, and if the
last few years have made that political ethic even more challenging—as
many assert they have—then flânerie, with its curiosity, attentiveness,
and commitment to moving outside7 and bearing witness, may be an
essential first step toward the realization of that politics. As the following narrative illustrates, in a time of social distance, flânerie creates
possibilities for reflection, connection, kindness.
As we walked one night, I noticed a worn black leather wallet
lying in the unmown grass of an empty lot. My partner began
looking through it, trying to find ID. The driver’s license photo
was of a middle-aged Black man with a salt and pepper goatee,
named Vincent,8 but the license was from out of state and so
offered no help in finding an address. As my partner continued
looking through the wallet for something else with an address,
I started scanning the houses.
From my walking, I knew two of the houses closest to where
we stood were occupied by Black families. Both families have
middle aged men with whom I’ve exchanged neighborly pleasantries. Both are of similar age and build, both have salt and
pepper goatees—we’ve never exchanged names. My partner
found a card with the address of one of the two houses, two lots
down from where we were standing.
I knocked, but no one came to the door. Recalling that this
house is often bustling with music and grill smell and laughter
from the backyard, I looked through the carport walkway to see
two boys playing football in the backyard. I got the attention of
the older boy, a skinny kid of maybe ten, with beautiful braids
and a heather-gray tank top. “Is there a Vincent here?” I asked.
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“Hey, VINCE!” he yelled to someone I couldn’t see, “VINCE!
This lady needs you!—I said, THIS LADY NEEDS YOU!” Then
the kid ran through the carport to me, the smaller kid, maybe
seven, following at his heels. The older boy looked down to my
hand and said, “Hey! Is that Vince’s wallet? Where did you find
it? He’s been looking everywhere for it! HEY VINCE SHE’S GOT
YOUR WALLET.” He reached for the wallet and I handed it over.
Vincent rounded the corner, beaming and slowly shaking his
head, baseball cap on sideways. “Where on earth did you find
this?” he asked, as the kid tossed him the wallet, “I’ve been looking for three days!” When I told him we found it not more than
forty yards from the house, he groaned, “I went through all the
trouble of getting a new driver’s license for nothing.” Then he
smiled, “thank you so much, and hey, next time y’all are walking by and something smells good, come get some, alright?”
This exchange of kindnesses, this moment of brief connection, sparked
hope in my sense of what is still possible for communities, despite distance, loss, and injustice. We can walk and pay attention, stop and act,
speak, give to and receive from one another. There is danger in idealizing such interactions. Unjust systems are not disrupted because
someone returns a wallet. But openness and alertness can create opportunities for kindness, and connection and kindness—kindness not
as feeling, but as action—can foster solidarity in the movement toward
justice.
Flânerie offers glimpses and experiences of life’s texture. Kramer
writes, “anthropologists, ethnographers, and sociologists align themselves creatively with artists and writers in order to document urban
experience’s temporal, sensorial, and emotional array” (337-38). The
temporal, sensorial, and emotional array of COVID times is marked
by yelling at school board meetings over mask mandates; by Tik Tok
videos and the smell of hand sanitizer; by uneven commitments to
public health; by the painted wooden fence facing the hospital near
my home, thanking the hospital staff who are about to enter their
third calendar year fighting this pandemic. COVID times for me are
also marked by the wearing tread of my shoes, driveway conversations with my neighbor about vaccine side effects, and the smell of the
long-blooming honeysuckle clinging to the fence near where we found
Vince’s wallet. Our experience of time and place and community is
sensorial and embodied, and our observation, study, and action within
our reality are served well by the embodied practice of flânerie.
In my own flânerie, I found my observational and critical perspective blending, fading, colliding, merging with my creativity and imag-
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ination. The following instance serves as an example of the political
imagining that has resulted from my flânerie:
There is a small business near my house that I drive past regularly. Attached to the business’s sign is a letter board like those
churches and rural BBQ joints often have. I never paid much
attention to the board until 2020.
During the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic I noticed
the sign’s increasingly political messages, and, while I no longer
drove much at all, I began walking to see the sign. The message changed once or twice a week. “You are all more essential
than politicians,” an early sign read. Then, when Waco’s mayor
announced a city-wide lockdown: “Kick rocks Mayor Deaver /
sincerely we the people.” Following citywide mask mandates:
“Next they will come for our Shiner and BBQ / buy a gun.” Also
distressing were the messages touting hydroxychloroquine as a
cure for the “longest cold and flu season ever,” and those directing viewers to conspiracy theories about climate change denial
and alleged deaths from the COVID-19 vaccine (or, as the sign
called it, “the jab”).
Alongside my anger burned curiosity, so I kept walking back.
Then, one day in August 2021, after the COVID-19 delta surge
started to rock our community, the sign went blank. Where
the sign had been urging viewers not to give in to the so-called
fear and propaganda of the government and news media, now
there was nothing. A day passed. Then two. Then a week. Then
a month. The sign remained blank. My curiosity turned to concern. Did he have COVID? Did someone he loves? Did they die?
Did someone—a beloved child or niece or grandson—tell him
to stop spreading misinformation if he wanted to stay in contact with them? Did he just lose his box of letters?
I have seen him since—White, late middle age, gray beard,
black combat boots—in the parking lot of the business, doing
something I have seen him do many times before: scatter seed
around the parking lot for pigeons. Eventually, the sign had
words again: “Thank you Waco / for 50 wonderful years.”
In recent weeks a few other messages have appeared. One
offering wooden pallets for free, with the suggestion that they
would be good bonfire fodder. One expressing a wish that
“Americans loved America the way Texans love Texas.” And,
at the time of this writing, one advertising an auction. Several
days ago, “Lets go Brandon!” [sic] was included on the sign,
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an addendum to the auction announcement. One day later, the
auction announcement remains; “Brandon,” however, is gone.
When I turn from the sign and walk home, I see masks crumpled and dirty on the curb. I want to distance myself from the
misinformation and vitriol once frequent, now periodic, on the
sign, while moving further into the curiosity that leads me to
wonder why the sign was blank so long, why “Brandon” disappeared as quickly as he showed up. I want to stand in solidarity
with those intimately affected by the misinformation the sign
spews. I want to imagine and act with kindness and with resolute commitment to justice, an ongoing negotiation that I will
mess up, reflect on, and pursue again.
Rather than passive, apolitical observation, my writing demonstrates
that flânerie functions rhetorically and politically. As a flâneuse who
writes and bears witness to my observations, I assume the possibility
and responsibility of the exercise of political imagination and action.
Kevin Mahoney writes of teachers of rhetoric that we should, rather
than merely “[preparing] an individual to enter a public sphere and
argue for her or his position,” instead “prepare individuals to enter into
relationships of solidarity and interdependence, and reconstruct their
identities and practices” (152). To do so, he argues, “[rhetoricians] need
to turn our attention to those communicative practices that allow us to
speak joy to power and value the creative possibilities of solidarity and
affinity found in the long history of social movements” (157). Flânerie
can be just such a communicative practice, and not just for teachers
and students of rhetoric. Coates describes contemporary flânerie as
“no longer the remit of the lone man in the crowd, but rather a means
of producing collective intimacies in the street” (37). In spaces marked
by “a network of influences and forces, of restrictions and limitations,”
argues Parks, “we also live within the possibility that collectively, as
partners with others, we can move our neighbors, our community, and
our country to redraw the current boundaries and open up a different
set of possibilities for ourselves and others” (251). To take such action,
we must explore our communities, locate and contend with the current
boundaries, and imagine new, more just political possibilities.
Flânerie has challenges, contradictions, and limitations to address, yes. The location and movement of human bodies through
space is wrought with tensions and beauty and privilege and connection and violence and distance. These realities mean that some can
practice flânerie with far greater ease and regularity than others. But
Livingstone and Gyarkye are mistaken that the flâneur’s walk is by
definition a simple observing and walking past. Observation can also
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lead to re-imagination, and new vision to action. Just as flânerie has
problems to address, it also has possibilities to attend to—to imagine,
to experiment with, to enact. Through the practices of presence and
witness-bearing that flânerie offers, perhaps we can create a more hospitable world for more flâneuses and flâneurs. Through the opportunities flânerie provides for self-reflexivity and the exercise of the political
imagination, perhaps we can better see what is and better envision a
more just world for everyone. To cultivate a politics of kindness, solidarity, alertness, and openness, flânerie is a good place to start.

Notes

1. And, for Baudelaire and many others, he is always a he. Cultural anthropologist Martin F. Manalansan IV summarizes: “classical flânerie is based on a
white heterosexual male ocular authority and privilege” (42). Flânerie studies
have since wrestled with flânerie and gender in meaningful ways in the scholarship of Janet Wolff and Mike Featherstone, among others. Featherstone argues
for revision of the traditional flâneur, noting that flânerie has too much to offer
to be discarded and that “notions that the massification, democratisation and
feminisation of the flâneur mean a decline, need revising” (915).
2. Livingstone and Gyarkye argue instead for the frame of the cosmopolitan, and they do so by drawing from the work of Zlatko Skrbis and Ian
Woodward. For an example of this work see Skrbis and Woodward’s articles
“The Ambivalence of Ordinary Cosmopolitanism” and, with Gavin Kendall,
“Locating Cosmopolitanism.” For another perspective on cosmopolitanism,
see Bart van Leeuwen, who argues that flânerie and cosmopolitanism are not
mutually exclusive, but rather that flânerie—practiced well—can be a useful
tool in developing rich cultural and moral cosmopolitanism that may, when
taken together, result in “a rich source of global justice” (313).
3. For more on these tensions see Robyn Autry and Daniel J. Walkowitz, Alan
Bairner, Fiona Kumari Campbell, Jamie Coates, Mike Featherstone, David
Serlin, Bart van Leeuwen, and Janet Wolff.
4. I was initially walking to physically address anxiety’s impact on my body. Yet
broader considerations of the connection between flânerie and anxiety exist.
Walter Benjamin explores at length socio-political anxiety as a catalyst for
nineteenth-century flânerie. He theorized that “[t]he more alien a big city becomes, the more knowledge of human nature—so it was thought—one needs
to operate in it,” and thus “[i]n times of terror, when everyone is something
of a conspirator, everybody will be in the position of having to play detective.
Flânerie gives the individual the best prospects of doing so” (71, 72). These
anxieties of urbanization and the co-constitutive rise in economic and class
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anxieties are, in Benjamin’s assessment, inextricably connected to nineteenthcentury flânerie.
5. See Thomas F. Mader and Ralph Cintrón and Jason Schneider for overviews
of presence in rhetoric. Mader summarizes traditional rhetorical understandings of presence as related to consciousness and argument, while Cintrón and
Schneider provide overviews of presence from philosophical and rhetorical
tradition and then argue for presence “as a heuristic for interrogating the relationship between lived experience and rhetorical invention; or, differently, as
a construct for illuminating the ways that rhetors must respond to and strategically negotiate the relationship between the symbolic and material realms”
(116).
6. In fact, Shaver explicitly includes walking as a form of rhetorical presence as
she discusses women reformers’ “walks of usefulness” (64-66).
7. Though flânerie is most often discussed as walking through physical space,
scholars are paying increased attention to crucial questions surrounding
flânerie and mobility, flânerie and disability, digital flânerie, and the subsequent impact of these areas of study on the general accessibility of flânerie. See,
for example, David Serlin, Fiona Kumari Campbell, Mike Featherstone, and
Gorsev Argin et al. Thus “moving outside” holds many possible interpretations.
8. “Vincent” is a pseudonym.
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Walking after Brexit:
“Uncommunal Communal” Spaces in
Ali Smith’s Autumn and Isabel Waidner’s
We Are Made of Diamond Stuff
Emily Hall

T

his article examines walking practices in two novels about Brexit,
Ali Smith’s Autumn and Isabel Waidner’s We Are Made of Diamond
Stuff. The relationship between literature about Brexit (hereafter referred to as BrexLit) and flânerie has been understudied despite the
many BrexLit novels that feature a flâneur or flâneuse who walks the
streets of English cities and towns to observe how Brexit has transformed the socio-political and/or geographic landscape of these
places.1 Often, the flâneur or flâneuse in these works must circumnavigate obstacles that impede walking—a sign of how Brexit has altered
spaces. If, as Fabio La Rocca suggests in “A Theoretical Approach to
the Flâneur and the Sensitive Perception of the Metropolis,” the flâneur/flâneuse has always been a figure who studies significant social
changes by walking through and interpreting collective spaces (11),
then the connection between flânerie and BrexLit is clear: by narrating
how difficult it has become to navigate places, the flâneur or flâneuse in BrexLit novels elucidates the disorientation that many felt after
the United Kingdom’s vote to leave the European Union. As Eva Aldea
observes in “The Lost Nomad of Europe,” the EU allows “freedom of
movement” across borders so long as the individual is a citizen of an
EU nation (154). When the United Kingdom voted to leave, this “freedom of movement” became inhibited by bureaucracy and restrictions
(154).
Perhaps it is no surprise then that so many BrexLit novels explore
immobility. In Deborah Levy’s The Man Who Saw Everything, for
instance, she depicts a flâneur who is struck by a car while walking
through the streets of London at the very moment that England votes
to leave, suggesting that the kinds of hyper-mobility possible before
Brexit have come to an end.2 Xiaolu Guo’s novel, A Lover’s Discourse,
portrays an unnamed Chinese migrant flâneuse struggling to make
sense of the labyrinthine streets of London. Her inability to navigate
the streets reifies her confusion and concern about how the pending
Brexit vote will affect her migrant status, and her anxieties are rein-
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forced by the “poster[s] with the word Brexit” she sees on her walks and
bus rides through the city (Guo 8, emphasis original). In We Are Made
of Diamond Stuff, the streets of the conservative Isle of Wight are filled
with pro-Brexit demonstrators, many of whom are transphobic and xenophobic, making flânerie dangerous for Thirty-Six, the protagonist
of Waidner’s story, because they are both non-binary and a migrant.3
While Thirty-Six never reveals where they migrated from specifically,
they do explain that they are an “EU national” who has been living and
working in England for twenty years (Waidner 15).4 Thus, Thirty-Six is
directly impacted by Brexit as their inability to attain British citizenship at the end of the novel means that they likely will be expelled from
the nation. Meanwhile, in Autumn, the flâneuse Elisabeth struggles to
make sense of her village, which is rife with political polarization in the
wake of the vote, and this polarization is concretized by the sudden
and inexplicable appearance of fences that sharply divide areas of
common land.
While all these novels depict England as socio-politically divided and blockaded, what makes We Are Made of Diamond Stuff and
Autumn so significant is how each novelist uses flânerie to undermine
these notions of separation, even though the flâneuses in both works
are repeatedly marginalized by those within their villages. In Autumn,
Elisabeth returns to her small English village after living in London,
only to find it deeply skeptical of her because many consider her an
outsider, even though she lived in that village for most of her life.
Meanwhile, Thirty-Six endures several transphobic attacks from people
living and/or protesting in Ryde.5 Whereas those in their respective
villages relegate Elisabeth and Thirty-Six to the role of outsider, each
flâneuse challenges this marginalization. The protagonists of these
novels repeatedly situate themselves as part of the “crowd” who live
within their villages, and both use their narratives and observations to
highlight moments of interdependency in these spaces. Furthermore,
these novels repeatedly demystify the figure of the flâneuse because
they illuminate their protagonists’ reliance on others to allow them to
move freely in their respective villages.
Some may argue that Elisabeth and Thirty-Six are not really practicing flânerie because neither of them fits the model of the flâneur
that Walter Benjamin outlines in The Arcades Project. Neither is a
white, upper-middle-class man who has the privilege and luxury of
safely traversing city streets, nor do they live in metropolitan areas
(Benjamin 420). Elisabeth and Thirty-Six challenge this conceptualization of flânerie because their stories draw attention to their lack of
privilege, especially when walking through their villages. Thus, exploring Elisabeth’s and Thirty-Six’s experiences helps us understand how
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marginalized individuals participate in flânerie. As Sofia Aatkar argues
in “Postcolonial Flânerie in Caryl Phillip’s The Atlantic Sound and
Ferdinand Dennis’s Behind the Frontlines: Journey into Afro-Britain,”
novels depicting a marginalized flâneur/flâneuse offer “alternative and
unconventional ways of seeing the city space,” which, in turn, “lays the
foundation for a more inclusive representation of urban space” (31).
The novels I explore here, especially We Are Made of Diamond Stuff,
outline how difficult it is for marginalized individuals to pass through
the streets at a time when the far right in Great Britain employ hateful tactics; therefore, these novels help create more inclusive ways of
understanding how Brexit reoriented collective spaces. We Are Made
of Diamond Stuff calls attention to how Brexit has reshaped streets,
beaches, and urban places, transforming what should be open and
communal places into exclusionary and potentially dangerous sites.
Similarly, Autumn explores how once-communal locations have been
transformed, making it difficult for people to easily access previously
public places.
While themes of commonality and interdependency are not the
primary focus of this article, they elucidate the complexity of BrexLit
novels like We Are Made of Diamond Stuff and Autumn. For the most
part, critical scholarship on BrexLit has focused on depictions of fracture, isolationism, and borders. In “BrexLit,” Kristian Shaw observes
that Brexit ushered in a “form of political isolationism unthinkable
at the turn of the millennium” (15), forcing writers to contend with
the political divisions that gave rise to the referendum. Building upon
Shaw’s work, Birte Heidemann’s “The Brexit Within: Mapping the
Rural and the Urban in Contemporary British Fiction” finds that many
BrexLit novels, such as Smith’s Autumn and Amanda Craig’s The Lie
of the Land, use images of fencing to concretize the ideological differences of “rural versus urban” and “poor versus rich” that influenced the
outcome of the vote (678). This article focuses less on polarization and
fracture and instead explicates how these novels resolve these tensions
by reimagining the flâneuse as invested in the kinds of obligation and
connection that this figure typically eschews.
The tension between the breakdown of collectivity and Elisabeth’s
and Thirty-Six’s recognition of their dependency on others is best
understood within the framework of recent criticism in egalitarian
studies. More specifically, I examine these novels within the context
of Judith Butler’s and Achille Mbembe’s respective scholarship. Both
scholars have noted that recognizing vulnerability and interdependency can be subversive acts, especially in the twenty-first century, when
nations like the United Kingdom and the United States have worked to
untether themselves from global responsibilities. While definitions of
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interdependency vary, I find Butler’s explanation in The Force of NonViolence to be the most useful. She suggests that acknowledging relationality and interdependency involves “question[ing] […the] ethical
obligation[s]” that people have towards one another even in the face
of “a persistent and constitutive destructive potential” (10). In other
words, Butler does not imagine an immediate, utopian future wherein
every person feels socially connected to the other if they just recognized how they are implicated in each other’s lives. Instead, relationality and interdependency must be continuously acknowledged in the
face of violence and socio-political and/or socio-economic disagreement. As Mbembe observes, this creates a state in which all individuals
must affirm that the “Other, in light of all that is happening [can] still
be regarded as [their] fellow creature” (2-3). In many ways, Brexit was
an act that denied the social connections and obligations that Butler
and Mbembe describe. Across both novels, the flâneuses wrestle with
the kinds of obligations that must be “worked out” in the face of Brexit,
even if those around them will not acknowledge that this work must be
done. Rather than detach themselves from these social justice issues,
Thirty-Six and Elisabeth use their observations and narratives to help
begin the work that must be done to rectify the problems exposed by
Brexit.

Demystifying Flânerie
Both Autumn and We Are Made of Diamond Stuff rework our understanding of flânerie by demystifying the flâneur/ flâneuse. Rather than
depict this figure as a character without origin or connection, Smith
and Waidner create flâneuses who are reliant on others to participate in
flânerie. Their conceptualization of flânerie is thus a radical departure
because flâneurs and flâneuses are traditionally both detached enough
from the crowd to observe it, but also anonymous enough to seamlessly
blend into it (Aatkar 33). At various moments in Autumn and We Are
Made of Diamond Stuff, Elisabeth and Thirty-Six respectively require
another person to allow them to move freely amongst a crowd, mostly
for safety reasons. By requiring another person’s aid, they each violate the notion that to practice flânerie, one must be “self-sufficien[t]”
(Ferguson 31). The notion that flânerie and self-sufficiency are inextricably bound up has been explored extensively by Priscilla Parkhurst
Ferguson, who argues in “The Flâneur On and Off the Streets of Paris”
that self-sufficiency is so vital to the art of flânerie that only men can
practice it because women are more likely to “join the crowd” and build
relationships, whereas men tend to keep a “marked social distance,”
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that allows them to be less engaged (31). But as Yomna Saber counters
in “The Charged Strolls of the Brown Flâneuse in Sandra Cisneros’s The
House on Mango Street,” these assumptions about self-sufficiency flatten the experience of flânerie and assume that all men have one experience of flânerie and all women another (73). This further ignores how
transgender and/or non-binary experiences of flânerie exist too. Saber,
much like Aatkar, observes that maintaining such a narrow scope of
flânerie prevents us from having new ways to conceive of urban walking. The two novels that I explore here add to these new “mappings
of the city” (Saber 73), principally by demonstrating how being able
to walk alone is a privilege that is not shared by many. In this way,
Autumn and We Are Made of Diamond Stuff remind us of how vulnerable people are, and, on a larger scale, suggest that recognizing these
vulnerabilities and interdependencies deconstruct the kinds of hyperindividualism and self-sufficiency that inspired the United Kingdom to
separate from the European Union.
In We Are Made of Diamond Stuff, Waidner illuminates how transphobia makes anonymity challenging; thus, Thirty-Six uses their partner Shae to obtain a level of anonymity that allows them to pass through
less safe parts of the village.6 Shae’s ability to pass as cisgender is vital to
Thirty-Six’s ability to practice flânerie. Throughout the novel, ThirtySix rarely walks alone and is often accompanied by Shae. When the pair
needs to walk through the downtown, which is filled with crowds of
transphobic people, Thirty-Six observes how differently they and Shae
are treated. For instance, as the pair walks down “High Street,” Shae
approaches “[a] group of construction workers [. . .] sitting on a bench”
(Waidner 34). Thirty-Six narrates their own admiration of Shae who is
“vulnerable” in this moment as they, too, are non-binary (34).
Critically, though, Shae can pass as a cisgender, working-class male
because “their binding is tight” whereas Thirty-Six is afraid to remove
their coat because the construction workers cannot discern if they are
“a boy or a girl” and prefer instead to “deal with the boy (Shae),” because they fail to recognize that Shae too is non-binary (34). On the
surface, Shae appears (at least to the workers) to be the pinnacle of
the self-sufficient, male flâneur passing through the crowd, but Shae’s
vulnerability is mostly concealed and their safety hinges upon successfully passing.
Shae’s ability to pass as a cisgender male offers Thirty-Six some ability to merge with the crowd, if only because the construction workers
are hesitant to prey on someone they assume has a male significant
other. In turn, this brief opportunity of anonymity allows Thirty-Six to
observe the downtown and narrate what they see. This narrative provides important context and insight into why those in Ryde supported
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Brexit. As Thirty-Six observes, the downtown is “unaspirational in all
respects” and the people living there appear to be “on their last penny”
(Waidner 33-34). What was once a thriving seaside resort is now a ramshackle town in need of “a few quid being thrown at [it]” (34). Rather
than condemn this city, even as it marginalizes them, Thirty-Six acknowledges the pervasive hopelessness in Ryde (and, by extension,
most of the Isle of Wight), illuminating how few avenues the working
class has to rebel against the social structures that keep it firmly in
place. This narrative also sheds light on a town that is otherwise ignored by most outside its borders, even though its socio-economic
problems need to be addressed. In this moment, and thanks to Shae’s
ability to offer them a safe route through the downtown, Thirty-Six is
able to capture how Ryde is down on its luck and usher it into a larger,
important narrative about how England has allowed parts of itself to
fall into disrepair.
Thirty-Six’s reliance on Shae helps readers understand how vulnerable it feels to be non-binary and walk through the streets of conservative towns. Acknowledging this vulnerability and dependency on
others calls attention to the systemic inequity that non-binary and
transgender people face, especially after Brexit. It also, more broadly, helps readers understand the importance of interdependency. As
Butler observes, inequity arises from the faulty assumption that individuals do not depend on other people and/or institutions for safety
and survival (37). Exposing the ways that people are vulnerable and
mutually dependent, according to Butler, renders transparent how
individuals, even mythic ones seemingly without origin, must rely on
others (37). Thirty-Six’s recognition of Shae’s bravery and aid makes
clear how some marginalized individuals need others’ help to move
(more) freely.
Throughout Autumn, Smith highlights dependency and flânerie
in different contexts, namely by exploring how Elisabeth must learn
how to be a flâneuse. In “The Flâneur in Social Theory,” David Frisby
observes that “[f]lânerie is an activity that requires training—in order
to not overlook the obvious in one’s own city and in order to engage
in meaningful collection of images” (92). He further qualifies that
such training hones the flâneur’s ability to accurately read the city and
the crowd and to narrate this experience to others (93). This “reading” must, as Frisby notes, be done very quickly as the flâneur moves
through the urban space, and very thoroughly, as he must also process
and distill a multitude of simultaneous senses and experiences (94).
While Frisby does not explore how the flâneur becomes proficient in
this practice, or who helps him refine his skills, Smith does just that
by playing with the notion of how a flâneur or flâneuse gains such
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abilities. Elisabeth can only participate in flânerie because her elderly
neighbor, a flâneur named Daniel, teaches her how to do it. Readers
understand this via several flashbacks in which Daniel helps Elisabeth
realize that she has the instincts of a flâneuse, and he teaches her how
to sharpen her innate observational skills. Rather than choose to be an
independent flâneur who feels entirely disengaged from those around
him, Daniel is compelled to share his knowledge of flânerie and his
privileged ability to walk freely.
When Daniel first greets Elisabeth, he does so on the street that connects both of their homes, signaling that what will draw them together
(despite vast age differences and disparate lived experiences) will be
their shared love for walking. Arriving home from primary school,
Elisabeth sees “the neighbour [Daniel] [. . .] sitting crosslegged on his
garden wall right next to the front gate she needed to go through to
get into the house” (Smith 49). Daniel immediately says “Hello [. . .]
from his own side of the road” and assures her that he “was hoping [he]
might run into [her]” (50). As Shaw notes, this passage represents the
kind of neighborliness and “cosmopolitan hospitality” often found in
Smith’s novels (23). Daniel’s kindness and openness stand in contrast,
for instance, to Elisabeth’s reticence and her mother’s general dismissiveness of their new neighbor. But Daniel’s interest in Elisabeth extends beyond his tendency to be kind to all; indeed, he seems to intuit
that Elisabeth is a different kind of person, an ideal flâneuse. When the
pair begin to chat and Elisabeth tells him her last name is Demand,
Daniel explains to her that her name actually “comes from the French
words de and monde, put together, which means, when you translate
it, of the world [. . .] It might also mean of the people” (Smith 50).
Analyzing this passage, Shaw again makes the connection between
cosmopolitanism (worldliness) and Elisabeth, arguing that her name
gestures to a form of cosmopolitan citizenship that will go under threat
post-Brexit (21). While I agree that Smith uses wordplay to denote how
cosmopolitan, and therefore different, Elisabeth is, I think the clearer
connection here is to Charles Baudelaire’s definition of the flâneur in
“The Painter of Modern Life,” which is a “man of the world [. . .] who understands the world and the mysterious and legitimate reasons behind
all its customs” (9). Daniel thus senses that Elisabeth is destined to
become a flâneuse, and even goes further to note that both “have [. .
.] in common” the ability to interpret and create narratives, gesturing
to Baudelaire’s assertions about the connection between flânerie and
observation (Smith 51). As someone who has long practiced flânerie,
Daniel is able to quickly identify Elisabeth as having the same ability
to move about the world and understand (and narrativize) its patterns.
Over the course of the novel, Daniel trains Elisabeth in the art of
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flânerie and shapes how she receives the world. Although Elisabeth’s
mother cannot fathom her daughter’s love for these walks and repeatedly questions why her daughter enjoys them, Elisabeth understands
that her and Daniel’s walks together are opportunities to learn how
to “read the world” (Smith 78; 68). But her ability to read the world
is dependent on Daniel’s presence because she cannot comfortably
wander around the village and suspend her concern about the dangers of walking alone as a young girl. Much like how Shae gives ThirtySix the opportunity to move safely amongst the crowd, Daniel makes
Elisabeth’s journeys through the village possible. This becomes evident in a scene in which Daniel walks alongside Elisabeth and greets
those in the village. Elisabeth observes that “[s]ometimes the people
said hello back [to Daniel]. Sometimes they didn’t” (68). Elisabeth immediately chastises Daniel, cautioning him against speaking to strangers (68). However, Daniel assures Elisabeth that he understands her
hesitancy about walking amongst strangers, noting that “[i]t’s not at
all right for a personage of your age” to walk among and interact with
people she does not know, and he acknowledges his privilege of feeling
comfortable doing so (68). Whereas she is vulnerable, he is not, and
he is happy to grant her the protection of walking safely. His presence,
alongside his tutelage, helps Elisabeth learn to read the intricacies of
the crowd. By noting how some meet Daniel’s greeting with enthusiasm, while others do not, Elisabeth becomes sensitive to the social
politics in her village, observations that would not have been possible
had Daniel not extended her some of his privilege to walk freely.
Even though Elisabeth demonstrates an innate ability to observe
crowds and intuit the social patterns that underlie her village, Daniel’s
help further refines her ability to narrativize these experiences. More
specifically, Daniel reminds her at various moments in the novel that
learning to read the world and tell its stories is a serious responsibility. After another scene in which the pair walk through their village,
Daniel prompts her to tell a story. Elisabeth, affected by violent stories she has seen on the news about Indonesia, narrates a story about
violence, only to have Daniel intervene and question whether this is
“the kind of world you’re going to make up?” and qualify that “whoever
makes up the story makes up the world” (Smith 119). He then pushes
her to instead consider how her stories might “welcome people” and
he invites her to be assiduous about including those who have always
felt historically excluded (119). In a sense, Daniel trains her to see the
world from various angles, not just the one immediately in front of
her. He then reinforces the importance of not presuming anything
about the world and urges her instead to carefully consider motivations and patterns, essentially compelling her to “understand, assess
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everything,” rather than make hasty assumptions (Baudelaire 9). If, as
Baudelaire reminds us, a good flâneur wants to understand the world
thoroughly, and stands apart from those who look at the world and
see only reflections of themselves within it (49), then Daniel’s words
help Elisabeth understand the need to see every part of the world,
even those sections that do not reflect her own values or concerns. At
the same time, Daniel’s prompting demystifies flânerie by suggesting
that Elisabeth needs to assess the frameworks through which she narrativizes the world. Whereas Baudelaire conceives of the flâneur as a
“mirror” who only reflects the crowd (10), Daniel recognizes that the
flâneur’s/flâneuse’s stories about this crowd are filtered through belief
systems, which complicates the illusion of objectivity.
As such, Daniel’s advice to Elisabeth toys with conceptions of detachment and flânerie. Daniel envisions the role of the flâneur as a figure
who is very attached to notions of social obligation while, at the same
time, remaining detached enough to incorporate various perspectives
into the narratives s/he creates. According to Tuire Valkeakari in “The
Photographer-Flâneur as Facilitator of Urban Connectivity in John
Edgar Wideman’s Two Cities,” the democratizing act of a flâneur observing a “plurality of stories and [capturing] multiple narrative points
of view” can help restore ties within the community (231). Smith is
perhaps not quite so optimistic about an easy resolution to communal
fracture; however, she emphasizes that Elisabeth and Daniel are both
adept at reading the crowd from an almost neutral position, one that
allows them to transcend socio-political polarization. When Elisabeth
returns to her village as an adult shortly after the vote, she sees the same
crowd that she and Daniel once observed, this time populated with
“people who either look down, look away or stare her out [. . . or] speak
with a new kind of detachment [. . . and] regard her, and each other,
with a new kind of loftiness” (Smith 53-54). Here, Elisabeth again intuits inhospitality, as people will only recognize those who share their political views. Every person within the village assesses their neighbors,
convinced that they can accurately interpret the values and merits of
each person. However, in their attempts to separate themselves from
the crowd, her neighbors only appear foolish and unkind. By contrast,
Elisabeth does not tease apart which neighbors align with which political view, but instead acknowledges how everyone treats each other
with disdain, suggesting that Daniel’s advice to read patterns prompts
her to see their behavior from a distance. Whereas the detachment that
her neighbors adopt exacerbates division because it originates from a
sense of superiority, Elisabeth’s ability to read the entire crowd and
assess its many problems allows her to span the political fracture in her
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village and read the crowd as a unified whole, even if the village itself
is polarized.

The “Breakdown” of Interdependency
Against this backdrop of demystifying flânerie and exposing how
Thirty-Six and Elisabeth are reliant on others to practice it, both characters reveal how flânerie is hampered by the rise of street violence
and demonstrations. Both Autumn and We Are Made of Diamond Stuff
draw parallels between the breakdown of collective spaces, like streets,
and larger, national problems of recognizing interdependency and
vulnerability. Waidner’s and Smith’s decision to respectively examine
the breakdown of collectivism by setting much of the action in streets
and walkways is perhaps unsurprising: streets have long been considered sites of collectivism. In The Arcades Project, Benjamin asserts that
“streets are the dwelling place of the collective” (423). In other words,
individuals transform into “the masses,” and assume an entirely new,
collective identity. Emily Johansen, building upon Benjamin’s notions
of collectivism and streets in “‘Streets Are the Dwelling Place of the
Collective’: Public Space and Cosmopolitan Citizenship in Dionne
Brand’s What We All Long For,” argues that while streets do foster a
sense of belonging, this is often contingent on the status and identity of those walking through the streets (56). She then suggests that
the kind of emancipatory walking that Benjamin credits to the flâneur
allows people, especially those who are marginalized, to subversively
access a form of belonging that is otherwise denied them (56). Both
Autumn and We Are Made of Diamond Stuff grapple with how notions
of belonging have broken down post-Brexit, as evinced by depictions
of streets that are territorialized by demonstrators. Despite the backand-forth struggle to determine who “belongs” in the street (really,
the nation), Thirty-Six and Elisabeth subversively believe that streets
belong to both everyone and no one, ultimately disrupting how these
places are conceived.
Waidner makes clear the connection between the breakdown of
the streets and shifting notions of national belonging. In an early passage, Thirty-Six describes a walk along the Isle of Wight’s shore. On
this walk, Thirty-Six notes the “[o]ne, two, three Victorian military
forts” marring the shoreline, making both Thirty-Six and Shae uneasy
each time they visit this place (Waidner 13). Near the end of this stroll,
Thirty-Six wonders if the walks that they and Shae take are actually
“military training” exercises performed so that they can one day “storm
the fort” (14). Notably, Shae and Thirty-Six are not actually taking walks
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so that they can one day storm a Victorian fort rendered obsolete some
time ago. They are, however, under siege almost every time that they
walk through Ryde because the town has been inundated with proBrexit nationalists who plague the protagonist and their partner. Both
the presence of the nationalists and the political atmosphere within
England make Thirty-Six “feel foreign” even though they have lived
and worked in England for twenty years and desire citizenship (51).
Thus, while others may simply look past the forts, Thirty-Six is sensitive to these structures because they experience constant harassment
from xenophobic English citizens. Thirty-Six therefore elucidates how
militarized and violent England feels by drawing a clear line between
the imperial violence that it once perpetuated and the xenophobic and
transphobic violence that now shapes its present. The military forts
are also constant reminders of how Thirty-Six does not belong in this
place, as they are a European migrant and the very “kind” of person
that such fortresses were once meant to keep out. Their intuition
about this violence is accurate, as evidenced by a later scene wherein
Thirty-Six and Shae build a pride float and roll it through the streets
of Ryde. Thirty-Six explains that this float is both “a direct response” to
transphobic nationalists and a “launch pad for migrants” (45-48). To
punish this act of defiant flânerie, the nationalists leave a sheep with
St. George’s Cross painted on its face outside the hotel where ThirtySix works, a xenophobic threat that indicates how the float has been
poorly received by those in Ryde and marks Thirty-Six as an unwanted
outsider (50).7
The hostility and violence that Thirty-Six experiences after the vote
to leave is reified by scenes wherein the streets that they and Shae walk
through begin to break down. We Are Made of Diamond Stuff is a surrealistic novel, so the violence that pro-Brexit discourse perpetuates
manifests in strange scenes where streets transform into weapons. On
one such occasion, Thirty-Six walks through Ryde and explains how
badly the conditions within the village have deteriorated, noting the
“high security prison complex (HMP Parkhust) [. . .] Ryde Arena (the
boarded up ice rink) and Sandown Zoo” (Waidner 35). While trying
to capture this place, Thirty-Six recalls that “the local MP is delighted
with the EU Referendum result. The Isle of Wight voted 62% in favor of
leaving the European Union” (36). At the exact moment that Thirty-Six
reflects on this fact, they and Shae begin to be pelted by “bentonite bullets,” or bits of clay that form “[b]ullet rain from the terrain upwards”
(36-37). Here, the walkways disintegrate and begin to attack them,
foreshadowing how the pair will be targeted by the rhetoric and violence that erupts in the wake of the vote. Thirty-Six ironically questions
if this event is “a natural event or a case of national politics,” suggesting
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that the dissolution of this collective place (the walkway) mirrors how
national belonging has been thrown into disarray (36). Significantly,
no one else walking notices how the streets are dissolving, not even
the far-right “local party activists” who are demonstrating in favor of
Brexit on the same walkway (38). Their inability to recognize the violence that Thirty-Six and Shae endure illuminates the privilege that
these far-right demonstrators have: they do not “see” the streets as sites
of violence because they will never be targeted. Thirty-Six intuits this
violence (through these imagined scenes of streets turning into weapons) because they are a migrant and sense the rage that underlies these
demonstrations. Furthermore, those on the walkway believe that this
place (the walkway) and this space (the nation) belong to them, so they
are not compelled to assess how Brexit affects those whom they believe
should not be in England.
Thirty-Six’s continued movement along the street, despite the physical violence they endure from the street and the emotional violence
they suffer from the protestors, reasserts their belief that they belong
in England too, despite what others might believe. Thirty-Six thus engages in the kinds of emancipatory flânerie that Johansen describes.
Even though Thirty-Six and Shae face various obstacles while walking,
both refuse to stop, choosing instead to cross through the “demonstration [. . . that is] building momentum,” so that they can continue to
“make straight for the Esplanade” (Waidner 39). Whereas the nationalists hope to occupy the street for their own hateful ends, Thirty-Six
walks through this this place to narrate the demonstration, creating a
counter-narrative that describes rampant xenophobia.
At the same time, however, Thirty-Six’s description of the walkway
reminds us that streets and walkways are sites of interdependency.
Despite wildly different socio-political beliefs, the demonstrators,
Thirty-Six, and Shae all rely on this public good to make their opposition political statements. Streets are, as Butler observes, “instrument[s]
of support,” that make clear our “[d]ependency [. . .] and reliance on
social and material structures” (41). In other words, in addition to
being places that nurture collectivism and inspire resistance, streets
highlight a mutual dependency on structures that supersede political
affiliations and socio-political polarization. By noting how the streets
themselves are dissolving at the same time that the demonstrators are
hurling insults, Thirty-Six captures how any place that reminds people
of their mutual dependency on one another has and will come under
attack in an effort to deny how they are all connected to each other.
In Autumn, Smith similarly depicts streets as sites where collectivism, belonging, and interdependency overlap in messy ways. At one
point in the novel, Elisabeth reflects on another time of deep polar-
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ization, when the U.K. was supportive of the War in Iraq. Thinking
back to this time, Elisabeth recalls going “down to London to march
in the protest. Not In Her Name” (Smith 149). The day after, she walks
“the exact same route” through London, observing how “strange [it is]
to be walking streets where life was going on as normal, traffic and
people going their usual backwards and forwards” (149). Juxtaposing
these two days, she notes how only yesterday “the streets [. . .] had felt
like they’d belonged to the two million people from their feet on the
pavement all the way up to the sky because of something that had to
do with truth” (149). Here, Elisabeth understands that walking through
streets can allow people to access a sense of belonging via collective
demonstrations, but she quickly problematizes this by noticing that
while these moments of belonging feel eternal (and momentous) there
is already an underlying sense of belonging that yokes every person in
the United Kingdom, regardless of whether people wish to acknowledge this. Elisabeth’s narrativization of the London streets highlights
how people are dependent on other systems and structures to thrive,
and hints that recognizing interdependency and working out what it
means to be reliant on one another offers a longer, more fruitful sense
of “belonging” than the demonstrations allow. Both Elisabeth’s and
Thirty-Six’s respective observations of their streets compel us to consider how often we take interdependency for granted, even when we are
looking to rectify pressing social problems.

Flânerie and Merging with the Crowd
While not necessarily an example of flânerie, an early passage in
Autumn reveals how collective places have been altered in the aftermath of Brexit. Elisabeth, waiting for her passport to be processed,
must sit on a long, uncomfortable bench that shifts whenever anyone
else moves. The bench metaphorically reveals how disconnected everyone feels from one another, even as they occupy the same place.
This is further evinced when Elisabeth “shifts in her seat and clanks
the chair by mistake. The woman along from her jumps slightly in the
air but gives no sign at all that she knows or cares she has,” prompting
Elisabeth to consider how “funny [it is] to be sitting on such an uncommunal communal chair” (Smith 18). In many ways, both Autumn
and We Are Made of Diamond Stuff reveal that England has become
an “uncommunal communal” space where notions of dependency and
belonging are collapsing. Despite this, Elisabeth and Thirty-Six persist
in narrativizing the painful breakdown of the collective, so that they
may remind others of the ties that bind them, even when no one wants
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to acknowledge them. As both novels draw to a close, each flâneuse
creates a final narrative that not only maps themselves onto the very
crowd that marginalizes them, but also illuminates a cohesive England,
however “uncommunal” and unhappy that collective is.
In the final pages of We Are Made of Diamond Stuff, Thirty-Six
crafts a narrative that highlights how they sees themselves as deeply
connected to those around them. While the Isle of Wight may intimidate its transgender and/or queer inhabitants, and the nation,
at large, seeks to expel people like Thirty-Six who are migrants, they
choose to subvert these forms of hostility by seeing themselves, Shae,
and the townspeople not as forever at odds, but instead, as individuals
who are all socially connected through their disenfranchisement. The
novel ends with Thirty-Six and Shae again walking by the seaside by
the newly renovated zoo. No longer does the walkway lob bullets of
clay upwards, nor do any far-right demonstrators prevent them from
walking. Instead, the pair walk alone. Interestingly, though, as they
walk, Thirty-Six thinks back to the many reviews of the zoo that they
have read online, namely that the zoo was poorly kept, “derelict,” and
falsely advertised as a nice, safe place (Waidner 103). The last four pages
comprise these reviews, and as these comments mount, we understand
that they stand in for reviews of the nation. These reviews are anonymous assertions, as Thirty-Six does not ascribe affiliations to these
voices, so they may belong to citizens, migrants, those who voted to
leave and/or those who voted to stay. Thus, even though Thirty-Six and
Shae walk alone, we understand that they are in fact walking amongst
everyone who lives in England, and Thirty-Six’s recollection of these
views creates a collective narrative of unhappiness. These views span
the political spectrum and demonstrate that everyone living within it
is unhappy and sees room for improvement. Thirty-Six’s recapitulation
of these frustrations forges a vexed (but acknowledged) collectivity out
of fragmentation.
Elisabeth, like Thirty-Six, also ends her story by remaining detached
enough to capture the unhappiness of both “sides” of England but also
attached enough to want to heal these divisions. Notably, her village
has devolved into bitter polarization. The common land outside the
village is disrupted by the sudden appearance of “a fence three metres
high with a roll of razorwire along the top of it” (Smith 55). Meanwhile,
within her village, the streets are littered with xenophobic and racist
signs urging members of the community to “GO [. . .] HOME” (53).
Shaw argues that this fence, compounded with the signs that litter
the street, points to an erosion of “communal empathy” (22). And this
lack of empathy is felt by almost everyone within the village, with each
pointing the finger at the other for who caused it. However, in a scene
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much like the one wherein Daniel greets his inhospitable neighbors,
Elisabeth chooses to walk the streets of her village and greet everyone
on it. As she walks, she takes note of how “the few people out cutting
things back in their gardens scowl at her or ignore her. She [Elisabeth]
steps to the side to make room on the narrow pavement and says hello
to an old lady she passes. The old lady nods, doesn’t smile, walks past,
imperious” (Smith 253). Unlike the “old lady” and her other neighbors,
Elisabeth does not refuse to engage but instead acknowledges how all
of them are gathered into that one space, all enjoying, in some way, the
accessibility of the street. Whereas the neighbors try to look through
each other, Elisabeth continues to be friendly and to acknowledge everyone’s presence. This may seem like a simple act of kindness; indeed,
Shaw argues that Smith’s novel is indicative of her long-held interest
in “narrative hospitality” (23). And, as Mbembe notes, we are living
in an increasingly inhospitable time, one that celebrates “closure and
demarcations of all sorts” (9), so Elisabeth’s recognition of everyone
on the street subverts this kind of “demarcation.” But when we juxtapose Elisabeth’s act with Daniel’s much earlier earnest desire to “see”
everyone, we understand that Elisabeth uses flânerie to acknowledge
and narrativize the collective unhappiness in this space, to understand
better the patterns of inhospitality she witnesses, and to span the divides she sees.
Thirty-Six’s and Elisabeth’s decisions to use flânerie to holistically
account for the collective unhappiness in these “uncommunal” spaces
may seem like fruitlessly optimistic endeavors. However, as Butler
observes, being able to see outside of oneself and articulate the “obligations that bind us to one another” is incredibly challenging, given
constant partisanship, bias, and hatred towards others (46). Waidner
and Smith mirror the dissolution of these “bindings” that Thirty-Six
and Elisabeth witness at the street level with the national refusal to
consider how England is actually bound to the rest of the world. This
parallel is perhaps most clear in Autumn when Smith deviates from
Elisabeth’s story and shows, in a flashback, how Daniel’s sister, Hannah
Gluck, was seized by Nazis and taken through the streets in a truck.
Rather than witness this atrocity, those walking down the street “loo[k]
and then loo[k] away,” refusing to acknowledge what is happening in
front of them (Smith 65). Here, the desire to ignore obligations compounded with the refusal to “see” has catastrophic consequences and
hints at the many ongoing atrocities in the twenty-first century that
we continue to ignore. Smith’s and Waidner’s desire to reimagine the
purpose of flânerie and to problematize what it means for a flâneuse
to be “detached” compels readers to understand the need to recognize
vulnerability and dependency. The novels suggest that no one has the
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luxury of remaining fully detached, not in a world saturated with prejudice, and not in a time when so many ignore the obligations we have
towards each other. Rather than envision themselves as totally separate
from, and perhaps even superior to, those who live within these places,
the flâneuses I study here highlight their dependency on others, thus
demonstrating that everyone is implicated in the lives of those around
them. These narratives of interdependency work to ameliorate the political divisions that Brexit exacerbates and challenge how we understand depictions of flânerie and social obligation.

Notes

1. Here, I borrow Kristian Shaw’s term. In “BrexLit,” Shaw proposes that BrexLit
is a new genre that explores “Brexit and its imminent consequences” (16).
2. For a more thorough exploration of twenty-first-century literary depictions
of hypermobility, see Peter Boxall’s Twenty-First-Century Fiction: A Critical
Introduction.
3. In the lecture “Class, Queers, and the Avant-Garde,” Waider refers to the
protagonist by name as “Thirty-Six”; hence, I will follow suit. Like Waidner,
who is non-binary and uses they/them pronouns, Thirty-Six in We Are Made
of Diamond Stuff is also non-binary. The gendered binary of flâneur/ flâneuse
is therefore not ideal; however, I use “flâneuse” throughout this article because
in “Class, Queers, and the Avant-Garde” Waidner uses feminine pronouns to
describe Thirty-Six. Outside of using the term “flâneuse,” I use they/them pronouns to describe Thirty-Six. Furthermore, in private correspondence with me
about the appropriate pronouns for the character, Waidner confirmed that because the inspiration for Thirty-Six was Eleven from Stranger Things, it was
appropriate to use “they/she” pronouns for this character. At the same time,
Waidner confirmed their preference for Thirty-Six to be called “they.” As such,
throughout this paper, I refer to Thirty-Six as “they.”
4. We Are Made of Diamond Stuff is a semi-autobiographical novel. Like ThirtySix who migrated from an unnamed European country, Waidner migrated
from Germany to England. In an interview with The Guardian entitled “Isabel
Waidner: ‘Different Doesn’t Have to Be Scary. It Can Be Fun,’” Waidner explains
that migrating to London allowed them to escape their conservative German
hometown, and they express concern for how queer migrants’ ability to seek
refuge in the U.K. might be impacted by Brexit (Cummins).
5. Writing for The Guardian in 2016, Mark Townsend notes that in the wake of
the vote, homophobic attacks skyrocketed, more so than attacks against any
other minority group. In We Are Made of Diamond Stuff, Waidner illuminates
how the far right specifically uses homophobic and transphobic rhetoric to further its pro-Brexit agenda and to attract more individuals toward its “cause.” At
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the same time, Waidner acknowledges that despite wide-spread attacks on the
LGBTQ+ community, some within the queer community were also radicalized
by the far right, as the latter promised them more lucrative careers post-Brexit.
This prompts Thirty-Six to question “[h]ow many times can you divide a minority culture” after experiencing several transphobic attacks following Brexit
(Waidner 83).
6. Accounts of queer flânerie often explore the danger of walking alone. In “The
Lesbian Flâneur,” Sally Munt describes the English cities where she felt safe
walking alone and others where she was forced to ask straight women to walk
with her to ensure her safety (105).
7. In “Brexit Fallout,” Samira Shackle notes that xenophobic attacks against
migrants in the U.K. rose “57%” after the vote due to the flagrant anti-migrant
rhetoric used by nationalists leading up to the referendum. As Shackle further
observes, Britain is dependent upon the kinds of low-wage labor that migrants
provide, even as some demonized those who fulfilled these positions. Similarly,
Thirty-Six has worked mostly in low-waged hospitality jobs as a migrant, performing an under-valued labor that remains largely invisible to those who terrorize them.
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Walking While Black:
Can There Be an African Flâneur?
Sara Faradji

W

ith origins in nineteenth-century French literature, the flâneur
has a variety of connotations that range from the sophisticated,
leisurely observer to the aloof, ambivalent prowler.1 A curious figure
who thoughtfully muses about the city, window shops but does not
buy, and walks at the pace of a turtle, the flâneur is a symbol of modernity (Buck-Morss 103; Benjamin, CB 54). In twenty-first century
literature, the flâneur is making a resurgence. Spanish writer Antonio
Muñoz Molina’s 2021 novel, To Walk Alone in the Crowd, harkens back
to the classic figure in written snapshots of walking journeys in Madrid,
Paris, and New York. Meanwhile, in contemporary Anglophone African
immigrant literary works, such as Teju Cole’s 2001 novel, Open City, we
see a revitalization of the flâneur in cities like New York.2 But just a few
years later, and in reaction to a highly publicized incident in which
two Black men were arrested in a Philadelphia Starbucks for “trespassing” as they sat at a table while waiting for a friend before placing their
orders, Cole explains in more detail the difficulties of black flânerie. In
a Facebook post from April 2018, just after the incident, he shares his
dismay that Black people cannot go about their daily lives or participate in common activities in public, predominately white spaces with
the same ease that white people can. He writes, “[t]his is why I always
say you can’t be a black flâneur. Flânerie is for whites. For blacks in
white terrain, all spaces are charged. This is why we are compelled, instead, to practice psychogeography. We wander alert, and pay a heavy
psychic toll for that vigilance. Can’t relax, black.”
The sentiment of this post is also evident in contemporary African
diasporic literature and scholarship that explores flânerie. Black meandering is not and cannot be as casual as that of white flânerie. African
flâneurs have the power to captivate readers who want to understand
a city from a Black immigrant’s perspective, yet their flânerie is complicated. According to Darren Carlaw, the non-white flâneur walking
through New York “struggles to match his Baudelarian counterpart in
terms of remaining incognito” (22). The Black flâneur, if there can be
such a figure, must be more on his guard and self-aware than a white
flâneur. In his essay, also titled “Walking While Black,” Jamaican writer
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Garnette Cadogan describes his cautious and traumatic experiences
of walking in New Orleans and New York. He explains how “walking
became a complex and often oppressive negotiation. I would see a white
woman walking toward me at night and cross the street to reassure her
that she was safe.” Moreover, police officers would stop him and even
handcuff him just for jogging down the street. Cadogan argues that
he could not become like the literary flâneurs he admired, because he
always had to be directly engaged with others on the street. The cries
of the twenty-first century Black Lives Matter protest movement echo
here, for injustices like those that Cadogan experienced are even more
publicized. Particularly relevant is the case of Ahmaud Arbery, a Black
man who was simply jogging in a Georgia neighborhood when he was
shot and killed by a white police detective (Beauchamp). This tragedy,
like many others, points to the impossibility of the aloofness of the
Black flâneur.
Despite all of the dangers that Black people encounter and the apprehensiveness that they feel while walking, Anglophone African
literature proves that there is still a need and a space for Black
flânerie. The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears (2007), the debut
novel of MacArthur Fellow and Ethiopian-immigrant writer Dinaw
Mengestu, propels this conversation about Black and African flânerie
to new heights. Contributing to the conversation, this article examines a uniquely African flânerie through Sepha Stephanos, the novel’s
Ethiopian immigrant narrator-protagonist, demonstrating that the
African flâneur does indeed exist.
As Sepha wanders through his Logan Circle neighborhood of
Washington, D.C., he becomes a flâneur. One primary reference to the
flâneur’s philosophy derives from the writings of nineteenth-century
French poet, Charles Baudelaire. In his prose poem, “Crowds” (1855),
he writes that the poet, as a flâneur-like figure, is “the solitary, thoughtful wanderer” who describes a “more vast, more refined” world for his
readers (22). In the nineteenth century, the flâneur was explicitly an
upper-class white male. Perhaps the emergence of the modern, capitalist metropolis was a beautiful sight for an aesthete like Baudelaire,
but Walter Benjamin began to see something deeper in flânerie. He
argues in “The Return of the Flâneur” that the Parisian city has a “mnemonic” and “conjur[ing]” effect on the flâneur—allowing him to recall
and narrate a personal or local history (262-63). Extending beyond
Baudelaire’s claim that the flâneur depicts the worldly beauty of the
metropolis, Benjamin underscores how the intellectual flâneur uses
the sidewalks for the nostalgic, reflective purpose of remembering the
city’s history. This is the exercise of Sepha Stephanos in The Beautiful
Things That Heaven Bears. As the Logan Circle streets evolve amidst
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gentrification, Sepha navigates between the past and present histories
of both the city and his personal life.
This article explores how Sepha expands the definition of flânerie
to encompass and transcend the notion of urban wandering. Sepha’s
unique modes of flânerie are threefold: (1) walking through the city,
which emphasizes the more traditional connotation of the flâneur’s actions; (2) observing daily life from his storefront, which, although stationary, requires the keen observational skills of the flâneur and leads
to deep reflections on the flânerie of others; and (3) using flânerie as a
means of documenting and resisting gentrification. While addressing
these three modes of flânerie throughout, this article focuses on the
specific ways that Sepha—as an African immigrant and a Black male
in the U.S.—embodies, fails to embody, resists, and redefines the traditional representation of the flâneur. First, his flâneur-like musings
capture the impact of gentrification on a historically Black neighborhood in Washington, D.C. Second, he must reconcile his cosmopolitan ambitions—which the classic flâneur would have shared—with
the fact that he is a Black man with financial troubles who is wandering a bit too close to an increasingly white, upper-middle-class urban
milieu. Third, he uses flânerie to mentally map his home terrain in
Addis Ababa over the landscape of Washington D.C., which allows him
to confront and cope with the childhood trauma that prompted his
move from Ethiopia to the U.S.

Urban Renewal and Human Disposal: Tracking Gentrification and the Disruption of Black Life Through
Flânerie
The reader first meets Sepha in medias res. His two fellow African immigrant friends of seventeen years, Joseph from Zaire (now known as
the Democratic Republic of the Congo) and Kenneth from Kenya, are
visiting Sepha’s Logan Circle convenience store—where much of the
story takes place. Whether walking in the neighborhood or working
and socializing at the store, Sepha is both a mobile and a stationary
flâneur. He examines the new customers who come to his store after
moving into renovated homes: “They stop in during an afternoon stroll
with their children dangling around their necks like amulets to ward
off age, sickness, unemployment, rain, death” (4). It is a striking, unusual simile that captures urban life in a way that the urbane, romantic
Baudelarian flâneur would not have done.
Sepha offers a reflective and often uncomfortable portrayal of
Washington D.C.’s Logan Circle neighborhood at the height of an
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“urban renewal” period in 1997. At the time of this article’s publication, Logan Circle is a growing, active neighborhood full of renovated
Victorian-style homes, an Ernest-Hemingway-themed brunch spot,
and trendy performance venues. But Sepha, from his viewpoint as the
owner of a struggling convenience store, draws attention to the calm
desertion and quietude during the sleepy D.C. mornings. While roaming the neighborhood, he notices what most commuters overlook,
such as the fresh coat of paint on the benches across from the General
Logan statue. With his eye moving past the paint, he remarks, “behind
the benches are thick layers of startling fresh green sod where only dust
and scattered clumps of crabgrass and weeds used to grow” (35). Such
subtle nods to gentrification pervade Mengestu’s novel. Pointing out
the springtime blooms, moreover, Sepha unearths a foreboding sentiment beneath the beauty of D.C.’s famous cherry blossoms: “There is
something unsettling about spring in D.C., a cautionary tale of overindulgence and inflated expectations that seems embedded in the grass
and in the trees” (44). As he moves about the city and provides such
puzzling, ominous observations, the reader observes the changing,
late 1990s neighborhood that is both captivating and threatening to an
African immigrant like Sepha.
As Sepha describes his surroundings, the story of gentrification becomes more prominent. He claims that the majority of his customers
these days are “stay-at-home moms or dads who’ve moved into one of
the newly refurbished houses surrounding Logan Circle,” (4), and that
the once decaying, excrement-covered General Logan statue was restored with a “glimmering sheen of a privately funded cleaning job”
(4, 36). Meanwhile, his African-American neighbor, Mrs. Davis, has
been a resident of Logan Circle for twenty-three years. She has only
recently begun expressing her disdain over rent increases, which are
pricing the longtime Black residents out of the neighborhood so that
the properties can be renovated and resold at a higher price to predominantly white buyers. However, Sepha rather precisely notes the
small, progressive changes the neighborhood has overgone in a decade.
He recalls when he first began to see white people strolling through the
area two years ago, and when he witnessed professional movers hauling furniture into a nearby home on a Sunday last July (23-24). Sepha’s
critical surveys of the modern world, capturing minute changes and
detailed evolutions, bear similarities to the astute gaze of the flâneur.
Despite the fact—or perhaps because of the fact—that he is an immigrant, he is especially discerning of his immediate surroundings. As a
result, the reader is encouraged to trust his informal timeline of structural and demographic changes.
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Sepha resembles the nineteenth-century Parisian flâneur in that
they both recount their observations of the city during a time of “urban
renewal.” Historically, the flâneur’s walks through the city and interactions with the urban public have captured socio-cultural shifts. During
the 1830s-1840s, the Parisian bourgeoisie began to migrate from private to public settings for shopping and socialization (Burton 63-65).
The flâneur emerged as someone who would observe and ambivalently
involve himself in the new city spectacles—paying special attention
to the urban milieu of the bourgeois crowds and their consumption
practices. The flâneur not only studies the people in the crowd, but also
“the spectacle provided by the processes of commodification and urbanization” that draws the crowd to the city center (Vermeulen “Flights
of Memory” 41). By accounting for the items on display, as well as the
people who are shopping for these items, the flâneur engages with
the changing nature of socioeconomic development and bourgeois
growth in urban spaces—or, paraphrasing Rob Shields, the evolution
of empire into the emporium (74). This characterization of the flâneur
epitomizes Sepha’s role in The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears. He
is not only a mobile flâneur, but he also recounts daily interactions in a
changing neighborhood from the vantage point of his store.
Benjamin argues that the death of the flâneur occurred after Baron
Georges-Eugène Haussmann redeveloped the Parisian city streets in a
large-scale urbanization plan from the 1850s-1870s (AP 21; Featherstone
914). When a leisurely stroll through an arcade was replaced with a
more purposeful, consumer-oriented walk through a department
store, the original purpose of the flâneur as an observer who browses
without buying takes a different turn. There is scholarship to dispute
this argument, especially with regard to how the female counterpart to
the flâneur—the flâneuse—participates in flânerie within and beyond
the department store. As Anna Friedberg asserts, the department
stores “may have been the flâneur’s last coup, but they were the flâneuse’s first” (421). Helen Richards claims that Carrie Bradshaw from the
HBO television show, Sex and the City, is a flâneuse who documents
her shopping experiences and other musings in her newspaper column
that illustrates “walking the city streets to bring us views of contemporary New York City, its inhabitants and their daily lives” (148). Such
depictions challenge characterizations of the flâneur as an exclusively
white male figure who was always a browser but never a buyer. Sepha’s
storefront flânerie enhances this argument that flânerie is not dead,
but instead has expanded and evolved past the original definition.
In Sepha’s corner of Logan Circle, like most gentrified areas, the “renewal” of the city is often dependent on white, upper-middle-class
migration to the neighborhood. And to attract this type of buyer or
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renter, neighborhood walkability and accessibility to retail are prioritized. This phenomenon, sometimes called “boutiquing” (Zukin 48) or
“retail gentrification” (Sullivan and Shaw 413), highlights the centrality
of shopping and commerce in the flâneur’s journey through a gentrified neighborhood.
While sharing his observations of the changing community, Sepha
links modern and classic forms of flânerie that revolve around moments of social change. In The New Urban Question (2014), Andy
Merrifield argues that numerous cities have been undergoing a “neoHaussmannization” process in the twentieth century and beyond. With
the growth of the mid-nineteenth-century Haussmann redevelopment
in Paris, the construction of restaurants, cafés, shops, and wider boulevards encouraged the flâneur to walk through the streets and observe
the crowds. However, Merrifield, who builds upon the research of
Walter Benjamin, draws attention to another side of the Haussmann
narrative of urban renewal. Noting his “immense hatred of the masses,
of the poor, of rootless homeless populations,” Merrifield explains that
Haussmann redeveloped Paris in an effort to drive such disenfranchised
people out of the city and replace their presence with more bourgeois
societal figures like the flâneur (36). Rising rent costs and political
gerrymandering prompted the lower- and working-class Parisians to
move elsewhere, and therefore the demographics of the city permanently changed (29). Neo-Haussmannization, for Merrifield, constitutes the contemporary process of “altering and upscaling the urban
physical environment to alter the social and political environment,”
which has been occurring in cities across the globe since the 1980s (x).
As Mengestu’s novel depicts, Logan Circle is one of those cities
that has been subject to ongoing gentrification, which started in the
mid twentieth century and became most noticeable during the 1980s1990s.3 Sepha moved to Logan Circle because it was inexpensive, but
also because he “secretly [. . .] loved the circle for what it had become:
proof that wealth and power were not immutable, and America was
not always so great after all” (16). During his walks through the city,
Sepha remarks that the urban blight he remembers has been replaced
with newness. In 1980s D.C. and beyond, residential homes like the
Victorian houses in his Logan Circle were renovated for resale (P.
Williams 9); the median values for homes in D.C. increased 79% between 1990-2000 (Hyra 64). In Sepha’s case, a wealthy white woman,
Judith, moves in next door to him in a decades-long-abandoned mansion and has the home extensively renovated to include, among many
other upgrades, a bathroom on every floor (16-17). For the time being,
Sepha is in a curious position of being able to do what the new, wealthier transplants to the city are coveting in the 1990s. He is a pedestrian
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commuter to his self-run business, as well as a flâneur who is a witness
to the shift in the nature and demographics of the urban milieu.
Because Mengestu focuses on this gentrification or “neo-Haussmannization” effect in The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears, he further
connects Sepha with his nineteenth-century flâneur counterpart. As
Sepha observes the city, he notes that white people used to only come
to the neighborhood “to deliver official notices, investigate crimes, and
check up on the children of negligent parents,” but now white people
come to his store and even live next door to him (18). While prostitutes
used to frequent Logan Circle, they have mostly disappeared by the
time Sepha narrates the story, prompting him to ask what many tourists or new neighbors might not question while walking in the area:
“what happened to all the hos?” (38). With neo-Haussmannization
looming as the novel’s backdrop, Sepha observes that those who once
roamed the streets of Logan Circle have been disenfranchised and
pushed out to make room for white wanderers. At the time of the novel,
Sepha remains as a lower-middle-class Black person living, working,
and walking in the neighborhood. But he may only be able to do this
for so long, because he is months behind on his rent and receives a
letter from a law firm that gives him his thirty-day notice to vacate his
store (67). Mengestu captures the fact that in an increasingly gentrified
neighborhood, there can be a limit to Black wandering, commerce, and
entrepreneurialism.
As Sepha faces his own impending eviction, he is also a witness to
the public spectacles of Logan Circle eviction days. From inside his
store, Sepha has a front-row seat to the eviction and the surrounding
crowd who watches in dismay as another family suddenly becomes
homeless. The crowds often grow in size as the eviction proceeds, and
people also leave their nearby houses to join the crowds or watch from
their stoops. Interestingly, Sepha profits from the gentrification of the
neighborhood, for the crowds turn away from the evictions at some
point to make purchases at the store. He is eager for their patronage,
for he thinks to himself, “I watched them from my store and waited for
them to come in, and they did” (193). Thus, Sepha is in a precarious
position as a resident of Logan Circle and a business owner who stands
to make a financial gain from the evictions of his neighbors—most of
whom are Black.
Sepha remains a detached observer of these scenes—not only because he capitalizes on the evicted people’s misfortune, but also due to
the fact that he does not feel a solid kinship with them. Reflecting upon
his position in the progressively gentrifying neighborhood, he notes, “I
had never really been a part of Logan Circle [. . .] at least not in the way
Mrs. Davis and most of my customers were. I had snuck into the neigh-
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borhood [. . .] I had used it for its cheap rent, and if others were now
doing the same, then what right did I have to deny them?” (189). Sepha
resembles the nineteenth-century flâneur in this moment because he
chooses to remain an impartial, disconnected observer of the city and
crowds. Unlike the classic flâneur, however, he directly interacts with
the crowd in economic transactions. Sepha is a witness to a pivotal
moment of disenfranchisement for African Americans in D.C. He is
also a Black resident, but not an African-American one. Therefore, his
outsider-insider perspective adds a level of nuance to the flâneur figure
and the narrative representation of Logan Circle.
Building upon this nuance, Sepha might even be seen as more like
a white person—a foreign threat to African-American stability in the
neighborhood—rather than a fellow Black ally. Further examining
Sepha’s unease, Louis Chude-Sokei makes a broader argument that
Africans in America “are expected to assimilate into either a white
American and/or a ‘black’ social world that may exhibit its own prejudices against them” (55). This is a unique struggle for Sepha that the
classic white male iteration of the flâneur would not have experienced.
Sepha’s presence on the streets and inside his store at Logan Circle
cannot go unnoticed. He is visibly Black and is expected, at least by
Mrs. Davis, to show solidarity with other Black people in the fight
against gentrification. But he also must reckon with the fact that as an
African, he has not equally suffered from the segregation, racial profiling, and police brutality that his African-American neighbors have
likely grappled with.4 As a flâneur, Sepha cannot merely observe; he
must situate himself and contemplate his role within this changing
urban space.

A Black Man of the World: The Cosmopolitanism
and Double Consciousness of the African Flâneur
To an extent, Sepha exudes a cosmopolitan sensibility that resembles
that of the classic flaneur, who, according to Baudelaire, was “a great
traveler and cosmopolitan,” and “a man of the world” (6, emphasis in
original). In Baudelaire’s interpretation, the flâneur feels most at home
within a localized city crowd, and yet he has an aesthetic and intellectual appreciation of global cultures. The flâneur thus became one of the
earliest literary figures to epitomize the essence of cosmopolitanism.
Sepha embodies cosmopolitanism in intellectual and cultural senses.
He is well-read, and he always keeps a book such as V.S. Naipaul’s A
Bend in the River by his side “so that every hour of even the quietest day
has been filled with at least one voice other than [his] own” (39). The
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fact that Joseph gave him Naipaul’s novel and calls him Salim is meta in
itself, considering the fact that both Salim and Sepha are storeowners
who give a kind of immigrant outsider view of their changing neighborhoods.5 By telling the reader these astute observations of how the
city is changing from a small, local vantage point in merchant areas,
Sepha and Saleem are both unconventional yet nonetheless worldly
flâneurs.
Sepha’s cosmopolitan attitude is most notably challenged in comparison with the conventional flâneur after he meets his new next-door
neighbor, Judith. She is a well-educated white woman with a biracial
daughter named Naomi. Sepha initially observes her from afar as a kind
of voyeur rather than a flâneur—watching even her most subtle street
interactions from his bedroom window. He first meets Judith when he
is dressed for a cousin’s wedding, and she states, “What a beautiful garment” (18). Dressed for a wedding in an all-white ensemble with a crucifix, Sepha’s outfit prompts a worthwhile conversation about cosmopolitanism and style in the context of literary flânerie. The nineteenthcentury flâneur embraced a bourgeois, dandy-like wardrobe with a hat,
coat, and dress shoes that allowed him to camouflage himself amidst
the other white men of the crowd as he observantly walked about.6
Sepha, on the other hand, wears a mix of Western and traditional
African clothes as he moves through the streets of D.C. However, when
wearing African clothes, he stands out more than a flâneur who wants
to blend in the crowd. Judith’s use of the word “garment” strikes Sepha
as though it “had been inserted into her sentence at the last possible
moment out of an instinctive sense of cultural diplomacy” (18). Her
simple phrase thereby indicates, for Sepha, that she sees him as a foreign “Other.” This is a fleeting yet critical moment in the text. Sepha’s
walk to his destination is interrupted by his Africanness. He is noticed
because he looks different from both the lower-income, longtime residents and the new, wealthier neighbors in the Logan Circle crowd. He
therefore brings a new twist to Benjamin’s argument that “[t]he flâneur still stands on the threshold—of the metropolis as of the middle
class. Neither has him in its power yet. In neither is he at home” (AP
10). Recognizing this uncertainty is part of what makes Sepha a unique
flâneur who further embodies this outsider persona that Benjamin
imagined.
Sepha’s pursuit of a friendship with Judith underscores his inclusive and cosmopolitan nature, but he gradually realizes that he does
not meet her standards. Before he meets her, he is open about the fact
that he moved to Logan Circle because he could not afford to make
ends meet elsewhere in the city. Rather than feel ashamed of his surroundings, he embraces them. He indicates that his store, which he
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bought for two-thousand dollars, is a place that he can “sit back and
look proudly upon” (3). Yet, when Judith’s daughter, Naomi, calls the
store “filthy,” Sepha decides to repaint walls, repair shelves, and replace
lightbulbs in order to “make it a place [he] wasn’t afraid to look at” (106,
110). Furthermore, after having dinner at Judith’s house, he suddenly
finds his own home to be “shabbier, smaller, and more desolate than
[he] remembered” (59-60). He is especially ashamed when he visits her
house again and, upon revealing that he has “small and cheap” aesthetic tastes, Judith responds, “That’s too bad [. . .] It looks like you’ve
gone and picked the wrong family” (134). Although he accepts Judith’s
reassurance that her comment was meant in jest, this does not shake
Sepha’s self-realization: “Judith, without knowing it, had hit that central nerve [. . .] that when tapped, sent a sudden shock of shame and
humiliation beneath which everything else crumbled” (135). His discomfort comes to a head when Judith reveals that her ex-husband is a
Mauritanian economics professor. Sepha imagines that he is a refined
African man with the financial and cultural capital to succeed in an
intellectual, cosmopolitan, upper-middle-class American milieu—to
which Sepha could never measure up (135-36). Sepha realizes that no
matter how much he aspires to fit into Judith’s world, he simply cannot
achieve the expectations that he believes she has. This insecurity highlights his deep-seated impression that he, as a lower-income African
immigrant, will never escape his past or find a sense of belonging
within the United States.
Sepha not only fails to fit in within Judith’s intellectual, affluent
milieu, but also within African-American social circles. He primarily
interacts with Black neighbors transactionally at the store by selling
them products. There is a tension and unfamiliarity between him and
local youths. He recalls walking down the street and startling a group
of teenagers, who, he says, “turned their attention to [him] briefly, but
once they recognized [him] for the harmless man [he] knew [himself] to be, they moved on” (137). Sepha may not explicitly draw attention to the dangers he faces as a Black man in America, but he ultimately accepts the fact that even though he is African and not African
American—he is still Black in America. He states, “I was poor, black,
and wore the anonymity that came with that as a shield against all the
early ambitions of the immigrant” (41). Here there is a sense not of
solidarity, but of resignation. Walking while Black in America, he must
forego a little piece of the big American dream he once had.
Like the nineteenth-century flâneur, Sepha is a man of contrasts. He
is an outsider on the inside, a man of the crowd who observes more than
he interacts, and a person with worldly tastes who does not (in this case,
cannot) buy in to a consumer-oriented cosmopolitan lifestyle. Sepha’s
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observations of the daily, changing life in Logan Circle and encounters
with Judith and his African friends, Kenneth and Joseph, reveal how
the African immigrant flâneur in America represents a key symbol of
double consciousness. W.E.B. Du Bois and Frantz Fanon respectively argue that Black people in the Western world, whether born there
or not, must view themselves doubly from the points of view of both
Black and white people (Du Bois 3; Fanon 82-85). Sepha clearly demonstrates his double-conscious instinct when he expresses his comfort
with his exiled African friends, yet admits his fear of inadequacy in
relation to the white, wealthy, and well-educated American, Judith.
Sepha becomes plagued with paranoia or self-doubt when continually
confronted with the idea that he is “almost, but not quite” someone
who can assimilate into a certain community. After all, he remarks to
himself, “What was it my father used to say? A bird stuck between two
branches gets bitten on both wings. I would like to add my own saying
to this now, Father: a man stuck between two worlds lives and dies
alone” (Mengestu 228). While straddling between the two worlds of
Ethiopia and the U.S., of Black and white America, of rich and poor
D.C., and of the store and the sidewalk, he often experiences isolation.
Flânerie thereby provides an outlet for him to passively observe and
actively narrate the story of his life in relation to his equally dynamic
surroundings.

Tracing Past Trauma and Finding a Sense of Home:
Flânerie as Therapy for the African Immigrant
Sepha’s eagerness—and self-perceived failed attempt—to meet what
he imagines to be Judith’s high standards stems from his desire to transcend his traumatic past. In Sepha’s non-linear narrative, he weaves
through three distinctive time periods: the present-day in late 1990s
D.C., the time when he first immigrated to the D.C. area to live with
his uncle in the early 1980s, and his childhood in Ethiopia. About halfway through the novel, the reader learns about the circumstances that
forced him into exile in the U.S. While looking through old letters in
his uncle Berhane’s home in suburban Maryland, Sepha finds a copy of
one letter that his uncle wrote to President Jimmy Carter. In this heartfelt plea, he tells President Carter that his brother-in-law, Shibrew
Stephanos, was a good man who was attacked in front of his family and
later killed by Ethiopian government soldiers during the Red Terror
campaign of the late 1970s (123-25).7 Reading this letter prompts Sepha
to recall the horrors he witnessed during this time. The troops beat
his father, Shibrew, because they found SFD (Students for Democracy)
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flyers in his bedroom—flyers that then-sixteen-year-old Sepha had naively offered to help distribute before his protective father hid them
(126). And this is the source of Sepha’s trauma.
The flyers that Sepha brought home provided a catalyst for his father’s murder at the hands of the state, and it was not long after that he
fled Ethiopia forever. He may never feel truly at home in America, but
he cannot return to his home country. Moreover, despite all attempts
to escape his past and to create a new name for himself, he carries this
trauma with him and is continually reminded of where he came from.
When he attended community college in Virginia for a year, fellow students would immediately regard him as foreign. Upon learning that
he was Ethiopian, they would conjure up the distressing images of the
starving children they had seen in the news. Sepha thinks to himself,
in response, “what did I know about any of this? I was a student, studying engineering. All I wanted was to tuck my books under my arm
and stroll across the campus lawn with that permanent grin stretched
across my face” (98). His reluctance to think about these distressing
images of Ethiopia reveals his desire to mask the pain of his own past.
His reflective walks across a college campus, of course, differ from the
city strolls of the classic flâneur. The campus space is more open and
less centered on intersections of urban commerce. Yet, Sepha’s choice
to walk about the campus in a carefree manner—despite all of the
judgment he experiences as a “foreigner” at school—underscores his
primary coping strategy: walking.
Sepha’s appreciation of walking was instilled in him by his father
at a young age. During the summer, Shibrew would take his son on
silent, reflective afternoon walks through the busy city streets and quieter park spaces of Addis Ababa (216-17). Moreover, whenever Sepha
was a passenger in his father’s car, he would observe the people descending from the buses and wish that he could be “swallowed whole
by the crowd” (167). Once he moves to the U.S., he fulfills this desire
of blending in with the crowd during his frequent city walks. At first,
these strolls take him back mentally to his walks in Addis Ababa, for
he claims that he “searched for familiarity wherever [he] went” and
that his “hallucinations of home became standard” (175, 176). Thus, the
practice of flânerie has a nostalgic effect upon him, wherein he imaginatively remaps his homeland of Addis Ababa onto the landscape of
the D.C. streets he walks upon. He continually compares D.C. to Addis,
as they have a similar size and are both, interestingly, “a vast urban
slum built around the fringes of a few important city centers” (173).
He considers not only the histories and geographies of the two cities,
but also subtle nuances—such as the same way that the sunlight hits
at a certain hour. Another comparison between Sepha and Salim from
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A Bend in the River is obvious here, for Erica L. Johnson indicates that
“[Salim’s] gaze, as he moves through the city as something of a postcolonial flâneur, takes in not the foreignness of a European city, but the
familiarity of Africa” (220). That quality of what Johnson calls postcolonial flânerie is evident for Sepha. Recalling the familiarity of Addis
through flânerie functions as a coping mechanism that allows him to
mask his homesickness and painful final memories of Ethiopia. While
walking through the city, he extends his memories of home in Addis
to match and encompass his new home in Logan Circle. This is his
process of finding comfort and familiarity in spite of the fact that he is
perceived by many as a foreigner.
Sepha’s daily walks gradually become a form of relief that focus
more on D.C. itself than on Ethiopia. One day, in a passage that is
reminiscent of the turtle-walking flâneurs of mid-nineteenth-century
Paris, Sepha leisurely walks behind an older woman and “admir[es] the
deliberation that seems to come with every step” (218). He wishes that
he had taken more time to walk at this pace while retracing the usual
paths he took upon first moving to D.C. Sepha thereby implies that
walking through the streets of D.C. while reflecting on his past is a positive pastime, rather than a trauma-inducing one. With this in mind,
flânerie is a form of therapy for Sepha. On another occasion, Sepha
speaks briefly with an elderly tourist couple at his store, only to temporarily abandon his store to slowly follow them. While taking note of
every street corner and providing a visual guided tour for the reader, he
also begins to imagine different personal scenarios and backstories for
the couple. For instance, he remarks, “I’ve begun to think of the couple
as old friends whom I’m admiring from a distance. I can see their children, slightly estranged but still loving, and their home, a split-level
ranch in the suburbs of some midsize city” (78). Therefore, in a similar
way that Sepha projected his past Ethiopian home onto his present
city of D.C., he imagines a home for this tourist couple walking in D.C.
Although these tourists are not immigrants like himself, he still likes
to consider where they might have come from. By focusing on more
positive—both real and imagined—aspects of the city and people in
the crowd during some of his walks, Sepha is able to shape a happy,
therapeutic narrative for himself and his surroundings.
Whenever Sepha suffers from a painful or shameful experience, he
typically starts to walk through the city—often in the late hours of the
evening. Recalling an earlier memory from when he was still working
at the Capitol Hotel, he indicates that he walked for miles one night
until he reached the Memorial Bridge. Ashamed of the fact that his
father had died while he himself had nothing to live for except to work
at a menial job, Sepha considered taking the plunge and ending his life
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here (143). He ultimately chose to quit his job instead, but it is worth
noting that his walks can take such a dark turn at night. On another
evening, he takes a walk after he learns the disappointing news that
Judith and Naomi will not be spending Christmas in D.C. Oddly, he
indicates that “[i]t seemed like an appropriate night for walking down
the middle of the street,” and he ventures into an empty, neglected area
near his neighborhood (162). Drawing attention to the decaying, abandoned structures that he implies are the remnants of the 1968 riots, he
explains: “There was a unique fear that came with feeling that it was
the inanimate objects around you that frightened you most” (162-63).
During these night walks, it appears that Sepha still pursues flânerie as
a way to seek relief. However, rather than reflect upon the more cheerful aspects of the city and society, he instead gravitates toward the
darker facets. It is as though he desires to conjure painful memories of
the past—both in D.C. and in Ethiopia—as he brings out a more grim
side to himself. Sepha is eager to conceal his suffering while weaving a
pleasant imagined narrative of city life during his daytime strolls. But
he walks toward his deep-seated, longstanding trauma when confronted with the harshness of his surroundings during the late-night hours.
Walking is not only therapeutic for Sepha, but it also exemplifies
the fact that he exists within a “third space.” Homi K. Bhabha adapts
this psychological term to illustrate a state of mind that the marginalized, postcolonial individual is compelled to assume. Within the third
space, “the negotiation of incommensurable differences creates a tension peculiar to borderline existences” (218). Central to this idea, too,
is the feeling of ambivalence, which, expanding upon Bhabha’s connotation, underscores one’s simultaneous attraction to (and mimicry
of) and repulsion from one’s cultural Other. During his walks, Sepha
explores these feelings of attraction and repulsion in relation to the
U.S., Logan Circle, Ethiopia, and strangers of various racial and socioeconomic backgrounds. Through his narrative lens, the reader sees
a multitude of brightened and darkened images of these places and
people. Despite the idea that he is a postcolonial “Other” who is unwillingly trapped within a third space that causes him to constantly
reassess himself, he also crafts a unique, complex, and unpredictable
path within this space. In her study of Black creative and philosophical
liberties during periods of limited freedom of speech or mobility as a
result of factors such as police surveillance, Sarah Jane Cervenak argues
that despite persistent dangers that Black people face while walking,
“[f]ree black worlds become possible in wandering” (23). This idea
captures the essence of Sepha’s physical and mental roaming within
his third space. As a flâneur, he has the freedom to ruminate on the
changing cityscapes of D.C. and Addis Ababa, his sense of (non-)be-
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longing, and the real or imagined paths that pedestrians or tourists
take. Furthermore, he permits readers to retroactively witness 1997
D.C. from the intensely personal lens of an African immigrant.

Walking Toward Heaven: Hopeful Possibilities for
African Flânerie
On the surface, Mengestu’s novel ends on a solemn note. A displaced,
former resident of Logan Circle causes a fire that destroys Judith’s
home, prompting her and Naomi to leave D.C. Now without his white,
affluent friend to inspire him to dream bigger and improve his circumstances, Sepha is essentially back to where he was at the start of the
novel, before he met Judith. Coming full circle, the beautiful mansion
that she had renovated has reverted to its pre-gentrified, abandoned,
and decaying state. But it is important to recall that Sepha initially
found charm in Logan Circle when her home was in that state; he appreciated the fact that the power of wealth had not spread to every
surface of the American nation’s capital. Although the reader does not
know how his journey continues from this point, his final thoughts
in his story are positive. As he begins to walk the “approximately 883
steps” that he has carefully estimated as the less-than-ten-second
sprinting distance between Judith’s (former) house and his store, he
thinks to himself: “Right now, I’m convinced that my store looks more
perfect than ever before [. . .] Through the canopy of trees that line the
walkway cutting through the middle of the circle is a store, one that
is neither broken nor perfect, one that, regardless of everything, I’m
happy to claim as entirely my own” (228). It is important that Sepha’s
final reflections are centered on the store, which he may have to relinquish soon due to rent increases and an eviction notice. Although he
once felt ashamed of it, he now embraces the store and all of its imperfections—which suggests that he also has more self-confidence. He
does not have overambitious plans to aspire to uphold a stereotypical
version of the American dream narrative. He realizes that he cannot
perfectly blend in a crowd of either poor Black Americans or white,
affluent people like Judith. He cannot save his store from being taken
away from him and then suddenly become a successful storeowner.
But, through his form of therapeutic flânerie that embraces realism
over idealism, he is happy.
During this last introspective walk in the novel, Sepha effectively
echoes his friend Joseph’s hopeful rereading of select verses from
Dante’s Inferno: “Through a round aperture I saw appear, / Some of
the beautiful things that Heaven bears, / Where we came forth, and
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once more saw the stars” (99). Joseph argues that these verses are particularly special for an African, who has a profound understanding
of what it is like to emerge from a place that he describes as “[h]ell
every day with only glimpses of heaven in between” (99-100). Joseph,
Kenneth, and Sepha have each lived through intense traumas resulting from warfare and poverty in Africa. In addition to the childhood
traumas that Sepha experienced in Ethiopia, Joseph’s middle-class
upbringing in the Congo was shattered by militant fighting between
government and rebel forces (219), and Kenneth was a street beggar in
Nairobi (185). During the present-day time of the novel, they do not exactly make the transition from heaven to hell. Now they struggle with
xenophobia, racism, and a lack of opportunities for upward mobility
in a gentrified city. But at the end of the novel, Sepha nonetheless witnesses his little bit of heaven as he gazes upon his flawed yet beautiful
store that is still standing in a changing neighborhood. Considering
the image of the store in relation to himself, he accepts that he will
never be able to assimilate fully into a cosmopolitan or a wealthy, white
American culture. He also recognizes that he cannot change the past
or his traumatic relationship with Ethiopia. He may still have insecurities at times, and he may, like Judith, lose everything he owns at any
given moment. However, he is generally pleased with the autonomous,
self-sufficient life he has made for himself up until this point. During
this last documented instance of flânerie, Sepha appears to have found
a reasonably comfortable, satisfying niche within his third space. All
in all, Mengestu offers a complex, but ultimately uplifting depiction of
the contemporary African flâneur living in an increasingly gentrified
American city.
Sepha challenges the nineteenth-century connotations of flânerie
to the extent that the practice of flânerie is redefined as an act of quiet
resistance and therapy. This article demonstrates how these distinctive
purposes of Sepha’s flânerie shed light on new, unfamiliar, and provocative connotations for the practice. It is through his flânerie that
he provides an eyewitness account of urbanization with a focus on the
darker aspects of gentrification. Moreover, his walks through D.C. as
a lower-class African immigrant complicate the existing relationship
between flânerie and cosmopolitanism. Finally, Sepha’s flânerie serves
as a coping mechanism for childhood traumas, and it is his transference of images and landscapes from his Ethiopian past onto new terrains in D.C. that prompts the reader to reflect on the overlooked or
forgotten traumas that are embedded in our marble monuments and
cobblestone streets.
Returning to the question, “Can there be an African flaneur?”,
Mengestu’s novel suggests that, presently, it is only possible for Africans
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to participate in a detached yet guarded—and sometimes calculating
and disturbing—form of flânerie that differs from the more carefree
Baudelarian conception of the term. This type of flânerie most accurately captures the feeling of Black movement in predominately white
and gentrified urban spaces. At the same time, like Mengestu’s novel
demonstrates, there is a hopeful, therapeutic nature of Black wandering that is effectively signified through flânerie. As more contemporary
African novels such as Teju Cole’s Open City, Yewande Omotoso’s Bom
Boy, and Richard Crompton’s Hour of the Red God: A Detective Mollel
Novel become more popularized and associated with flânerie by literary critics, it is worth continuing the research of how African flânerie
makes for a more complicated, timely, and compelling advancement of
a nineteenth-century European trope.8

Notes

1. As outlined in research by Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson, many argue that the
flâneur made his public debut in an anonymous thirty-two page pamphlet published in 1806, titled Le Flâneur au salon ou M. Bon-Homme…” (26). According
to Elizabeth Wilson, when M. Bon-Homme is not dining in cafés frequented
by writer and artist-types, he spends his time “shopping or window-shopping,
looking at books, new fashions, hats, combs, jewelry and novelties of all kinds”
(62).
2. Several critics have argued that contemporary Anglophone African writers like Teju Cole and Dinaw Mengestu are revisiting the flâneur trope in
their writing. See Pieter Vermeulen’s “Reading Alongside the Market: Affect
and Mobility in Contemporary American Migrant Fiction,” Alexander Greer
Hartwiger’s “The Postcolonial Flâneur: Open City and the Urban Palimpsest,”
and Kathy-Ann Tan’s Reconfiguring Citizenship and National Identity in the
North American Literary Imagination.
3. The Bolling vs. Sharpe decision (1954) prompted the desegregation of D.C.
schools and the relaxation of other Jim Crow laws. As a result, the AfricanAmerican population in D.C. rose from 1950-1970 (Prince 45). The District
began to decline after the 1968 riots in D.C., but the Board of Trade and other
civic planning committees engineered plans to develop blighted neighborhoods in order to encourage more retail consumption and simultaneously
expand tax revenues (Clement 53). New retail and dining attractions transformed these neighborhoods into what Derek S. Hyra calls a “gilded ghetto”
(7). These “revitalized” districts met the desires of young, white collar professionals who wanted to walk from home to work as well as stroll through other
parts of the city (McGovern 201 qtd. in Hyra 65).
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4. In the article “The D.C. City Council vs. Police Brutality, 1967-69,” John W.
Hechinger, Sr. and Gavin Taylor outline such injustices that especially occurred
in the late 1960s, including police shouting racial slurs at Black residents and
beating them with a nightstick for no reason (5).
5. In The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears, the character Salim’s name is
spelled “Saleem.”
6. Some of the first sketches of the flâneur in Louis Huart’s Physiologie du
Flâneur (1841) depict the figure in a top hat, dress shoes, and a double-breasted
overcoat. As Darren Carlaw notes, one picture in Huart’s text depicts the flâneur using opera glasses in a way that “suggests that we may view him, admire
him, yet not approach him” (20-21).
7. The Red Terror (1976-1978) started after an urban, Marxist-oriented opposition movement ended Emperor Haile Selassie’s reign by means of a military
junta in 1974. A militaristic group called the Dergue assumed political power,
with Chairman Mengistu Haile Mariam leading the movement. Growing factionalism and threats of coup d’états led Mengistu to incite a war against one
of the largest opposition groups, the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party
(EPRP), in 1976 (Tareke 185-194). This ideologically based, brutally violent, and
genocidal war led to hundreds of thousands of deaths, with some reports indicating a death toll of up to 250,000 (qtd. in Tareke 197). Although EPRP members and affiliates were initially targeted, youths with even partial education
were quickly suspected as counterrevolutionaries (USCIS).
8. See Pieter Vermeulen’s “Flights of Memory: Teju Cole’s Open City and the
Limits of Aesthetic Cosmopolitanism,” Patricia D. Fox’s “Not Your Grandparents’
Flâneur: The Afropolitan Detective in the Urban Crime Novels of Quartey and
Crompton,” and Carol Leff’s dissertation, “The Afropolitan Flâneur: Literary
Representations of the City and Contemporary Urban Identities in Selected
African and Translated Texts,” for more robust discussions on African flânerie
in these novels.
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Walking and Dancing in Gotham City:
The Marginalized Flâneur, Mental Health
Activism, and the Spectacle of Violence in
Todd Phillips’s Joker
Liz Wayson

I

n recent years, several films have raised awareness about disability
and mental illness, but none have brought attention to a complex
mixture of psychological and social trauma quite like Todd Phillips’s
provocative film, Joker (2019). Arthur Fleck’s significant trauma, neglect, and abuse history in a hostile urban environment produces a
new type of flâneur, a person traditionally known as an urban walker
who observes the city and its crowds through their leisurely excursions.
Unlike the flâneurs of the past, Fleck is a marginalized wanderer who
experiences the city through alternative forms of movement such as
improvised dance, what I define as Fleck’s spontaneous—often displaced, even at times grotesque—forms of movement. It is the social
systems that create this marginalized flâneur, symbolized by a city
that bullies, criminalizes, and stigmatizes those like Arthur Fleck
who are different, a city that condemns the lower-class to a life of limited resources and lack of care for their financial and medical wellbeing. Phillips’s portrayal is controversial for this very reason; it does
not blame madness for Fleck’s violent behavior, but rather a city that
has abused and neglected him for so long. Afterall, Phillips claims his
original goal in making the film was to show “what makes somebody
that way” (00:31), that is, what makes Arthur Fleck become Joker, the
infamous psycho killer in DC Comics. Phillips attempts to humanize Joker through pointing to the mistreatment of those with mental
illness, while blaming Arthur Fleck’s madness on his environment—
Gotham City and its citizens.
Although Phillips’s film calls attention to social injustice by locating
mental illness in the living conditions of one’s environment, it also creates a stereotypical and problematic representation of mental illness
and its relationship to violence through Fleck’s unsettling movements.
Fleck’s improvised dance is an alternative form of movement that
allows him to experience the city on his terms and claim agency in the
spaces through which he moves. This newfound freedom becomes sub-
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versive, as it undermines traditional forms of movement and symbolizes the Other’s protest to a society that often dismisses them. Fleck’s
advocacy transforms the marginalized flâneur into an activist flâneur,
a type of protesting urban stroller described by American performance
artist Vito Acconci as “someone whose walks can activate and change
the environment.” Fleck’s improvised movements, which begin with
his condition that is most likely Pseudobulbar affect (PBA)—marked
by episodes of uncontrollable laughter—become more complex with
his dance and eventual murders, all of which serve to depict his alternative movements as both freeing and violent. Still, the film’s portrayal
of Fleck’s disability and deviant liberation suggests a cause and effect
relationship between disability and violence and further stigmatizes
mental illness. Drawing from Margaret Price’s theory of mental illness
and violence in Mad at School, I argue that Phillips’s film furthers the
stereotypical narrative of the mentally ill villain through its depiction
of Arthur Fleck’s violent movements against the people of Gotham,
which wrongfully suggests that the only way for the mentally ill to exercise their freedom is through violent behavior. Further, the fact that
the crowd only accepts Fleck when he becomes the murderous Joker
mimics the viewer’s attraction to violent spectacle, similar to the media’s consumption of mass shootings. Though Phillips attempts to humanize the villain through showing “what makes somebody that way,”
Joker continues to associate mental illness with violence, and therefore, continues this misrepresentation of mental illness in the media
(00:31).
Moreover, what Joker fails to consider in its depiction of mental illness is the nature of the viewer’s gaze and the context of their viewing. Phillips’s attempt to humanize mental illness could be complicated by the viewer’s “negotiated reading,” what visual studies scholars Marita Sturken and Lisa Cartright define as the audience’s tendency to allow “culturally and personally specific meanings to transform and even override the meanings imposed by producers” (57).
Depending on the viewer’s previous experiences, they might potentially read Fleck’s jagged body and dances as a “mark of deviance” that
separates him from “us”—non-disabled, non-mentally ill, non-killers
(Price 150, 151). In gambling with the viewer’s perception and the experiences they bring with them in their viewing, Phillips risks damaging our perception of mental illness and Arthur Fleck’s improvised
movements. It is quite possible that viewers, and the crowd, mistake
Fleck’s activism for terrorism, ultimately making Fleck the violent flâneur, one whose walks terrorize the environment through their chaotic movements. Through visualizing Joker’s alternative movements as
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both cathartic and violent, Joker explores the complicated relationship
between activism and violence.

Gotham City’s Marginalized Flâneur
Gotham City is built for a certain type of individual: a white, well-educated, wealthy, and able-bodied flâneur. Yet, by the twentieth century,
wealth inequality in cities like Gotham produce a new kind of flâneur,
one who is often silenced and ostracized by the city due to either their
race, class, or ability. Instead of leisurely strolling with a gentlemanly
stature, the marginalized flâneur, like Arthur Fleck, can be found in
the city buses, the subway, the alleys, or seeking relief from social services. The film depicts Gotham’s metropolis as a dark transformation
of Baudelaire’s city, while also mirroring Fleck’s own terrifying transition. Far from the site of a comfortable excursion, Phillips’s streets are
a hostile environment filled with waste and crime, reflecting a more
disturbing reality than the one described in Baudelaire’s time (fig. 1).

Fig. 1
Still from Joker (9:40)

Phillips claims that he based his portrayal on 1981 New York City, and
his depiction, with its details of trash, filth, and pervasive advertising,
paints Gotham as a traumatic place, a city where the flâneur is exposed
to and/or endures robberies, violent beatings, and being left for dead
(fig. 2). Phillips describes his intent to characterize Gotham City in a
“Behind the Scenes” interview from Warner Bros., and audiences see
this characterization play out through how the City constantly neglects
and ostracizes Arthur Fleck (4:55). Initially, the crowd rejects Arthur
Fleck because they perceive him as being too defeated to save them
from their own suffering. The crowd sees Fleck’s mental illness as a
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Fig. 2
Still from Joker (4:07)

burden—he is someone in need of their care, which they are unwilling
or unable to give—so they ignore him. Ironically, the city rejects Arthur
Fleck, but accepts the “mayhem and chaos” that is Joker (Phillips 3:00).
Phillips sets the stage for Gotham’s political divide—which initiates the creation of the marginalized flaneur—at the very beginning
of the film with the trash that is taking over the lower-income areas of
Gotham. Audiences hear a radio news report about the trash problem
of Gotham, one that has led to a massive and increasingly uncontrollable rat infestation. Someone says “people are struggling, looking for
work. These are tough times” (5:30). Several shots of the city detail
loads of trash overflowing from the alleys to the sidewalks. To accompany these images, audiences hear sirens, people wailing and shouting at one another, depicting an unsettling picture of the city. Instead
of walking out to take a carefree stroll, one walks out onto the streets
of Gotham and is immediately consumed with worry, fear, and suspicion, not able to trust any passerby—totally alone. The fantastic allure,
the “dream” of Walter Benjamin’s arcades (17) fades into cheap street
sign advertisements like the one Fleck holds in the beginning that
reads “Everything Must Go!” while a street musician is playing Claude
Bolling’s “Temptation Rag” on piano. Unlike nineteenth-century descriptions of the Paris arcades, Phillips’s city is all grit and grime, with
Gotham’s citizens walking along old buildings, faded shop signs, and
graffiti, their lives an endless loop similar to Bolling’s song playing on
the diegetic soundtrack (fig. 3). The film’s production designer Mark
Friedberg intended to create a “rough” and “dirty” Gotham, modeled
on 1981 New York City, where the “social contract . . . was coming apart”
(“Behind the Scenes” 4:42). Like the trash, Arthur Fleck and his comrades are capitalism’s waste product and left to rot on the streets of
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Fig. 3
Still from Joker (1:48)

Gotham, while the elite such as Thomas Wayne attend fancy parties
and gala events in the highest fashion.
Gotham’s lack of care for its citizens, especially those of the lowerclass like Arthur Fleck, transforms the modern flâneur into a marginalized flâneur, as the growing wealth of the upper-class denies the flâneur
access to the resources he needs to walk through the city leisurely—to
walk without struggle. Before Fleck’s transformation, his walks were
not comfortable strolls, but a means of survival. His meanderings take
him to his part-time job as a clown, to social services, and to his apartment. During these walks Fleck moves through Gotham as if he has
been beaten—trekking up and down Gotham’s streets with his shoulders and head often hanging down—but it is Gotham that has thrown
the punches (figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 4
Still from Joker (9:52)
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Fig. 5
Still from Joker (10:17)

Fleck’s slow and laborious movements represent the extreme difficulty people with depression experience when trying to live their daily
lives—to keep a job and support themselves and others, all while also
trying to take care of their mental health. And when the city removes
the resources people like Fleck need to stay afloat, denying them access
to proper social welfare and health services, their depression spirals.
When his social services therapist tells him they are closing due to lack
of funding, Fleck replies, “How am I supposed to get my medication
now? Who do I talk to?” (42:31). Without the proper healthcare, without the care of Gotham, his mental illness goes untreated, and Fleck
further descends into madness, into Joker.
The film illustrates that Fleck’s existing psychological condition is
compounded by social injustice and Gotham’s dissolving social contract. Arthur has spent most of his life in the city, living mostly in isolation and extreme poverty. Audiences see Fleck returning to the onebedroom apartment that he shares with his mother in what Phillips
describes as the “toughest part” of the city (7:50). He has no social life
except for his imagined romantic relationship with the woman living
in his building. Living in this isolated and urban environment along
with his history of childhood trauma of sexual and physical abuse, of
which his mother, Penny, was mostly responsible, leads Fleck to create
an alternate identity, one that eventually transforms him into Joker.
His delusions of dating his neighbor, his “abnormal motor behavior” or
laughing condition, and his depression, for which he has been hospitalized in his past, are all symptoms of schizophrenia (“Schizophrenia”).
Recent studies show a rise in mental illness in metropolitan areas
worldwide, with the development of certain psychotic disorders like
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schizophrenia occurring due to the isolation and alienation of city life
and living in “socially deprived neighborhoods”:
In a Danish study, the risk for schizophrenia was more than
twofold for individuals who had spent their first 15 years in
a major city versus those who had grown up in rural areas
[. . .]. Epidemiological studies further confirmed that the
risk for schizophrenia was higher in people who grew up in
cities (versus rural areas), thereby exhibiting a dose-response
relationship: The more time spent in an urban environment
as a child, the higher the risk for schizophrenia as an adult.
(Gruebner, et al. 121-22)
Aside from the schizophrenic episodes that he experiences directly,
Fleck’s doubled persona replicates the mysterious and contradictory
identity of the flâneur who is both part of the crowd and detached
from it. It is Joker who actually appears as the guest on the fictional
Murray Franklin Show, not Arthur Fleck; his altered presence, dyed
green hair and clown makeup worn with a nicely tailored suit, reflect
a twisted version of the dandy, as Fleck can only exist in Gotham as
the corrupted version of the flâneur. Joker’s appearance as a clown who
visualizes happiness and masks depression signifies the often contradictory nature of the flâneur. In “Walking the Walk: Artist as Flâneur”
James Trainor traces the multiple personalities the flâneur has adopted
through various definitions over the past two centuries:
For Baudelaire he is the solitary artist-poet, the “Parisian
prowler” whose “passion and . . . profession is to merge with
the crowd [and] . . . establish his dwelling in the throng.”
He is the curious pursuer of Edgar Allen Poe’s “man of the
crowd,” shadowing a stranger from dawn to dusk; he’s Walt
Whitman’s own voracious, ambulatory gaze, reading the city
as a [sic] inventory of pleasures and chaotic sensations, cruising the wharves and avenues of antebellum New York, ogling
sailors and society ladies with equal abandon; he is on close
terms with the slacker-dandies described by Benjamin, among
whom, during the 1840s, it became the vogue to stray through
the shopping arcades of Paris with leashed tortoises in tow,
the better to display their practised indolence; he is de Nerval,
the quintessential Bohemian vagabond, prone to outbursts of
public theatricality; he is the outsider, the stalker, the voyeur.
(Trainor 82)
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From solitary artist poet, to shadowy stranger, to Parisian socialite, the
flâneur takes many forms that counter one another. Arthur Fleck’s alter
ego, Joker, who, unlike Arthur Fleck, is flamboyant and authoritative,
represents this contradiction.
Traditionally, the flâneur had the wealth and privilege to move
through the city freely and observe the crowd, whereas Fleck’s mental
illness and poverty dissolve the agency of his spectatorship to the point
that he is inconsequential to the city until he transforms into the violent
Joker. Audiences see the crowd constantly neglect and ignore Arthur’s
pain and suffering. Arthur tells his therapist that “until a while ago it
was like nobody ever saw me. Even I didn’t know if I really existed”
(41:00). The crowd finds it easier to ignore Fleck’s suffering and leave
him to fend for himself. For example, no one offers to help him retrieve
his stolen sign, no one steps in to save him when he is being beaten by
thieves, and no one cares to mend his physical wounds. These scenes
visualize Gotham City’s role in constructing Fleck’s madness and
bringing about the birth of Joker. As Margaret Price argues in Mad at
School, Fleck’s madness is not “the cause” of his crimes, but a “mechanism” produced by the city that places Fleck in “a space of unrecoverable deviance” (144, 145, emphasis in original). Therefore, the city and
its politics create the mechanism—Fleck’s madness—and instigate his
alternative movement through Gotham—his improvised dance.

Alternative Movement as Social Protest
In an effort at self-actualization and escape from the condemning gaze
of the crowd, Fleck creates a different way to move through Gotham—
dancing. Joker highlights the subversive and therapeutic powers of
nontraditional forms of movement through Arthur Fleck’s dance
scenes in both public and private spaces. Arthur’s alternative forms of
movement resemble what Danielle Goldman calls “improvised dance”
in her book I Want to be Ready: Improvised Dance as a Practice of
Freedom. Phillips saw actor Joaquin Phoenix’s improvised movements
as “a much more effective way of illustrating the beginning of a transformation” (18:27). Phoenix describes his reasoning behind these unscripted movements, stating in a 60 Minutes interview that he thought
there needed to be “some kind of movement, some kind of physical
transformation, metamorphosis” to visualize Arthur Fleck’s transition
to Joker (5:50). Fleck’s movements, which often seem impulsive and
displaced, serve as a form of catharsis. His improvised dance begins to
help him process his traumatic experiences, both as Gotham’s victim
and perpetrator/murderer. After he kills the three men on the subway,
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he runs into the bathroom to process the event; there, his contortions
manifest his conflicting emotions about his killings and help him comprehend his chaotic movements in the city and situate himself within
it. With each sweeping motion of his arm, Fleck’s alter-ego slowly
begins to surface in this private, yet public space, his private persona
slowly becoming his public one—Joker (fig. 6). This dance allows him

Fig. 6
Still from Joker (35:50)

to explore the city and himself, moving through its spaces on his own
terms. Furthermore, such improvisation illustrates that dancing—for
a non-normative body—leads to an experience of the sensations of the
city similar to Baudelaire’s flâneur: to dance “in the ebb and flow, the
bustle, the fleeting and the infinite” and become a part of its “electricity” (15).
Through his metamorphosis in these public spaces, Fleck exercises
his freedom and reclaims his position in the world by marking it with
his dance. Goldman argues that improvised dance is freeing in that it
allows the dancer to negotiate their way through tight and constrictive
places, some of which are due to society’s constraints. These tight places
are restrictive due to their “social, political, and material conditions”
that “affect one’s mobility” (Goldman 6). Goldman draws on Michel
Foucault’s theory of practices of freedom, where the body tries to free
itself from “the very tightest situations of domination,” and compares
these practices of “mediations where one imagines possible responses
to various events [. . .] where one literally goes for a walk in order to test
one’s reactions” to improvised dance (Goldman 144). Goldman quotes
Foucault’s theory that “the body is also directly involved in a political
field; power relations have an immediate hold upon it; they invest it,
mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform ceremonies, to emit signs” (qtd. in Goldman 146). Therefore, in an attempt
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to resist society’s control of his body, Fleck moves it the way he sees fit,
his improvisation serving as a way for him to express himself literally
breaking out of his confinement. What Goldman says of improvised
dance applies well to Fleck’s movement:
At its core, improvisation demands an ongoing interaction
with shifting tight places, whether created by power relations,
social norms, aesthetic traditions, or physical technique.
Improvised dance literally involves giving shape to oneself and
deciding how to move in relation to an unsteady landscape. To
go about this endeavor with a sense of confidence and possibility is a powerful way to inhabit one’s body and interact with
the world. In this sense, improvised dance offers a very real
practice of freedom that can be carried into more “pedestrian”
spheres of movement, even though [. . .] there are no guarantees regarding outcome. This is what gives the practice its vitality. Then, in rare instances, [. . .] improvisers break out well
beyond survival. Even if just for a moment—felt in the pressure between throat and ribbon, or the broad expanse of one’s
chest, or the refusal to strike back or be carried—improvisers
alter the terrain of society’s tight places, creating thrilling new
spaces in which to dance. (Goldman 146)
Due to social hierarchies, society has prohibited the expression of
Fleck and the neurodiverse. His improvised movements thus help
him escape his victimhood and confined social position. Fleck’s dance
“alter[s] the terrain” of the urban spaces such as the public bathroom
and subway staircase by making them his own (Goldman 146); he gains
control of the conversation and the audience’s attention by claiming
his stage—his dance becoming a call for social justice.
Fleck’s movement breaks his silence, his body marking the unmarked spaces of Gotham, drawing attention to his suffering and the
neurodiverse’s need for agency. Improvised movements become a work
of art and follow certain characteristics elucidated by Gary Peters in
his 2009 book The Philosophy of Improvisation, where spontaneous
movement “introduces freedom into the silence prior to the work”
(Peters 36). The locations where Joker dances—a public bathroom, his
living room, a subway staircase, and hallway in a psych ward—become
symbolic places that signify the problematic unequal access to public
utilities, mass transit systems, and healthcare (figs. 7 and 8). While a
person with a disability can negotiate these spaces, they do so at extra
costs, experiencing more difficulty navigating doorways, stalls, buses
and trains or even being approved for a mortgage loan or rent applica-
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Fig. 7
Still from Joker (1:31:30)

tion. Through dancing in these public and private spaces within the
city, Joker writes himself, and therefore, people with disabilities, into
these spaces. By marking these spaces through his dance, Joker claims
ownership of these areas and signals to the non-disabled his right to
this space.
At first, Fleck’s transformation to Joker signifies the marginalized

Fig. 8
Still from Joker (1:55:34)

flâneur’s metamorphosis to the activist flâneur, as Joker’s improvised
movements mark his protest to Gotham’s dismissal of Arthur Fleck and
the mentally ill. Improvisation is a form of alternative movement due
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to its unpredictable nature that gives one the choice to move through
traditional spaces in non-traditional ways; its deviation from planned
forms of movement allows one to freely express their emotion no
matter how disturbing or chaotic their expression may seem to others.
This form of expression often alters one’s environment with its spontaneous nature. His movements are not planned; they possess a recklessness that disrupts the space he occupies, thus changing the nature of
his environment. In the film’s most iconic scene, Fleck proceeds down
the staircase fully transformed into Joker, his movement itself transforming from the calm and slow movement of Fleck’s body in the previous dance scenes to more aggressive actions with his arms and legs.
Joker chooses not to simply walk down the staircase, but to dance down

Fig. 9
Still from Joker (1:31:32)

it, repeatedly flailing his arms and kicking the air, his movements symbolizing a resistance to tradition and society’s judgment (fig. 9). Joker’s
erratic dance shows a sense of freedom, from societal expectations
and control, but it also illustrates the dualistic nature of freedom and
how the notion of freedom can be corrupted by the power one yields
to liberate themselves. Joker’s movements dominate the staircase, as
he owns the staircase through traveling across its terrain and makes it
nearly impossible for another person to walk up or down it, his dance
claiming this urban space as his own. Unlike the peaceful motions of
Fleck’s dance in the public bathroom, Joker’s rigid movements attempt
to disturb, rather than fill the space around him. In his attempt to visualize himself and gain agency, Joker transitions from the oppressed
to the oppressor. His agency then becomes corrupted by his need for
revenge against those who marginalize him. His revolt is a perverse
liberation.
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Violent Protest and Spectacle
While the crowd rejects Arthur Fleck, they gravitate to Joker’s violent
energy. Fleck himself is seduced by Joker’s authority and the attention he receives from his murders, as he sees the crowd gathering in
protest on Gotham’s streets, donning the symbolic clown mask. This
encourages him to further his violent acts of killing those who try to
silence, victimize, or ostracize him, and through each murder, Joker
comes to the forefront. Joker targets the spectacle of the modern city
and attempts to dismantle it; no longer bound by society’s rules, he
can do anything—speak his mind, kill anyone—and he does both
on live television. Joker tells the fictional talk show host Murray that
“comedy is subjective” and protests Murray’s mockery of Fleck’s jokes
by shooting him in the head (1:42:38). This decision to pull the trigger on Murray Franklin rather than on himself attacks a system that
rewards artistic conformity and creates a different kind of spectacle,
one of violence that shocks and terrorizes its viewer. Joker’s corrupted
protest spreads to Gotham’s viewers and encourages them to take to
the street in violent protest, as they terrorize Gotham’s elite by burning their cars, breaking into their shops, and hunting down the rich
such as Thomas Wayne, killing him and his wife. The crowd’s protest
becomes a spectacle through the physical exaggeration of its violence
on Gotham’s streets. Gotham glitters with broken glass and fires ignited by the mob. Baudelaire romanticizes the flâneur’s “passion [. . .]
to merge with the crowd” (14), but Fleck’s immersion is a violent union,
as the protestors welcome him as one of their own; he is no longer an
outsider to the crowd, but becomes its heart, its driving force through
Gotham’s streets. In this scene, the mob pulls Joker from a crashed cop
car and places him on the hood of the vehicle. Joker is now positioned
in the center of the crowd and feeds off of its hatred and violence, finding his place within its chaotic bustle. In “The Flâneur, the City and
Virtual Public Life” Mike Featherstone paraphrases the desire of the
flâneur to immerse himself in “the sensations of the city, to ‘bathe in
the crowd,’ to become lost in feelings, to succumb to the pull of random
desires and the pleasures of scopophilia” (Featherstone 913) (fig. 10).
While the nineteenth-century flâneur might wish to absorb the city,
this immersion does not ethically compromise his character. In becoming one with the city, Joker embodies the violent spectacle of Gotham;
he is consumed by Gotham’s hatred, ugliness, and corruption. This immersion is not beautiful, but tragic, because the activist flâneur only
gains the recognition he seeks through violence. The crowd’s adoration
of Joker raises a disturbing point about the modern crowd and its attraction to violence—the eye that is unable to look away from seeing
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Fig. 10
Still from Joker (1:52:25)

the aftermath of a violent car crash or a fight in the street. Phillips’s
film highlights a troubling reality of the twisted nature of the crowd,
as they bathe in Joker’s destruction rather than trying to save him from
his downfall. Joker unfortunately suggests that change only happens
through violent means, because society gives more recognition to violence than non-violence.
Current demonstrations from the Black Lives Matter movement as
well as the 2019 protests in Lebanon, Chile, and Hong Kong speak to
the immediacy of violent protest. For decades, the Black community
has peacefully protested for police to stop shooting them, but rioting
and burning down buildings finally bring attention to their cause. In
the wake of the film’s release, Hong Kong experienced extreme political unrest during its proposal of an extradition bill in February 2019,
which, if passed, would have allowed criminal suspects from Hong
Kong to be extradited to Mainland China. The protestors’ storming of
Hong Kong’s legislative council building, often referred to as LegCo,
reflects the crowd’s violent protest in Joker, and reveals the extreme
lengths protestors will go through to be heard. In “Making of ‘Violent’
Hong Kong: A Centennial Dream? A Fight for Democracy? A Challenge
to Humanity?,” urban studies scholar Mee Kam Ng recounts the violent
attack on the government building on July 1, 2019 as a “violent turn for
the movement” where protestors stormed in:
[. . .] breaking the glass walls and the metal gates of the building, destroying portraits of past and current Chairmen, spraying graffiti on the walls, breaking open various rooms [. . .]
Someone wrote on the wall, ‘you taught me that it’s useless to
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march on the street’ [. . .] Outside LegCo, violence escalated,
fuelling a much divided society. (488)
Joker is seen as inspiring these protests, as many of the protesters in
Hong Kong wore clown masks to symbolize their resistance to their
government’s oppression. These masks also offer a layer of anonymity to the protestors. While the flâneur has long been associated with
anonymity in the crowd, the masks also facilitate moving through
the city with a doubled persona in a way that closely parallels that of
Fleck/Joker. More importantly, the withdrawal of the extradition bill
in October of 2019 implies that it takes brute force to change one’s political environment, reinforcing the message shown in Phillip’s film.
Afterall, it is not Arthur Fleck’s passive movements that change the
urban landscape of Gotham, but Joker’s truculent motions.
Phillips’s depiction of Joker’s sinister movements through Gotham
City stigmatizes the flâneur, as he no longer wanders the city as himself, but rather as he is viewed by audiences—a monster. Viewers of the
film see Joker’s movements as displaced and violent, shifting his flâneur activism to flâneur terrorism. The change that Joker’s protest produces is counterproductive to Gotham’s progress. By insinuating this
cause-effect relationship between mental illness and violent attacks
such as murder and mass shootings, Phillips suggests that mental illness is linked to violence. He reinforces the idea of the mentally ill
as non-human because they lack empathy. Joker feeds into the narratives frequently broadcasted throughout the news media that paint the
disabled and mentally ill as monsters who can inflict pain on others
without any remorse. Depictions of mental health disorders within
film, television, advertisements, news, and literature typically fall into
one of three categories by romanticizing and glorifying mental illness,
demonizing or delegitimizing it, or representing the mentally ill as
inferior. In her article about the media’s portrayal of mental illness,
mental health scholar Heather Stuart argues that “entertainment and
news media provide overwhelmingly dramatic and distorted images
of mental illness that emphasise dangerousness, criminality and unpredictability. They also model negative reactions to the mentally ill,
including fear, rejection, derision and ridicule” (Stuart 99). Disability
scholar Margaret Price argues against the media’s portrayal of mental
illness and violent behavior as being “intertwined” (144). News outlets often broadcast these shootings in ways that try to “locate madness within the individual killers, marking the ‘crazy,’ ‘troubled,’ aspects
of their personalities, and hence, reify ‘our’ (the putatively normal
readers and creators of such representations) status as normates”
(Price 144). Therefore, Phillips’s film about how someone like Arthur
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Fleck becomes a villain complicates our viewing of Fleck’s “condition”
by having us view it as a “defect” that should be “cured,” and his protest
as something that must be “contained” (Price 144).
Though Phillips’s projection of Fleck’s jagged body and improvised
dance reflects the invisible suffering of the neurodiverse, it also potentially defames and stereotypes the activist flâneur. A viewer, for
instance, might perceive Fleck’s body and dancing as the behaviors
of a troubled or “weird” individual. As a result, the audience, like the
crowd in the beginning of the film, may dehumanize him by seeing
him as Other. This interference tends to happen, because the viewer’s interpretation of Fleck’s plight occurs “at both the conscious and
unconscious levels” and “brings into play [their] memory, knowledge
and cultural frameworks as well as the image itself and its dominant
meanings” (Sturken and Cartright 57). Phillips’s dominant meaning is
to have the viewer empathize with Fleck and understand why he becomes a psychotic murderer, yet the viewer’s own cultural and personal beliefs may lead to a “negotiated reading” of Phillips’s visualization
(Sturken and Cartright 56-57). In other words, the viewer’s discomfort
when watching Fleck’s grotesque body and his movements (fig. 11) may
result from their “‘haggle’ with the dominant meanings” of the film
(Sturken and Cartright 57). For instance, the viewer may grapple with

Fig. 11
Still from Joker (23:08)

Phillips’s dominant meaning if they are influenced by ableist ideologies, come from an environment that strongly encourages compliance
and participation in social norms, are part of a community that believes only a person is responsible for their actions, or have not been
exposed to people with disabilities or mental illness. Furthermore, the
viewer may reject Phillips’s meaning, or have an “oppositional reading”
that involves “completely disagreeing with the ideological position em-
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bodied in an image or rejecting it altogether (for example, by ignoring
it)” (Sturken and Cartright 57). If a negotiated reading or oppositional
reading occurs in one’s viewing of the film, then Phillips’s intended
meaning is compromised, and his representation of mental illness and
the marginalized flâneur becomes problematic through the viewer’s
potential misreading of his protest.
When the flâneur seeks to change his environment, he alters it
through his improvisation, and his provocation attracts attention,
whether wanted or unwanted. Through his improvised act, he sacrifices his spectatorship and becomes spectacle, which momentarily brings
attention to his cause, but it risks negative attention that criminalizes
him and his protest. Joker proves that the crowd is not only drawn to
beauty, but also to violence, as Gotham’s people gravitate to Joker’s
madness by taking up the clown mask and flooding the streets in violent mobs. By creating this violent spectacle, Joker is only empowered
through his violence and the crowd hails him as a leader, but it is at the
cost of his identity as Arthur Fleck. Through his unique and violent
protest, the Joker flâneur undermines the fight for social justice, as he
and his city shift into something grotesque. It is a dangerous transformation, a disturbing evolution, one that demands that society rethink
the way it visualizes and responds to the man of the crowd—the Arthur
Flecks of this world.
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Walking in the Virtual City:
Gallery, Flânerie, Game
David Antonio Moody

D

uring the fall of 2020, I was a docent at the Phoenix Art Museum.
The physical museum had closed, and our virtual gallery tours
lacked the joy of in-person wandering. The courses I was teaching at a
local R1 university felt similarly hollow, save for one course planned and
designed during quarantine. This game studies class titled “Moving
Games” used a gallery-tour approach to introduce students to gaming
practices. Beginning in 2020, Covid-19 tensions tinged the familiar pastime of gaming with survivalism as people sought an escape. By engaging open-world video games through various critical lenses, students
in this course explored rural and urban spaces, witnessed one another’s
wanderings through livestreamed sessions, and altogether felt some
sense of hands-on control in a time defined by its absence. The figure
of the flâneur and flâneuse, those classic pedestrian wanderers defined
by detached observation of metropolitan life, informed these explorations. Digital flânerie offered my students a forum for mobility, one in
which they could express their individuality, examine the psychosociology of cyber urbanity, and supplement the robust social life normally
offered by brick-and-mortar cities.
Informed by the theoretical approach I applied in this course as
well as my experiences as a docent to virtual museumgoers, this article presents a curated collection of games and gaming experiences, all
of which feature various types of virtual flânerie in diverse digital settings reacting to this new Covid-19 era. The cyberflâneur/cyberflâneuse
found in the simulated urbanity of World of Warcraft bridges domestic
isolation with digital publicity, while the altered reality (AR) flânerie
of Pokémon GO addresses the limited social sphere of pandemic-era
streets. In both cases, the mediated flâneuric experience is dominantly
consumptive rather than productive. However, a third digital flâneuric
identity and location—the streamer playing Among Us—reveals a flâneuric model that is directly productive, both through video production and the created content of a commentator reporting the moment
of exploration. As outlined by Osvaldo Cleger in “Virtual Flânerie:
Gaming and Video Tourism in Bogotá and La Habana,” this production is arguably most aligned with “the contiguity that exists between
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the strolls or wanderings undertaken by the flâneur artist (that is, the
moment of the observation) and the practice of recording what has
been found during such explorations in an artistic medium” (198). In
addressing these sites and the player’s experiences in them, this article
concludes that, while city-wide lockdowns challenged aimless and exploratory wandering, flânerie thrived in digital spaces where players
explored, interacted, and practiced idling in socially distant, intimate,
and subversive manners.
Considering that flânerie is a style of artistic representation of urban
ecosystems for the benefit of audiences, the medium of choice—digital
games, in this case—is part of the artist’s affordances and expression
(Cleger 198). However, it is important to note that not all games lend
themselves to cyberflânerie. Fundamental to this action is the player’s
ability to roam an urbanesque ecosystem in which they have visual aesthetic experiences while occupying a liminal social space. Games like
Skyrim and Minecraft offer players open-world exploration of landscapes dominated by forests, tundra plains, and other forms of wildness, and while they offer isolation and exploration, they lack the social
urbanity offered by games such as Cyberpunk 2077 and the Grand Theft
Auto series. Many writers such as Erik Henriksen and Matt Bell turned
to exploring such digital spaces during the pandemic and reporting
their encounters. For Henriksen, there was rebellion in such exploration: “I’ve been going places because I want to, not because I feel
obligated to.” For Bell, the game designer’s expression of landscapes
immersed him in an artistic escape. As if a tourist’s photo album, his
Twitter stream catalogues screenshots of the detailed settings found
in Ubisoft’s Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla,1 prompting one follower to ask
“Did you take this?” to which Bell replied, “I mean, I did take it, but
virtually!” (Bell).
Imaginative travel from one’s room is not unique to gaming. In the
1884 novel À rebours (Against Nature), author Joris-Karl Huysmans
paints the portrait of Jean des Esseintes, a self-isolating aristocrat whose
opinion about urban exploration is epitomized by one question: “What
was the good of moving, when a fellow could travel so magnificently
sitting in a chair?” (154). While Huymans himself spent his retirement
years “living in a purpose-built house in the village of Ligugé, training
to become a Catholic oblate at the abbey there,” his protagonist goes
indoors to live a dreamily contemplative life, avoid the “noisy rabble”
of the city, and escape bourgeois mediocrity (Christie; Huysmans 58).
Jørgensen sees this representation of Des Esseintes’s isolation as “informed by the breakthrough of the germ theory of disease in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century,” specifically in relation to tuberculosis, while Segura focuses attention on the relationship between the
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depiction of Des Esseintes’s voluntary isolation, the practice of quarantining, and the concept of circulation (109; 50). When streets can
no longer be the home of city dwellers, the result is “to retreat inwards
and to internalise [their] wandering from the safety of an armchair”
(Coverley 20). Des Esseintes, indulging this method of lounged exploration, argues that “the imagination could provide a more-thanadequate substitute for the vulgar reality of actual experience” (35). In
doing so, he must “live on himself, to feed on his own substance,” since
he had “no fresh food for thought, no exchange of impressions from
the outside world, from mixing with other people and sharing in their
life” (84, 87). To better shun society, Des Esseintes does not read, as
McGuinness points out in his introduction to the book: “Reading in
Against Nature is only ever remembered or replayed, and all the evocative passages about Baudelaire or Mallarmé are memories of readings
that finished before the novel began” (26). So, while virtual travel from
one’s chair can provide at least a temporary relief, overreliance on past
experiences can create an echo chamber of thoughts and a consumptive, rather than productive, lifestyle. Engaging the world, through
new texts such as books, art, theatre, and even games, is preferable.
Ultimately, Huysmans shows readers that living in isolation has detrimental health effects. For Des Esseintes, returning to society becomes
necessary, as it means “the difference between a good recovery on the
one hand and insanity speedily followed by tuberculosis on the other”
(Huysmans 217). The pandemic shutdowns of 2020 forced similar choices. Unlike the nobleman’s indulgence of misanthropy, most would-be
strollers in 2020 did not isolate to practice entitlement. Instead, stayat-home solitude and escape into leisure activities came at a sacrifice.
People perceived streets and crowds as passively hostile, potential
hosts for the Covid-19 virus. As they shifted their attention to fundamentals such as food scarcity, job loss, and health risks, socialization
with friends and family was severely affected (R. Benjamin). According
to one poll conducted “shortly after many stay-at-home orders were
issued . . . those sheltering-in-place were more likely to report negative
mental health effects resulting from worry or stress related to coronavirus compared to those not sheltering in place” (Panchal). Isolation
and loneliness further influenced that sense of worry, showing how
convalescing at home was never a risk-free endeavor.
One’s home becomes a complicated space during any lockdown. For
many people, lockdown protocol was synonymous with a sudden workat-home lifestyle. For Covid-era students, their work-at-home task was
to attend school from the dining room table via Zoom. This melding
of work, school, and home blurs the boundaries between what Arendt
outlines in The Human Condition as the three areas of an active life:
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survival-oriented labor, world-building work, and self-authoring actions. Closing the gap between one’s private labors (rest, eating) and
one’s public work (building, producing) reduces an individual’s ability
to understand and express their own “distinctiveness” through actions,
challenging one’s fundamental understanding of how to perform an
identity (Voice 45).
To acknowledge the tensions of confinement and self-expression, as
well as fears of the unknown related to Covid-19’s newness, my gaming
course began with an examination of Atari’s Haunted House (1982),
the first survival horror game and one that follows tropes refined in
Hawthorne’s House of the Seven Gables and Poe’s Fall of the House of
Usher. In it, the player explores an old manor to reassemble an urn.
Unlike the transgressor in Poe’s story, the player cannot exit the manor
or look outside. Moving from room to room, the only window is the
screen through which the player sees their avatar—a disembodied
pair of eyes (fig. 1). In the blinding dark, the player relies on a limited
supply of matches to avoid unseen threats such as spiders, traps, and
a malevolent spirit. Even by contemporary standards, it is a claustrophobic, anxiety-inducing experience—an emotional predecessor to
2020 in which entire cities
appeared haunted by the
threat of an unseen virus
among us, one that could
possess a person without
their knowing as they pass
along the street.
Haunted House’s use
of a pair of eyes for the
player’s avatar preempted first-person console
Fig. 1
games by nearly ten years,
yet this simple choice made the avatar accessible for a player’s transposition of their own identity into the game’s confinement. Not only are
players forced to stumble through the dark in a blindness that denies
them a lush sensorial experience, but players are also not allowed to
leave the house, forbidding them the sensorial wonders offered by the
aimless flâneuric experience implicitly available outside. Watching,
discovering, and interpreting have always been central to flânerie, an
action rooted in vision. This sense dominated nineteenth-century culture due to “shifts in technologies of observation, print culture, and
urban planning,” a domination that continues in current medias emphasizing a similar reliance on “seeing” one’s way through the social
milieu (Boutin 125, 127). As described by Livingstone and Gyarkye,
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one conducting flânerie “is in constant pursuit of knowledge,” being
one who “appreciates aesthetics” and acts as a “pure receptacle, a pair
of eyes with no human relationships” (emphasis added). Balzac’s description of flânerie is a “gastronomy of the eye,” but Haunted House’s
limited graphics starve the player’s senses while its isolating design
starves the player’s social hungers. Yet such confinement and struggle
are necessary to complete the game. Imaginative travelers in 2020 experienced a similar necessity, homebound with the goal of survival.
However, much like what Des Esseintes found, the aimless wandering
of spaces—imaginary, digital, and analogue—is not without its risks.

World of Warcraft and Cyberflânerie: From Domestic
Isolation to Digital Publicity
Sadly, flânerie is no stranger to pandemics. Like with Covid-19, the average nineteenth-century resident thought (incorrectly) that cholera
was “bad air” and transmitted aerially, complicating their relationships
with groups and indoor spaces. “The Man in the Crowd,” published in
1840 and set in London, plays off the 1830s cholera outbreaks and other
epidemics such as influenza and tuberculosis that affected the city
(Tulchinsky 78). Poe’s speaker sits tiredly with his “brow to the glass,”
finding “merely to breathe [an] enjoyment,” having been recently “ill in
health” for several months but “now convalescent” (569). His time in
recovery has led to a palpable sense of social disconnect.
The cholera epidemic also killed tens of thousands in Paris as citizens regrouped in the liminal spaces between outbreaks. The tone
of that experience can be heard in Baudelaire’s poem “To A Woman
Passing By.” In it, the speaker notices a quietly mourning woman amid
deafening pedestrian traffic (The Flowers of Evil 189). As she moves,
never really joining the milieu, they share a furtive glance, leaving
the speaker asking, “Will we not meet again this side of death?” This
moment speaks to sidewalks tense with fragmentary doubt, a place
for encountering “the disturbance of the new rather than the reassurance of the familiar” (Scott 89). Neither the coffee shop’s limited
public space nor the street’s furtive intimacy satisfies. We understand
this experience through our own social tensions of maintaining a safe
distance yet desiring to join in.
The computers and game systems that people recently turned to for
surrogate social experiences are also no strangers to pandemics. The
first digital virus—the Elk Cloner2—spread “in the wild” during the
same year that Atari released Haunted House ( “Prank Starts 25 Years of
Computer Security Woes”). Games like Haunted House emphasize the
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single-player experience, but the majority of 2020’s most-played games
promoted crowded online play. Arena-combat game Fortnite and the
domestic design game Animal Crossing: New Horizons were relatively
new popular games. Others, such as World of Warcraft, maintained a
decades-old popularity.
World of Warcraft is a massive multiplayer online (MMO) game
that emphasizes community membership.3 Despite its fantasy world
setting and overall “battle for continental dominance” theme, players
spend most of their time in each faction’s capital. There, the players
stroll storefronts, watch theatrical displays of combat, and gather in
auction houses—dense centers of commerce and community (fig. 2).
Its detailed representation of city space includes alleys and corners occupied by those wishing to stand apart, but most players stand amid
busy spaces where others hawk treasures, shout insults, dance, and
idle. No one is central to these gatherings, yet each player sees their
avatar positioned at the center of their console’s screen. By design, the
player takes on the flâneur’s/flâneuse’s ability “to see the world, to be
at the very centre . . . and yet to be unseen” by crowds that do not
acknowledge their individuality until the flâneur or flâneuse player
brings attention to themselves (Baudelaire, “The Painter” 9).
While Huyssen says that
“for some world wide web
surfers and virtual city flâneurs, the built city itself has
become obsolete,” the virtual city persists as a hub of
communication, commerce,
and memory because the
cyberflâneur invests in the
location-specific site (60).
Commerce often informs
its functions, which may
be why digital urban spaces
often mimic the layout of Fig. 2
twentieth-century malls and
their predecessor, the nineteenth-century shopping arcade. Designed
as an escape from noisy streets, arcades offer aesthetically appealing
protection from weather and other negative conditions, a protection
in which pedestrians socialize, browse wares, and spend leisure time.
Often “a street of lascivious commerce [. . .] wholly adapted to arousing
desire,” these large spaces—digital or otherwise—anticipate numerous vendors and shoppers (W. Benjamin, The Arcades Project 42).
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Unfortunately, disease
is an easily and commonly
communicated product.
In 2005, Warcraft’s capitals
were at the epicenter of
video gaming’s first unintentional virtual pandemic—the “Corrupted Blood”
incident. In it, a digital
disease kept in an isolated
part of the game’s world
under lab-like conditions
invisibly escaped by infectFig. 3
ing player pets (Lofgren
and Fefferman). These pets rapidly spread the illness throughout
each capital, infecting everyone and killing weaker low-level players
(analogous to those with pre-existing conditions). Gameplay changed
drastically. Some players escaped to rural towns. Others attempted to
enforce a lockdown or acted as medics outside city walls. Inside, the
streets quickly amassed player corpses despite their efforts, as working
in the cities further spread the illness (fig. 3). The players who escaped
the urban centers were the same players who would later return, drawn
back to these social hubs, and become re-infected with the virus as
they wandered about to witness the disturbance. A few players even
purposely caught and communicated the disease, promoting disorder.
In-game responses to these unpredicted conditions attracted epidemiologists who studied it as a model for how urban communities might
react in a real-world epidemic (Oultram 115; Lofgren and Fefferman).
Lasting three weeks, the event disrupted the game’s narratives as well
as the economic and social lives of artisans, hawkers, guild workers,
and other players. While the violence—the war—of Warcraft lies in its
fantasy combat, this outbreak exposed the player behind the avatar as
the game moved from representations of battle as grandly heroic to an
honest, complex depiction of struggle and loss. This is something that
Baudelaire could have appreciated. In his writings on French caricaturists, he dismissed some military and mid-battle paintings as “artificial”
and “nationalist nonsense,” while in “The Painter of Modern Life” he
praised the honesty of sketched battlefields “littered with the debris
of death” (“Some French” 214; “The Painter” 22). However, Thériault
argues that “the most powerful inducer of Baudelairian violence” was
“the scourge of cholera,” a widespread and indiscriminate violence of
social unrest and death by disease (6).
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As Warcraft’s world returned to normalcy, membership surged. It
is important to note that the digital flâneur/flâneuse, “though always
something of an outsider” of a city, still figures “as a dweller rather than
as a traveler on the move” (Huyssen 50). Each one returns to specific
cities (and the games that contain them) for much the same reason
that enables real-world flânerie to resist being labeled a purely touristic
action. In returning to familiar settings, often a location where the individual claims residency, the flâneuric stroller develops and practices
what Zuber, summarizing Huyssen, labels “local invested knowledge”
(273). This knowledge contrasts with a tourist’s superficial knowledge,
one developed by completing a routine checklist of observations. By
practicing an ethnographic feet-on-the-street style of intimate observation, the flâneuric stroller specializes in deep knowledge about a
single area.
Such an intimate knowledge can lead to an insider’s confidence,
which in turn can manifest as risk-taking. As players returned to the
capitals, they ignored “the city as a space of potential danger and destruction” because, so it seemed, the epidemic was over (Peaty 135). Yet
“the greatest catastrophe of the twentieth century has been the city,
the contemporary metropolis of the disasters in Progress” (Virilio 90).
This great catastrophe works in opposition to what Baudelaire wrote of
as the greatest vice—ennui. Without ongoing struggle, cities feel incomplete, and those who practice listlessness due to boredom “would
willingly make of the earth a shambles / and, in a yawn, swallow the
world” (Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal 7).
For Baudelaire, the desire to escape this ennui led to experimentation with opium and hashish, which he wrote about in his Les Paradis
Artificiels. These “artificial paradises” were a means for him and others
to access artistic ideals, a similar motive to what drove them to observe
a city’s locale. So, it should be no surprise that nostalgia for Warcraft’s
plague-era excitement quickly set in as players sought to return to their
own artificial paradise. In 2008, its designers spread a safer variant
of the virus as PR for a new expansion appropriately focused on the
aftermath of a plague. As if attempting to evoke the aforementioned
“Baudelairian violence,” they named this marketable and controllable
variant “The Scourge,” thus capitalizing on nostalgia. Game membership unironically surged then and again in 2020.
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Pokémon GO: Altered Reality Flânerie on PandemicEra Streets
Like actual cities, the design of simulated urbanity compels players
to linger, socialize, have an aesthetic experience, and then progress
toward implicit goals. Through its design, urbanity gamifies flânerie,
amending the activity with a sense of subtle direction toward those
goals. In a game, this determination may manifest as a pointing arrow.
In real life, it manifests as the flow of foot traffic or architectural
appeal of a street. Whether in Paris or the Gotham of Rocksteady’s
Batman: Arkham series4, the flâneuric stroller’s application of specialized knowledge and observational skills to decipher the city’s social
coding is what completes the urban scene, actualizing the city. As the
flâneur and flâneuse move, they are “in a position of both the architect
and the consumer” (Blanchard 82). Their spectatorship sets the city in
motion, and the city reciprocates in kind, “its mere intimate nearness”
giving the flâneur/flâneuse “hints and instructions” (W. Benjamin, The
Arcades Project 417).
When activated, urban space exerts a “schema that delimits and determines” the actions of occupants (Peaty 141). There was less pedestrian traffic in 2020, but augmented reality games like Pokémon GO and
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite manifested this schema visually. With
surging pandemic sales, these location-based apps invited players to
leave home and wander real sidewalks, parks, and other urban sites
of interest. The app’s interface amends
these familiar places with added purpose.
In Pokémon GO, for instance, a player
might randomly encounter a catchable
creature while walking a neighborhood
sidewalk or find that a local landmark is
additionally a “pokéstop” full of collectable digital equipment (fig. 4). The landmark could also be a “gym”—a location
where players can compete with one anFig. 4
other to “capture.” Defending a captured
gym for a period of time rewards players with public recognition in the
form of a badge (“Shared AR experience”).
Altered reality (AR) gameplay, then, is simultaneously a public and
private action. Despite its nonlinear design, these games encourage
players to populate and move through public spaces, the exact spots
where people are likely to congregate, and yet do so with a high level
of anonymity. In 2020, such an invitation existed in opposition to stayat-home guidance. As a contact zone, crowds are the foundational unit
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for circulating knowledge, goods, and “bads” like disease. In-game experiences like those in Warcraft mediate gatherings via in-game avatars; however, replacing that avatar with one’s own body increased the
risk to oneself and one’s city. Flâneuric Pokémon GO players, drawn to
circulate through public spaces, are complicit in this exchange. While
its designers changed the game during the pandemic to offer players an
at-home alternative, many players (my students included) confessed
to hitting the streets at night to play while avoiding people. With little
light pollution from businesses or streets, the sidewalks took on a sense
of abandonment as players strolled the city, motivated by the goal of
capturing a gym or simply escaping home.
The re-defining of locations through a game forces a mental remapping of the surrounding spaces. Reimagining these urban spaces
is a distraction from directly engaging the city, creating dissonance between walking and thinking. Furthering that is the device mediating
the walker’s spatial intimacy. With the commonality of people looking at screens amid crowds, this interaction does not cause the player
to lose their anonymity. If anything, walking while screen-watching
confirms it. Through this commonality, La Rocca, in his study of the
phenomenology of metropolitan perception vision, finds that “we can
observe the ubiquitous presence of the smartphone, which is mutating man” by “blending” the figure with technology, “provok[ing] a new
perceptive immersion [that] changes the nature of walking, the nature
of being and being there, the presence and the experience” (La Rocca).
Being simultaneously in-person and in-game creates a “mixture of
spaces” that “redefines the way to perceive this world.”
Reminiscent of Debord’s psychogeography, remixed spatial awareness compels players to reconsider their everyday relations to an area,
letting “themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the
encounters they find there” (Debord 62). As if a callback to the early
days of small-group console gaming, yet also echoing the dérivic ideal
“of two or three people who have reached the same level of awareness,”
Pokémon GO “allows you and up to 2 friends to interact with your buddies” (Debord 63; “Shared AR experience”). Alone or in groups, participation in this exclusive reality separates players from other pedestrians.
Like the quarry of Poe’s pursuant narrator, the player moves through
the streets, paying less attention to immediate surroundings and more
to an existence unseen by most people.
In this way, altered reality gameplay pulls one of the central tenets
of la dérive—an acute awareness of how designed systems influence
pedestrian movement. If, as Franz Hessel puts it, a person “must not
have anything too definite in mind” in order to engage in flânerie, then
a gamified street may contradict flânerie’s aimless roam and align play-
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ers more closely with the unplanned journey of la dérive (Hessel 147).
Pokémon GO, like most games, offers players tasks and goals to complete for various rewards. However, unlike many games, completing
tasks is optional, and there is no defined path or order to tasks, preserving the option of aimlessness in a player’s movement. Still, a goal
exists and attracts wanderers, challenging the notion that the game is
fully open-ended.
The emergence of “aimless gaming” allows the avatar—and, by
extension, the gamer—to better resemble the idle flâneur/flâneuse.
Atkinson and Willis, among others, have documented the flâneuric
tradition of individuals strolling simulated cities in digital games, while
gamers, game developers, and game studies scholarship have appropriated flânerie to inform games that promote the in-game performances
of aimlessness as opposed to goal-oriented gameplay (Maughan 20). In
her reading of cyberart practices and aesthetics, Elias finds that goalresistant movement revitalizes the humanity of cyberspaces, especially
those simulating urbanity, since flânerie and la dérive are “always urban
in location and character, just as the web implies a kind of cosmopolitanism” (823). Pulling from Debord’s “Theory of the Dérive,” Elias
notes the spatial field of the web surfer, as well as that of the digital
game player,
may be either delimited according to search parameters or
openly processual according to linked pathways, and so too,
the spatial field of the dérive “may be precisely delimited or
vague, depending on whether the activity is aimed at studying
a terrain or at emotional disorientation.” (Debord 24, qtd. in
Elias 822)
In analyzing how gameplay parameters aim the activity, Elias indicates
how digital spaces orient strollers towards a range of goals. While the
cyberdérive is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth noting that
the traditions of flânerie and la dérive, two distinct practices found
in digital spaces, aim those engaged in it towards productive engagement with urban spaces. The cyberdériveur/cyberdériveuse behaves in
an experimental manner, drawn about the terrain by implicit attractants while practicing an awareness of the space’s emotional underpinning. The Pokémon GO player who balances in-game immersion
with studying how the game disorients players and pedestrians works
in the cyberdérivic mode. Less analytical and more interpretive is the
act of cyberflânerie, what Hessel calls “a kind of reading of the street,”
in which everything from human faces to terraces and trees “become
a wealth of equally valid letters of the alphabet that together result in
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words, sentences and pages of an ever-new book” (qtd. in Salzani 40).
If “an act of reading is the space produced by the practice of a particular
place,” then the total sum of patterns found within its available signs
constitute the text-place (De Certeau 92). A cityscape augmented with
supplemental sites of interest becomes a denser text for AR-enhanced
flânerie to engage.
The totality of this text would include the self-distancing AR flâneurs/flâneuses themselves. These players share what twentieth-century French poet and founder of the Unanism movement Jules Romains
describes in his novel Crime de Quinette as being “present together at
a moment in the life of the world, perhaps in the presence of a fleeting secret of the world,” a private “apparition” seen only by those who
share this liminal space (416). This connection, which both Romains
and Benjamin call “friendship,” is strong enough to break through the
solitude that accompanies flânerie by giving strollers a shared, private
experience “they will know in aeternum” (W. Benjamin, The Arcades
Project 444; Romains 416). Such brief moments of affirmation are seen
in Romains’s Quinette, Baudelaire’s “To a Woman Passing By,” and other
representations of flânerie while echoing in moments when Pokémon
GO players briefly look up from their screens to recognize one another.
Flânerie, after all, requires acknowledgement.
This assertion seems at odds with traditional understandings of flâneurs and flâneuses as detached, anonymous bystanders, but there is a
distinction between wanting to be watched and needing public recognition. Unlike the dandy’s social desire to be an aloof spectacle, flâneurs
and flâneuses prize anonymity and reject attention. The crowd’s disregard for the stroller is the source of that anonymity, not the stroller’s
invisibility. Just as a pride of lions might notice wildlife photographers
but ignore them as non-threats, crowds assess the flâneuric stroller as
unworthy of further attention. Being not worth a second glance from
the group confirms their social distinctiveness—detachment. As stated
by Arendt, “action is never possible in isolation” because “no human
life, not even the life of the hermit in nature’s wilderness, is possible
without a world which directly or indirectly testifies to the presence of
other human beings” (188, 22). Continuing this, Voice notes that an
individual’s distinctiveness “cannot be revealed [. . .] without a context”
provided by the actor’s surroundings:
In the first place, an action must be witnessed because an
action is self-disclosure. It reveals who a person is by what they
do and say. This notion of revelation and disclosure logically
requires a spectator and so there are no strictly private actions.
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Thus, actions must be public and so there must also be a space
for them to occur and to be witnessed. (Voice 45)
This is the tension of being a nonmember of a scene: to know one’s
distance from the milieu only through its ignorance, which functions
as indirect confirmation. If public confirmation of anonymity is part
of the flâneuric experience, a perceptible decline in crowding should
parallel a decline in flânerie. Instead, people sought alternative busy
spaces in the new Covid-19 era. The lack of immediate public forums
for acknowledgement only added to people’s motivation to turn to
digital communities found via social media and gaming. While brickand-mortar urban spaces were underpopulated during the lockdown,
digital spaces were more crowded than ever.

Among Us: Game Livestreaming and Flâneuric
Scrolling/Strolling in the Digital Crowd
It is important to note that crowds, as the gateway to anonymity, can
have a deindividuation effect on those absorbed by them. The result of
deindividuation is that individuals lose their sense of self and react to
a situation based on the atmosphere created by the group (Moreland
and Hogg 3). Because anonymity leads to a diffused sense of responsibility, individuation has a moral and ethical dimension in that anonymity (the feeling of being unattended to or ignored) can free a
person from a sense of community obligation or law by lowering the
likelihood of repercussions. Sadly, online game spaces were rife with
deindividuation in the early 2010s. Such individuation was no doubt
a motivating factor in Gamersgate. This online harassment campaign
targeted women and was mobilized largely through message boards
such as 4chan and Reddit where posters could maintain anonymity.
The event, which destabilized the video game industry, exemplifies the
loss of individual responsibility contagious in mediated crowds as it
relates to gaming culture (Chiou 556). The anonymity sourced in wearing one’s avatar like a mask similarly can remove behavioral inhibitions
(Smith and Fels 130).
Thankfully, anonymity does not automatically lead to deindividuation, as flânerie displays the former but defies the latter (Hogg 152).
Pulling from epidemiological terminology as a metaphor, Le Bon’s contagion theory argues that individuals absorbed into the crowd at large
are subject to its collective desires. The emotions of the crowd “infect”
a person upon their deindividuation into the collective. However, the
idle stroller moving through crowds does so in resistance to joining
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them, performing immunity to their behavioral contagion as if inoculated by practiced proximity.
To frame it another way, one engaged in the act of flânerie enjoys
“the incomparable privilege of being able to be himself” (Baudelaire,
Le Spleen 26). Free from commitments, successful idlers remain selfaware and self-regulating, active individuals who exercise their capacity to observe and critique separate from group ideology (Postmes and
Spears 239). Not only does a flâneur have the privilege of being himself, he also can be “someone else, as he chooses. Like those wandering souls who go looking for a body, he enters as he likes into each
man’s personality. For him alone everything is vacant” (Baudelaire, Le
Spleen 26). In this way, flâneuric privilege echoes the ludic experience
of transposing oneself onto an athlete while watching sports or the
transformative self-identification of designing an avatar’s face (Caillois
22). Some, like cultural critic Laing, find this privilege “abhorrent” and
akin to the “dandyish disinclination to engage with the reality of other
people” (162). She notes this slippage is more likely in digital spaces.
Such spaces “make it hard to remember that there [are] fleshy, feeling selves behind the avatars,” making them “increasingly abstract, increasingly unreal, their identities blurring and reforming” (Laing 163).
Livestreaming, an unexpected and complex location for pandemic
strolling in 2020, embraces that slippage. Using a platform like YouTube
Live and Twitch, streaming players broadcast their gameplay in real
time while a live audience watches. Many streamers saw their viewership swell that year, with popular streaming company Twitch reporting
a 101% increase for early months (Stephen). Wimmer argues that the
allure of gaming—and I emphasize livestreaming—is that it constitutes a “third space” (114). Third spaces, as defined by urban sociologist
Ray Oldenburg, are public gathering points in which individuals are
“free to come and go as they please, with little obligation . . . to other
participants,” including no obligation to interact (115). As with other
third spaces, games have a home-like accessibility, promote social leveling, mitigate tensions, and evoke a sense of community. Common
third spaces such as museums, libraries, pubs, and coffee shops suffered from lockdown closures, while the streaming ecosystem thrived.
An overview of how this third space functions is provided in “Toward a
Twitch Research Toolkit”:
A viewer typically sees a stream of the game being played, a
camera view of the streamer themselves, and a chat window
where they can discuss the game with other viewers. Normally,
during a streaming session, viewers can participate by entering text in a public chat. Alternately, viewers can turn to ex-
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ternal services to support interaction. For example, the multichannel chat services Discord is often used by streamers and
viewers to communicate behind the scenes. In response,
streaming platforms are beginning to introduce new types of
interactions, such as interactive overlays that a streamer can
place over the video feed. (Harpstead 112)
By making gameplay activities publicly available, streaming adds
an observational layer to what is traditionally an isolated activity (if
playing alone) or a privately shared activity (when playing with local
others). Due to the camera’s ability to see and record in a single action,
the streamer benefits from a “reduction of the mediations between observation and expression” which “endows the flâneur artist with a privileged perspective” (Cleger 199). They express this perspective through
their artistic medium—the performance of gaming and interpretive
commentary upon it. This commentary and narration “can serve as a
think-aloud,” giving audiences “access to streamers’ thoughts and reactions as well as their actions in the game” (Harpstead 112).

Fig. 5

In synchrony or asynchrony, the viewer can offer reactions in the
chat (fig. 5). Audiences can speak to players, message other viewers,
or silently spectate. This voyeurship is the primary mode of participation for most audience members. Viewers who opt only to watch enact
streaming’s faceless crowd, but most streamers welcome participation.
Audience-player interaction is key to streaming, resulting in “different
channels develop[ing] unique subcultures” based around the type of
social interaction offered. Some video streamers foreground their per-
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sona, performing a talk show host’s celebrity or a fop’s fashion and affectation. However, most streams emphasize a player’s in-game performance. These players fall into two camps—the variety player and the
specialist. The former tours a gallery of games, while the latter focuses
on a particular game, localizing their knowledge to its design (”Types
of Twitch Streamers”). The audience’s confirmation of the streamer’s
intention—to be anonymous or to be seen—actualizes that choice. It
is important to note, though, that most streamers operate for gratuity and tips, aligning their performances with that of street busking.
In this way, these online performances imply an unseen street upon
which there are stopping points where digital wanderers might pause
and observe or stroll to another performance.
In the livestreaming community’s decentralized pathways, the
streamer’s and the audience’s actions both evoke flânerie as the mediation offered by streaming blurs the digital pedestrian’s identities. In one layer is
the protagonist player. Given the game,
that player may be the hero of a virtual war
zone, the explorer of a mine, or a stroller
of simulated cities. In another layer is the
media-consuming audience member. This
perceptible crowd of onlookers is central to
livestreaming and to the communication cir- Fig. 6
cuit of flânerie in general.
The lack of a crowd—or its complication—challenges the stability
of the streamer’s public role. This is easiest to observe when a game
has a build-in audience feature, such as in the pandemic-popular game
Among Us. Among Us is a Clue-like game in which up to 15 players attempt to discover the identity of murderous imposters in the group.
Pulling on fears of the unknown in a manner similar to Haunted House,
players again find themselves enclosed in a series of rooms that they
cannot leave, controlling avatars in cartoonish gender-neutral spacesuits who complete menial tasks while attempting to detect saboteurs
(fig. 6). Murdered players become ghosts, gaining the ability to pass
through walls and see in the dark. They can interact with one another
but not still-living players, rendering them into loiterers who watch
the milieu while awaiting the next round. As unlimited spectators,
they can easily solve the imposter’s identity or be a witness to another
player’s success (or failure).
These ghost players evoke flânerie through their active, unseen
wandering of crime scenes and related detective work. Investigation
is a common feature of many ludic activities including video games,
board games, card games, and others—games that promote the use of
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details to solve puzzles or mysteries. While some gaming experiences
emphasize the detective as the primary laboring investigator, Benjamin
points out that “in times of terror, when everyone is something of a conspirator, everybody will be in the position of having to play detective”
(Selected Writings 21). For Benjamin, the site of this terror was modern
urbanity and the “disquieting and threatening” swell of its masses. The
larger the crowd, the more likely a person would break the rules. Yet
larger crowds also attract those “behind this indolence,” the watchful
“observer who does not take his eyes off a miscreant” (Selected Writings
22). The ghost players of Among Us make up a crowd of onlookers and
gawkers, but individual players can act separately from that group,
pursuing the mystery, acting independently, and partaking in investigatory observations found in traditional flânerie.
We can imagine the ghost-player’s real-world experience: sitting
back, their eyes wandering to the screen, occasionally checking a
phone but ultimately captivated by the unpredictability of backchannel chatter and player movements. Poe’s “The Man in the Crowd”
paints a similar figure. Its narrator sits in a London coffee house. Bored
with the newspaper, this watcher peers “through the smoky panes into
the street” where “the wild effects” of flickering gas lamps “enchain”
him to “an examination of individual faces” (570). Acts of crowd watching, both in-game and in real life, are the flâneur’s/flâneuse’s forte as
one who ingresses urbanity with what Benjamin called “the gaze of the
alienated” (W. Benjamin, Selected Writings 10).
Yet streaming complicates that alienation. Each player can livestream
a session, creating a triad of possible interactions—audience and
streamer, streamer and game, audience and game. This triad holds for
any stream, but Among Us further challenges the streamer’s roleplay
by having a system in which players move between two groups—protagonist detectives and the spectating ghosts. Becoming a ghost aligns
the streamer with the audience as they move from the observed into
the observers. This built-in observation space disrupts roles, effectively
creating a dual audience and layering space. While normally seen as
a “background” feature of social interactions, in Among Us the audience experience is prominent. By incorporating “audience” as a playable feature in the game, what would otherwise be voyeurship shifts
into a ludic activity. However, ghost players remain isolated from the
stream audience via their ongoing gameplay. If the player is a vanity
streamer, acting most akin to a busker, then they will likely act out this
shift so that audience attention remains centered on them. If, though,
the streamer immersed in the gameplay ignores the audience or recording (acting more like an observable object than a subject), then
the shift will be underperformed. This non-performance preserves the
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streamers’ marginal status in the viewer’s attention and affords them
flâneuric anonymity despite streaming’s publicity. In such an instance,
the player is a window to be looked through, not at.
One cannot ignore the commercial undertones of these environments given the propensity for online shopping during the pandemic as
well as the busking nature of the streamer. Much like moving through
a mall or shopping arcade, where reflective storefront windows “make
orientation more difficult,” movement through such spatially ambiguous environments can be unsettling. Reflective, wandering movement
also functions to “amplify” such spaces (W. Benjamin, The Arcades
Project 542). As a flâneuric artist who is an object to be looked through,
the streamer functions like Poe’s coffee shop window and Kafka’s “The
Window on to the Street.” In all situations in which a person “is lonely,
but who would nevertheless wish to make some contact somewhere . . .
he will not carry on long without a window on to the street” (Kafka 14).
This window combats loneliness by making the social milieu safely accessible. At the same time, it “immerses the observer somatically into
the fleeting movements” of the observed space and “transforms vision
into something that affects our entire body, that can be physically felt,
and that has the ability to set into motion even the most sedentary
viewer” (Koepnick 16). While viewers may be sedentary while watching a player, the player’s strolling of digital urbanity mentally mobilizes
them into their own safe explorations. This is not unlike the experience
of Huysmans’s Des Esseintes or that of the reader who, by watching
Poe’s narrator follow a stranger, follows that narrator into the crowd.
Be it as an alcove’s glass, a window of the mind, or the streamer as a
lens, “the window’s most salient function is to dynamize the place of
viewing by situating the viewer as a sentient being in the commotion”
(Koepnick 16). The streamer functions as this window, enabling the
viewer’s sentience, separating them from the crowd and enabling them
to be more than a mere badaud or gawker.
As the viewer’s attention shifts between gameplay and gamer, the
player becomes subject to their gaze. As in a sporting event, such watching combines the player’s struggle with a spectator’s desire to roleplay
as the “hero” being watched, an act of mimetic self-insertion in which
the player becomes a surrogate for the audience’s gameplaying (Caillois
22). While the streamer enacts the live wandering of a gamespace for
the viewing audience’s pleasure, it is “the viewing horizon of the audience” that is “in charge of reactivating with every new reading the
concretizations of these texts/art forms. That is how the consumer of
flâneur art becomes a flâneur himself” (Cleger 199). Cleger, in defining
the ideal flânerie consumer, states that “it is usually not enough to . . .
view the literary or artistic product. The act of reading/viewing is often
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followed or accompanied by the physical—geolocated—experience of
the stroll through those same coordinates and points of interest” (199).
One frequently finds this see-do practice in streaming communities
when a player attempts to recreate the experience of another player by
following the same parameters and paths. Interestingly, the recreation
of these aimless gaming sessions challenges their aimlessness, aligning
them more with a tourist’s reliving of a preceding explorer’s visitations.
Ultimately, it is not the stable streamer but the individual audience
member who has the most potential for flânerie. For the streaming
viewer, this may take the form of browsing channels, much as a social
media flâneur or flâneuse may scroll/stroll past a single post or video.
Picture it this way: as audience members conduct an exploratory stroll
through the many available livestreams, they stop to observe a busking
streamer, invest temporarily in the execution of that artist’s gamified
flânerie, linger, and then move on, later attempting to interpret what
they’ve seen—one flâneur watching another. This immersive experience of idle digital mobility was a novel experience for many online explorers in 2020, and given the persistence of their engagement, a notable one. In an embodying move, “the informal conversations that arise
in streams between the player and viewers showcase the [stream’s] corporeality by grounding the interaction in the presence of real people,”
making it an effective surrogate social experience during the pandemic
and arguably a new mainstay moving forward (Anderson).

The Next Variant of Cyberflânerie?
The early months of the Covid-19 pandemic led to an outpouring of
social media commotion but fragmentary pedestrian activity. Though
people generally eschewed public spaces, exploration persisted in the
simulated, streamed urbanity of video games. These online spaces
became synonymous with the larger public milieu on lockdown, a
pocket expression of social need. This article has explored different
regions of urban digital spaces, the games that represent them, and
the flâneuric roles that people played and continue to play in relation
to their ecology. Ultimately, Covid-19 tensions motivated many firsttime cyberflâneurists, AR wanders, and stream strollers. These actions
maintained many individuals’ ability to perform social distance, to express their independent identity in a public space, and to promote a
sense of identity security through social observation. Public open-ended online explorations acted as a salve against—and an act of resistance
to—pandemic isolation.
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This is a function of flânerie, to wait but not waste time, instead actively storing it for later use as if a battery (W. Benjamin, The Arcades
Project 864). Studying Warcraft’s lockdown streets, observing Pokémon
GO gameplay, and streaming the layered experiences found in Among
Us kept my students (and me) charged during the fall of 2020. While
wandering attention may be detrimental to learning, wandering itself
became an active coping mechanism in an era when mental, physical, and social health proved fragile (Szpunar). In the Arcades Project,
Benjamin records an 1848 Parisian newspaper’s nod to the need for
strolling to not be a passive act, that strollers should “not forget [their]
rights and [their] obligations as citizens,” that “the times are necessitous; they demand all our attention, all day long” (448). This call rings
true today. Although the movement seen in the games discussed in
this article is not always aimless, studying cyberflânerie in tandem with
pedestrian reactions to epidemics is a crucial step toward anticipating
any digital medium’s role in a broader continuum of reactions to isolation. In doing so, viewers can see that strolling social spaces or scrolling
streams is not solely an escape. It is protection, and it is preparation.

Notes

1. Detailed recreations of historic city centers are fundamental to the Assassin’s
Creed series. For instance, in creating AC: Unity, game developers enlisted academic historians to refine their representations of daily life in eighteenthcentury Paris. For added realism, they dedicated two years to 3D mapping the
exterior and interior of the Notre-Dame Cathedral, ensuring that “each brick
was as it should be” (Webster). That map later assisted in rebuilding the cathedral after a devastating 2019 fire. In early 2020, Ubisoft released versions of
its games called “Discovery Tours.” These “tours” were devoid of story, quests,
and combat, leaving players with agenda-free cities to roam aimlessly from the
safety of their chairs.
2. The Elk Cloner was one of the earliest, if not the first, boot sector viruses.
The designer intended the virus as a prank. The virus spread on floppy disks
and did not cause deliberate harm to the system it altered. Instead, after the
50th time the game on the floppy was started, the virus would activate and display the following poem on a blank screen:

ELK CLONER:
THE PROGRAM WITH A PERSONALITY
IT WILL GET ON ALL YOUR DISKS
IT WILL INFILTRATE YOUR CHIPS
YES IT’S CLONER!
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IT WILL STICK TO YOU LIKE GLUE
IT WILL MODIFY RAM TOO
SEND IN THE CLONER!
3. The Elk Cloner’s maker later created Olympia, one of the first multiplayer
fantasy simulators, a precursor to MMO games such as World of Warcraft. The
game promoted “working in alliances” as imperative, cautioning that “a ‘leaveme-alone’ strategy will not be very successful” (Craig).
4. In spaces designed specifically for pedestrians, their sudden absence implies
catastrophe. In the Batman: Arkham series, the Bowery area of Gotham expertly represents this absence. Located near the game’s largest building—Wonder
Tower, inspired by the Eiffel Tower—the Bowery is modeled after classic shopping arcades, including a continuous stained-glass ceiling, art nouveau boardwalks, storefront, alcoves, and dim gaslight-esque lighting. While the design
implies a thriving, crowded economic hub, the player finds the plaza empty, its
storefronts closed, and its sidewalks abandoned as the city enters lockdown,
cut off from the nation by a crime epidemic.
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De Partida
Original

Translation

Estava de partida,
porque tinha fome.
Nunca gostei de ter fome,
mas a trago comigo,
guardada no âmago.
Fome de um retirante,
sertanejo, latino-americano.

I was leaving.
Staying meant to starve.
Hunger is not to cherish;
a bittersweet companion
embedded in my innards,
of a Sertanejo Latino
wanderer nomad.

Diria bucho e não “âmago”
mas faço da fome aqui
uma força quase poética.
É uma longa caminhada.
A poesia, a fome e eu
estávamos de retirada.
Destino final el “primer” mundo,
conexão no mundo latinizado.

I could call it gut,
instead of innards
But gut has no poetic power
It is a long journey
For me, my hunger, and rhyme
We had to leave not to starve
Headed to the “first” world
Latino was my point of arrival.

Como será a vida
da gente que vive ali?
Desconhecem a fome latina?
Levam a vida sem poesia?
Sem o bittersweet latinizado?
Que outro incentivo teriam
para viver um outro dia,
se não pela esperança
de transformar a fome em poesia?
Como será desconhecer
a sabedoria de uma barriga vazia?

I wonder about the life
of these people from yonder
To whom famine is unknown
How do they move forward
without hunger?
What other drive would they have
if not this bittersweet hope,
there in the horizon
of a day to convert hunger
into Latino poetry and Latino
rhymes.
I wonder what is like
having wisdom and not to starve.
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Darei a essa gente
a chance de experimentar
sua primeira fome
de poesia latinizada,
que era o pouco que trazia.
A fome era quente e fria;
maltratava e protegia.
Assim íamos eu e a fome.
Só mais um minuto de travessia.
Um minuto apenas, eu dizia.
Esperava assim comer no outro
dia.

I will teach them
the secret power of hunger,
the forced fasting,
the first inedible poetry.
Famine was what I had
to share with others
I happened to meet.
At the same time cold and
protective,
a motivation to live.
Minute by minute
hoping for another day.

Estava disposto a sobreviver;
talvez mais um dia.
Quem sabe dois.
Certeza que um dia comia!
Caminhava, não comia.
Não comia, mas caminhava.
A fome permanecia.
A travessia me levava.

I was willing to survive.
Even if just another day;
Two, maybe, who knows?
A day I’d had something to eat.
Meanwhile, I’d keep on moving.
Saving my hunger. I just walked.
Hunger was my fuel.
The crossing took control over me.

Chegava a Amazônia
Crossed the Amazon
Canal do Panamá
Panama Canal
Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala,
Chegava Río Bravo
Finally, Río Bravo arrived.
Finalmente, la frontera!
La frontera! Something to eat!
Algo que comer en el otro lado
A journey fueled by starvation
Tinha fome e caminhava.
Hunger and the border
A fome e a fronteira me
crossed me all at once.
atravessavam.
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Hermanita
A fome era uma velha amiga
de uma infância latina,
sertaneja e favelada.
Para onde ia, a carregava.
Me sentia protegido
do mundo que tanto comia.
Comia a alma daqueles
que com fome atravessavam.

Hunger was an old acquaintance
from a Latino upbringing
in the Sertao and the favela.
It’d followed me wherever I went
and somehow I felt sheltered
from a world
that fed on the souls
of those crossing.

A fome nos faz humano.
Quanto mais se come
mais se perde a humanidade
com os desprovidos tal dádiva.
Não odiava ter fome;
Até via nela alguma fraternidade.
A fome é sempre compartilhada.
O pão é que é uma raridade!

Hunger makes us all human.
The more you eat,
the less you care
About those starving.
I didn’t hate being hungry.
Hunger can even be a fellowship,
a shared misery nonetheless.
Unlike food, bread.

Sentir a fome não me importava
O que não gostava era de vê-la
En los ojos de la niña la niña Matagalpa que a mi lado cruzaba
¡Vámonos! ¡Andale! ¡Sé fuerte!
Hay comida en el otro lado.

Being hungry didn’t bother me
The pain was in seeing
its indiscriminate reach.
It affected not only me,
but also the kid crossing by my side.
Come on! Let’s go! Be strong!
There is food on the other side.

¡No te mueras, niña!
¡No te ahogues!
Hay comida en el otro lado.
¡Ten hambre! ¡Nada más fuerte!
Hay comida en el otro lado.
¡Ten hambre, hermanita!
¡No dejes que la corriente te
arrastre!

Don’t die, kid!
Don’t you drown!
There is food on the other side
Are you not starving?
Listen to your stomach! Swim
harder!
There is food on the other side.
Are you not starving?
Don’t be dragged down, little sis!
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¡Vámonos, hermanita! ¡Está casi!
¡No te mueras!
A fome eu carrego,
a dor da perda é pesada.
Vira tumor na alma;
espreme para fora,
o ódio a toda uma pátria.
Esta é aquela que nos maltrata.
Para mim era a brasileira,
Y usted, la Nicaragua.

Let’s go, lil sis! Almost there!
Don’t you die!
I can stand starvation,
but losing somebody is just too
hard.
It is a cancer that devours me
inside,
purging all the hate I had
for those nations
who failed you and I.
For me, the Brazilian nation
and for you, Nicaragua.

Onde estão teus seios, fome,
que tua filha não amamentaram?
Reparte conosco tua força,
tua dureza, armadura de tu
nombre latinizado!
Fome! Não nos deixe parar!
Não há de comê do lado de cá.

Where is your hunger,
mother that feeds us all?
Won’t you share with us your
strength,
your harshness, mordacity, your
name?
Don’t let us stop now!
There is food on the other side!

¡No tengas miedo, hermanita!
Reparto contigo a fome que trago.
Fica tranquila! É fome materna.
Te dá força e te atravessa.
Se puderes, te alimenta
da fome latinizada y no de la
comida
que te ofrezca el nacionalismo
agringado.

Don’t be afraid, lil sis!
I will share the hunger in me with
you.
Don’t you worry! It has a maternal
nature.
It will give you strength to cross.
If you can, don’t eat
from the foreign food
they are about to offer.

¡Sé fuerte, niña!
Ahorrar tu hambre latina
Nesta pátria idolatrada,
Vais precisar!
Ahora, corres, hermanita!
Llegamos!
Ahí viene la migra!

Be strong!
Keep your Latino hunger.
In this first-world country
That’s something to cherish!
Now, run, lil sis!
We are here!
There comes ICE!
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Homeless e raiva
Mendigos poliglotas.
Se chamavam homeless.
Descobri que dói menos
ser homeless e passar fome
num país que não é o nosso.
Passar fome no Brasil, eu não
queria.
Jamais daria esse gosto
a dita pátria amada,
cruel, dura, expropriada.

Polyglot beggars.
They called themselves homeless.
I found it hurts less
when you are homeless and hungry
in a country that is not your own.
I didn’t want to go hungry in Brazil.
I would never let
the so-called beloved homeland,
cruel, harsh, expropriated,
see that happen to me.

Vou pra longe,
ser homeless e passar fome
nessa terra gringa tão rica,
onde minha fome
nem será notada.

I’m going away,
be homeless and go hungry
in a rich foreign land,
where my hunger
will go unnoticed.

Juntei minha fome
mais a do estrangeiro.
Em terras alheia,
a fome era o esperado.
Não era um tapa na cara
de quem nasceu na terra
e a viu ser roubada.
Estava conformado.
Minha fome nordestina,
agora era latinizada.

It was my hunger
plus that of the foreigner.
In foreign lands,
hunger was expected.
You were not being betrayed,
failed by your homeland.
My hunger was now withstanding
The reality imposed to
other foreign Latino countries.
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El otro lado
Let the trial start!

Let the trial start!

Dime Señor.. Daniellll Herrera.
¿Es Latino?
És Daniel con la “u”.
Ferreira com la “éfê.”
¡Nombre y apellido de Brasil, Sir!
Pregunté si eres Latino.
Answer, por favor!!
Latino? Ahora Sí.
¿Qué quiere decir con “ahora sí”?
Ahora que vivo acá in the US.
¿Y antes los que eras? ¿Brasileño?
Tampoco.
¿Como tampoco? La respuesta es
sí o no.
Tampoco, señor. Yo era así…
Casi Brazilian. Brazilianish.
Así como puertorriqueños.
Americanos con comillas,
comillas en el aire.

Tell me Sir .. Daniellll Herrera.
Are you Latino?
It’s Daniel with the “woo” sound.
Ferreira with an “F.”
First and last name from Brazil,
Sir!
I asked if you are Latino.
Answer, please!!
Latino? Now yes.
What do you mean by “now”?
Now that I live here in the US.
And what were you before?
Brazilian?
Neither.
Neither? The answer is yes or no.
Neither, sir. I was a type of …
Almost Brazilian. Brazilianish.
Just like Puerto Ricans.
“Americans” with quotation marks.

¿Y qué idioma hablas?
Una mezcla de todo y nada.
Português, español e English.
Is that so? ¡A ver!
¿Qué es “Mellizo”?
Gemelos. Gêmeos. Twins
Cabra. Cabrón. Jackass
Benção. Blessing. Bendición.
Nose?
Venta. Por donde se le pasa el aire.
¿Como una ventana?
Si. Venta. Ventana, Nose.
Espalda. Espada. Back.

And what language do you speak?
A mix of everything and nothing.
Portuguese, Spanish and English.
Is that so? Let’s see!
What is “Twin”?
Gemelos. Gêmeos. Twins
Cabra. Cabron. Jackass
Benção. Bendición. Blessing.
Nose?
Venta, which is where the air
passes through
Like a ventana (window)?
Yes. Venta. Ventana (window).
Nose.
Espalda. Espada. Back.
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Barrer. Barrer. Sweep
Arriégua! ¡Ay güey! Golly!
Da mulesta. Molestarme. 		
It bothers me!

Barrer. Barrer. Sweep.
Arriégua! ¡Ay güey! Golly!
Da mulesta. Molestarme.
It bothers me!

¡Es usted muy chistoso, no, Señor
Danielll!
¡Danieuuu!
¡Que sea!
¿Tiene usted conexión con el
mundo Latino?
Si. Tengo el hambre Latina!
Es decir, ¿Hay algún 			
pariente?
“Si.” Contestó mi padrino 		
Victor
desde el fondo del tribunal
¿Y el señor? ¿Quién es?
Soy Victor Ortiz,
el padrino puertorriqueño.
Muy bien. Pero Daniel es
brasileño.
-Ish. Brazilianish!
Y tiene hambre latina,
hambre fuerte desde niño,
de la frontera cruzar.
He must have all the rights
of su Latinidad!

You’re very funny, no, Mr. Danielll!?
Daniehwwoo!
Whatever!
Do you have a connection 		
with the Latino world?
Yes. I am hungry. Third 			
world. Latino hunger!
I mean, are there any 			
relatives?
“Yes.” My godfather Victor
answered
from the bottom of the court
And you are?
I am Victor Ortiz,
The Puerto Rican godfather.
Very well, then. But Daniel is
Brazilian.
-Ish. Brazilianish!
And he said he has
That Latino crave (for better days)
that made us all cross the border
He must have all the rights
granted by our Latino identity!

Your honor. If I may!
¿No es Latinidad la fiesta de la
mestizaje,
multilingüismo y
multiculturalidad?
Muy bien, señor Ortiz,
the citizenship will be granted.
But it is Latinx, not Latino!
It is temporary
and may change, mudar, cambiar,
si es que me comprende.

Your honor. If I may!
Isn’t Latinidad a celebration of
miscegenation, multilingualism
and multiculturalism?
Very well, Mr. Ortiz,
the citizenship will be granted.
But it is Latinx, not Latino!
And it is temporary,
prone to mudanças, cambios,
changes,
as you must understand.
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Mr. Herrera con la “éfê,”
you are now under custody
of the Latino State,
free to come and go
en este lado de la frontera.
Sempre do lado de cá!
Congratulations!

You are now under custody
of the Latino State,
free to come and go
on this side of the border
Always on this side!
Congratulations!
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Fluke
last week I was swimming
alone in the gulf
and a jellyfish stung my chest
just above the triangle of my string bikini.
my skin burned even under water,
salt cooling the wound
		.
I remember hearing the news
that Steve Irwin was killed
by a short-tail stingray.
its barb pierced his heart.
it was early September
and still warm, dry as dunes
		.
the water is a body which starts and stops
for nothing
.
my father was an angler,
casting for weakfish and striped bass.
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I’d avoid him
those afternoons when he’d return
from the shore, the fish smell hanging
even on the photograph
of him presenting a fluke
like a prize, its eye a shining penny
		.
before I was a girl, my body
was water and salt, grown
into blood and bone. I broke
my right leg on a soccer field
and my father accused me
of faking it, said if I wanted
to skip school, we’d have to go
to the hospital and we did.
the x-rays showed
my fibula, fractured
		.
Steve Irwin’s daughter Bindi
recently married a boy
who looks strikingly
like her father.
after the ceremony did she leave
an empty seat at the family table?
had she walked down the aisle alone?
I want to look up pictures
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but I can’t bear to insert myself
into a memory, uninvited
		.
I never ate anything
my father caught, so repelled
by the scent of the dead
even kept on ice
and maybe because my mother
was a terrible cook.
I don’t think she ate fish
and now I’m crushed
thinking how much effort
went into each catch
and how my father must have sat down
to those meals alone
		.
when the tumor bobbed
in the back of his neck,
lodged so close to the bone
that the radiation severed his spinal cord,
he was too proud
to use the cane, to admit
he couldn’t walk, to say the word
inoperable
		.
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swimming alone,
there’s so much to fear,
anxiety cutting like a fishhook
caught in a palm.
		.
in college I’d stay up all night
watching re-runs on Animal Planet
and rolling a tight, white joint
on the way to the shore
where I’d slip quarters
into the parking meter
and watch the sun rise
and maybe I’d text my father
who would run ten miles
each morning he wasn’t out
on the water, the fishing boat
wading through cold morning fog
		.
before the sickness we’d go out
for oysters, a dozen shells spread
on a bed of ice, a slice
of lemon and pints
of cold, cold beer.
You can still hear the ocean,
we’d say, even from here
		.
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he described radiation
as just a little sting
		.
		
I still say crikey when I’m surprised
by a splash and I still can’t fathom
how bravery can lure a body
to a bad place, how a body
can drown, or how the oil rigs
just out of sight
still manage to hold
their ground
		.
When I was married
a month after my father’s funeral,
I pinned a starfish
to the tangled net of my veil.
		.
as a measurement of depth,
a fathom means six feet
		.
the ferryman still collects
even the small coins
we have left to offer.
I never believed
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a body could be broken
by what it loved most.

I Try to be the Forest, I Start by Running Away
--after Jennifer Chang

and service here is poor, even on the riverbank
		
even from the clearing.
		I once tried
a text message to Brother.
				
There was no reply.
Cypress knees bubble out of the oxbow
and sycamore leaves stake their claim
				
here, at the edge
of something far from home. Brother
I never believed
		
could be a forest. He had no talent
		
to be both bark
and dirt.
				He would irritate me,
I’m not ashamed to admit, sleeping all day
		
in a dank basement, rooted so deeply
that I could not pull him
		
out.
			
His snoring of acorns
was no dreaming at all. He never could awaken,
		
study, stretch or dig. I couldn’t
recognize his purpose—
		

I breathe slow, let go.

I search for sunshine and drink in
water so deeply it’s like drawing
		
something elemental, up up from below
						
and beyond.
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I am mycelium, fronds, and pebbles. I’ve caught the autumn
burning in my fists
		
and it is not as flighty as sadness
but heavy as an unfeathered wing.
				All of it is true
				
and I call it family history
				
the roots of a family tree.
The sawtooth palmetto keeps nodding its green shiver
and memories dip like summer tanagers
leashed to my sky,
demanding demanding
another loop, another articulation.
		
I thumb through the bird book, its prescription
to recognize a nest. The harvest moon
		
is a gold disk caught by the night heron’s bark.
Brother is in shadow, not asleep
but nothing else either, his mouth opened
		then shut.
			
			

I grow as tall and wide
as I can. I’m reburied in yellow leaves.
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A Public Diagnosis: Destabilizing Scandal,
Anxiety, and Medicine in
Klaus Mann’s Barred Window
Aviv Hilbig-Bokaer

I

n the pathology of sexuality prominent in nineteenth-century social
and scientific discourses, the festering wound of homosexuality
nestled deep in the body, if left untreated, slowly begins to manifest
itself physically. As such, the personal and privately held secret crosses
a threshold and becomes a public reckoning. The anxiety of this passage is rooted in Victorian and bourgeois aversion to scandal.
In Barred Window, Klaus Mann’s novella about King Ludwig II of
Bavaria, he critically examines this threshold and the ensuing anxiety, highlighting the absurdity of the pathologization of sexuality by
satirizing the inherent tension in the relationship between the private
medicalized body and the public person as a royal figure. Amplifying
this relation is the location of this work along an unstable generational
divide, bringing Mann’s understanding into direct conflict with other
treatments, particularly that of his father. Finally, by reanimating a
scandalous and well-known character such as King Ludwig, Mann satirically employs elements of tabloid media, fairytale love, and historical camp to abolish preceding notions of the public-private division.
The following essay reads Barred Window as a satirical reworking
of his father’s (among others) novels and novellas about closeted figures by deconstructing and satirizing the anxiety of an “outing” and
the pathologization of sexuality. By understanding the excessive effort
to hide, repress, and bar up King Ludwig’s dubious yearnings, Mann
reexamines bourgeois tropes, medical discourses, and fear of exposure.
Further, he undercuts medical assumptions that play into the fear of
scandal through public interest, engaging the reader to reexamine historical narratives and popular lore. This intervention pays close attention to the employment of myth, gossip, and excess as tools of undercutting stoic and staid Wilheminian discourses of sexual decadence by
amplifying them to the extreme, a turn toward historical camp. In so
doing, this analysis probes the nineteenth-century anxiety of a public
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outing, seeking to understand Mann’s treatment as a counter movement manifested as a liberation-oriented alternative to scandal.
A deluge of rain permeates the duration of Barred Window: “Der
Regen hüllte die Landschaft wie ein graues Tuch” (Mann, Vergittertes
Fenster 48) (“The rain covered the landscape like a gray cloth” [Mann,
Barred Window 9]). The rain amplifies a leitmotif of excess. The everincreasing torrent of water marks a moment of overflow, and points to
an impending breach. Further, it presages a climax, a watery end that
would seem inexorable to a contemporaneous reader who would have
awaited with baited breath a dramatized retelling of King Ludwig’s
mysterious drowning. As such the rain functions dually, at once highlighting a waxing force to which the characters are powerless to stop
and foretelling a resolution that readers will have anticipated, highlighting a sense of fatality and futility.
It is from this point that Mann begins his satirical foray, exploring
glut as the primary modality of satire, amplifying all material and relational encounters to the extreme by throwing subtlety to the wind
and embracing a comical poetics of overabundance. Such opulence is
reinforced through persistent referencing of King Ludwig’s multiple
palaces and penchant for luxury. “Ludwigs II., der in so vielen schönen Schlössern frei und prächtig gehaust hatte” (Vergittertes Fenster
47) (“Ludwig II, who had lived freely and magnificently in so many
beautiful palaces” [Barred Window 9]). By situating the story around
Ludwig, a character known for his comical overabundance, Mann had
to do little to convince the reader that the world we have entered is one
inundated with material surplus and decadence.
Beyond the aquatic overflow, the water reenforces a diagnosis of
insanity, calling upon a historical connection between water and the
human psyche. In Madness and Civilization, Michel Foucault remarks
that, “water and madness have long been linked in the dreams of
European man” (12). In a Foucauldian sense, the rain sets the stage for
a diagnosis of madness; as he goes further in noting, “fine droplets of
water that penetrated the channels of the human body and made it
lose its firmness, predisposed it to madness” (Foucault 13). Despite the
scientific weakness of this diagnosis, especially within what Foucault
calls the age of reason, the persistence of such an idea in European
imagination is undeniable. For Mann this coupling deserves destabilization, a feat that he attempts through bringing an excess of water
and a clinical diagnosis into close narrative proximity. By connecting
King Ludwig’s suspicious diagnosis to a pseudo-scientific notion of
madness, Mann reminds the reader of the absurdity of sexual pathologization. With the rain saturating the landscape, the primary abundance in the novella is the surfeit of malady. Amidst the flooding of
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Bavaria, the reader arrives at a moment of judgement. A clinical diagnosis on page one alerts us, “Der König war krank—dahin lautete
der ärztliche Spruch—geistkrank”(Vergittertes Fenster 45) (“The king
was sick—such was the medical assessment—mentally ill, and perhaps
incurable” [Barred Window 7]). More than an acute corporeal illness,
King Ludwig’s disease infects his whole soul as geistkrank should be
read both as a mental illness as well as infection of the spirit. As such
it manifests itself in “hysterical” qualities, causing him to twitch and
sway as well as disturbing his sleep (necessitating the use of strong
barbiturates, referenced by Ludwig’s later hallucinations). It becomes
instantly clear to the reader that this illness is of a dubious nature, one
that infects the social mores of the aristocracy of the nineteenth century, and thus threatens to bring scandal upon the royal institution.
The problem of hereditary inheritance is intensified within the
framework of a royal institution that models a very stoic version of
sexual genetics. In The History of Sexuality Volume One, Foucault remarks, “the analysis of heredity was placing sex (sexual relations, venereal diseases, matrimonial alliances, perversions) in a position of
‘biological responsibility’ with regard to the species: not only could sex
be affected by its own diseases, it could also, if it was not controlled,
transmit diseases or create others that would afflict future generations”
(118). King Ludwig’s dubious sexual desires represented a particularly
acute threat to the institution that was made tenable through corporeal vigor that placed sexuality at its very core.
The ensuing treatment of King Ludwig’s threatening disease, itself
so total, must match the excess, and is thus indicated by the complete
leveraging of the royal political apparatus to repress the outgrowth of
the sickness. This is not done to save Ludwig as a human, that is with
any medical achievement in mind, but to stem the diagnosis from becoming public. The undertaking is done out of an anxiety oriented in
the arousal of scandal that ensures a tarnishing of King Ludwig’s legacy
concurrent with such a sickness of the soul. A proposed course of treatment is a multi-year cure in the mountains, hidden from public life (an
allusion to a certain novel whose main character is cloistered in the
mountains for years under the guise of a cure). As such the actual clinical medical interventions are mentioned only in passing, prioritizing
a more publicly oriented approach, the barring of the windows. These
physical barriers are put up to keep King Ludwig in, but more importantly, to keep the public out, as is noted, “Vor jedem Fenster hatten
sie fünf oder sechs dicke Eisenstangen, ziemlich dicht nebeneinander,
angebracht. Dies beutete und bewies, daß es in der Tat plötzlich aus
und zu Ende war mit Herrlichkeit Ludwigs II” (Vergittertes Fenster 47)
(“In front of each window they had attached five or six thick iron bars
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fairly close to one another. This clearly demonstrated that the splendor of Ludwig II…had indeed come to an abrupt end” [Barred Window
9]). The bars form an artificial barrier between the public and private
sphere, replacing a membrane that King Ludwig is no longer able to
naturally maintain.
The entire undertaking to repress this malady is to be read as extreme and excessive. The narrator’s own questioning of the cloistering
undercuts the medical and social efficacy of such a gesture, obviously
aiming to engender sympathy with Ludwig, which was the political intention of Mann’s work within a broader effort of historical rehabilitation. This clarification lays bare the true objective of the bars: to preclude a public reckoning.
The narrator’s destabilization of the pathology of King Ludwig’s
condition contrasts a new sense of medicalization of sexuality arising
in the 1920s out of Magnus Hirschfeld’s Institute for Sexual Science,
which advocated for a natural positioning of sexuality, with a nineteenth-century anchored medical approach, centered around repression and treatment.
To understand Mann’s attempt at deconstructing this outdated
model, it would be advantageous to briefly touch on a type of homosexual pathologization and scandal quite familiar to Mann, principally
the novella Death in Venice, written by Mann’s father twenty-five years
before “Barred Window.” The novella concerns a decidedly nineteenthcentury portrayal of homosexuality as decadence, symptomized by
moral and physical decay. Thomas Mann destabilizes the common approach to male-male love as something that ought to be rejected, and
instead lauds its aesthetic qualities. Nevertheless, he still lands on the
side of understanding homosexuality as an outgrowth of self-indulgence to be suspicious of and warranting control. Robert Tobin notes
this understanding: “Because this particular sexual identity is shameful, it needs to be hidden or closeted, revealed only by a series of hints
and clues that make sense only to those initiated into a homosexual
subculture” (202). Breaking from his father’s understanding, in “Barred
Window,” Mann attempts to build a model of homosexuality within
such a structure, in which fellow characters would regard Ludwig’s
supposed queerness with suspicion and shame, but contemporary
readers would react with a sense of sympathy if not understanding.
Considering this valorization, Mann recalls in his autobiography
that he regarded King Ludwig as a “hero” and “He remained alive in
my heart. The iridescent twilight in which his drama is bathed never
ceased to captivate my fancy” (Mann, The Turning Point 306). Thus
King Ludwig becomes a sort of historical “superqueero” for Mann,
or as Uwe Neumann notes “erneut also eine homosexuelle Figur der
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Historie” (306) (“renewed as a homosexual figure of history,” my translation). The positioning shows Ludwig as endeavoring to live in scandal as opposed to the inevitable alternative, fear of scandal. The reader
becomes increasingly aware of the futility of the attempts to repress the
medicalized outbursts of King Ludwig and the efforts as such can only
be read as laughable.
This futility reflects Mann’s views on sexuality, influenced by
Hirschfeld. He writes sexuality as inseparable from the human condition, territorializing it in the deepest part of the romantic human, the
soul. This is evident toward the end of the story as he entreats God,
“Nimm meine geschundene Seele zu dir!” (65 “take my oppressed soul
unto you” Mann 22). Ostensibly this battered soul represents the torment of a public revelation. In contrast to the masculinist approach,
which viewed male-male love as a tendency to be physically controlled
and satisfied visually, Mann situates homosexual love as a soul oriented, natural outgrowth, stemming from, as Rick Chamberlain notes,
“his conviction that sexuality and spirituality are intertwined” (619).
Thus, the incongruous attempts to deny King Ludwig access to his
sexuality are met with a moralizing approach, highlighting the futility
of repression.
In a recently unearthed January 1925 article in Die Weltbühne (coincidentally the same magazine Mann published one of his first works in
just weeks later), Hirschfeld sheds light on his view of homosexuality
while criticizing the efforts of anti-gay legislation noting, “Nachdem
eine jahrzehntelange Forschungsarbeit über alle Zweifel hinaus sichergestellt hat dass der Homosexuelle Mensch . . . in keiner Weise an seine
Naturanlage Schuld trägt” (“We can say, after decades of research, that
the homosexual man carries no guilt for his natural yearnings” my emphasis and translation). Mann sympathizes with this vision of malemale love as a “natural outgrowth,” not warranting any feeling of “guilt”
or attempt at repression.
Hirschfeld’s article, titled “The New 175: A Law for Blackmailers”
touches on another important issue Mann examines in “Barred
Window.” Blackmail played an outsized role in the life of a closeted
homosexual in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Europe, particularly in Germany. In his study of Gustav von Aschenbach in Death
in Venice, Robert Tobin recalls, “The allusions to blackmail . . . would
have resonated in homosexual circles in early twentieth-century
Germany, who were constantly endangered by blackmail. Hirschfeld
reported that 3,000 of the 10,000 homosexuals he interviewed had
been blackmailed” (197). The power of blackmail lives in the tension
of the public-private divide, in that the act of blackmail threatens the
horizon between what is held secret, and the anxiety of that secret’s
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exposure. Throughout “Barred Window,” blackmail seems to threaten
the political life of King Ludwig, referencing dubious forces that see
the prospect of a public “outing” as a site that leaves him vulnerable.
The central emotional climax of the story comes in the recounting
of King Ludwig’s love affair with Richard Wagner (although it is left
persistently unclear if such a love was ever requited). “‘Ja, ich habe ihn
geliebt,’ verstand der Ergriffene. ‘Wie ein Schüler den Meister leibt,
leibte ich diesen.‘ Und so weiter dachte er schamlos: ‘Wie eine Frau
den Mann liebt, so liebte ich Wagner‘” (Vergittertes Fenster 79) (“‘Yes, I
loved him,’ the shaken king admitted. ‘As a schoolboy loves his master,
so did I love him.’ And he continued without shame: ‘As a woman loves
a man, so did I love Wagner.’” [Barred Window 32]). The nod toward
a student-master love satirizes a Greek pederastic love. This love, espoused by Adolf Brand and the masculinists, and associated more
closely with Thomas Mann, is caricatured by immediately bringing
it into the quotidian domestic sphere, noting it as husband-wife love.
Any sort of masculinist aestheticization and idealization of male-male
love is totally rejected and fully skewered by Mann.
Mann’s move towards a critique of anti-liberal homosexual views
marks a turning point in his sexual philosophy. According to Samuel
Huneke in his study on the reception of Mann’s work of the previous
decade, “His works conveyed sympathy with both Hirschfeld’s and
Brand’s views, allowing both groups to receive him as one of ‘their’
authors, believing he depicted same sex desire in a manner consisted
with their beliefs” (92). Yet “Barred Window,” written in 1937, seems
to move away from the idealization of the masculine form and toward
a liberation-oriented approach, seeing homosexuality as quotidian,
the sort of Naturanlage that Hirschfeld espouses. This shift is noted
in Mann’s now well-known essay, “Homosexuality and Fascism,” published around the same time as “Barred Window,” where he endeavors to depict male-male love as ordinary. He notes in the essay, “How
can there still be debate among mature adults as to whether everyone
should be allowed to love according to his natural inclinations” (Mann
2). Mann further attempts to reframe homosexuality as deeply quotidian, moving away from an aesthetic valorization of the male body,
noting, “Someone who prefers members of the same sex is most likely
neither a genius like Da Vinci nor a beast like Röhm, but rather an exemplary citizen, an honest hardworking man” (4). In this way, Mann
removes any element of sordid shock or indignity from the expression
of male-male love. As such, King Ludwig himself seems less averse
to scandal, an outing, as his advisors and handlers. The implication
being, so far as the reader can gather from his internal monologue, that
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an outing would provide a medical liberation that would be worth the
ensuing dishonor.
Further destabilizing scientific value in Barred Window is Mann’s
mythological turn, retelling the story of King Ludwig through the lens
of popular opinion rather than historical accuracy. Touching briefly on the story in his autobiography, he notes, “I remembered what
nurses and cooks had told us about his [Ludwig’s] tragedy, rather than
what I had read in historic reports and treatises. His prodigious castles—monumental whims scattered all over Bavaria—belonged to the
mythic landscape of my childhood” (Mann, The Turning Point 306). By
undercutting the historical or biographical qualities from the novella,
Mann moves the narrative to the realm of public myth, playing with
the idea of a rabid Bavarian populace, looking for sordid secrets rather
than historical truths.
The climax of the novella contains the ultimate public reckoning,
that is, public death. Rather than regarding Ludwig’s death as a tragic
end, Mann writes it as a liberating gesture. Seeing his body shortly after
his death, Austrian Empress Elisabeth (yet another figure of public
allure to appear) finds a truth in his face that only death could reveal,
“Ein ungeheures Licht fällt auf sein Schicksal, und auf das ihre. Sie
versteht seinen Tod, und sie weiß den Tod voraus, der ihr selber bestimmt ist…Sie weiß alles” (Vergittertes Fenster 97) (“His fate and her
own are revealed in a blaze of light. She understands his death, and
she kows what death awaits her…She knows all” [Barred Window 44]).
A sickly king, who is expected to succumb to his illness as diagnosed
by his medical team, undercuts those assertions by drowning himself.
This act is seen as a further destabilization of the medical discourse.
Drowning his doctor with him is the literal manifestation of the subversion, crossing the artificial barrier futilely supported by the barred
windows as a final public gesture.
It is a surprising conclusion, free of any scandal that plagued the
death of the historical King Ludwig. Mann knew full well the mystery and public interest surrounding Ludwig’s death, noting in his autobiography, “There were obstinate rumors to the effect that Ludwig
had not really been drowned in the waves of the Lake of Starnberg,
but was still alive, hiding somewhere in the solitude, a sort of neurotic
Lohengrin endowed with eternal youth” (Mann, The Turning Point
306). This sudden reversal of King Ludwig’s fortune as a man liberated
serves to amplify the excess of the response to his condition throughout the preceding story.
Barred Window parodies the nineteenth-century notion of public
scandal. Moving away from a model explored eruditely in Thomas
Mann’s short stories, which Alan Bance remarks, “concern[…] the
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nightmare of a private persona inescapably caught up in a public crisis”
(113), Klaus Mann explores the public outing as a liberating gesture.
Through satire, Mann aims to critique the anxiety of scandal manifested as malady. Or as Chamberlin aptly notes, “The staid moral code
of the Wilhelmine bourgeoisie . . . seems futile and irrelevant . . . To
Klaus Mann, the corporeal life, whose sensations had been bound and
gagged during his father’s generation, needed to be proclaimed and
embraced with honesty” (615). As such, the desire to reframe the narrative of a popular historical character comes into focus.
Mann creates King Ludwig as a queer hero, someone who belongs to
the “mythical landscape of childhood,” by letting him break free from a
nineteenth-century conception of sexuality as malady and by destabilizing the masculine order. The narrative creates a world in which King
Ludwig is physically reminded of the scandal that awaits him just outside his palatial grounds, maintained by the barred windows, and yet
sojourns to depart those confines regardless. In doing so, King Ludwig
crosses the public-private threshold, a point of no return, enduring to
convincingly enter his own legend.
In this sense, Barred Window is a series of transformations, historical to myth, healthy to ill, and private to public. Yet rather than writing this public outing as a “crisis,” Mann endeavors to conceptualize it
as moment of liberation. The contrary forces such as pathologization,
anxiety, and repression are all amplified to their most extreme characterization. In this magnification, their incongruity becomes clear. As
such, the notion of an impending scandal, the defining tension of the
narrative, is obliterated.
This is the emancipatory drive of the novella, to reread scandalous,
publicly oriented myths, ripe with gossip, as quotidian. The inelasticity
of the nineteenth-century elan that allows for scandal to be a defining
and guiding tension is erased in the novel’s use of satire. Staidness is
rewritten as sin, and self-indulgence and honesty are understood as
virtuous. In this retelling, Mann employs some of the nineteenth century’s most legendary figures to support this turn, attempting to bring
public life and personal sexuality a bit closer together.
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